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Dungeon defenders 2 drakenlord

Dungeon Defenders from 2 Wikidraken Road is an interesting mechanic and miniboss. He can often be found in chaos expeditions, onslaughts, masteries and invasions. He moves very slowly, but he can shake his sword twice each time he attacks, protect him, freeze cold, then call an ice shield to damage something inside. Strategy Draken Road is a scary boss at first, he can
raise his sword and poke it into the ground summoning an ice shield, when his ice shield goes up, he has a very high resistance to damage (it seems to resist 99%, it slows down the hero and then, after a short time, calls a spectral copy of himself to deal with the blow of the finish. This last attack always seems to be one shot, no matter how healthy you are. In addition to that, you
can do the same not only for defenses, but also for enemies that can be useful. If you get his ice shield before you kill him, you can take it down by setting him on fire. This can be done with oil and fire damage combos. You can also use burning strike shards to do the same thing. A word of caution is that if he is ignited before his shield goes up, you will have to wait until the
ignition disappears before igniting him again to take down the shield. While this happens, he is a threat, so Stan can still hold him while you wait. Any ideas on how to kill it faster than the schedule icon? Page 2 8 Comment Note: Used only to report spam, ads, and problem (harassing, fighting, or rude) posts. To chat with them.\r[*] invite players to join your party in town or private
tavern. \r[*] Use different ranks (owners, officers, and regular members). [\/List]\rThere\u2019s See more features and how to add and improve the current setup. We look forward to your constructive feedback and will do everything we can to make these communities great. \/List \/List [\/List]\r[b]&lt;a0&gt;&lt;&lt;a1&gt;&lt;/a1&lt;/a1&gt;[List][*] Tower\r[List][*] World Tree\r[List][*] DU
Cost was 20, previously 25. \/List \/List [\/list]\r[b]lavamanser[\/b]\r[list][*] Towers\r[list][*] Ebermount\r[list][*] Overlap is now 35% of the maximum range, previously 50% (for reference, flame aura overlap is 50%. \/List[\/List]\r[b]Squire[\/b]\r[List][*] Tower\r[List][*] Training Dummy\r[List][*] DU Cost is now 20, previously 25. \/List \/List Fixed an issue where a small group of
[\/list]\r[h1]bug[\/h1]\r[list][*] players ‒ were tying invalid statistics.Inspect items on the ground while playing ps4 and Xbox split screens. Fixed an issue with \r[*] inspecting defenses. It showed statistics on other defenses. \r[*] I adjusted the billboard focus size to make it easier to read. Fixed an issue with lane paths with semitransparent objects updating drenched strikes affected by
electrocutes during the correct period of time through invasion and in place against Martius. Fixed an issue where the \r[*] water tip was not drenching enemies from time to time. Fixed vampire empowerment adjusted to display the correct statistical boost on individual tower inspection screens in \r[*] inventory. The resumption of Draken Frostkeep has resulted in one less core
alive. \r[*] Haunting Shard now shoots ghosts in secondary attacks. Fixed an issue where non-leader members of the Temple.\r[*] party would receive bad error messages during matchmaking. Fixed xbox frame rate drop when dinging with enemy schedule signs equipped with \u2019re. If the item is not equipped for the currently selected hero, it is a problem when comparing items
in inventory. Fixed an issue with Sacrifice Warden Adventure when using \r[*] controller\/gamepad. r[*] Adjusted how the decreasing return buff was calculated in different types of debuffs. Life Root Forest, and Betsy during the campaign, added elemental effects to weapons dropped during the new user experience. [\/List]\r[h1]Known issues[\/h1]\r[List][*] Some of the causes of fire
damage from shards are not properly lit torches in drakenfrost keep. Restart the game to get back to them.\r[*] Replays from wave with back-to-back winning bonuses may now fail to get ready for correction. \r[*] Play from waves in Draken Frost Keep and win may not be able to receive special Frost weapons. [\/list]\r[h1]social defender[\/h1]\r To get reliable updates on what
comes, check out our social platform for the latest juicy beansThe whole team had an explosion making this content, we can't wait for everyone to get your hands on our next update. Look forward to more information soon!\r\rFor Etheria!\r\r\r\rThe Dungeon Defender II Team:12hide_library_overview auto_migrated Tag:hide_library_detail Language:forum_topic_idforum_topic_
id163641888837443033333337228 event_gid 0430764668976 Votes: 0, No: 0}:rtime32_visibility_start::rtime32_visibility_end::broadcaster_accountid:follower_count:ignore_ count:forum_topic_id:1636418037463044712rtime32_last_modified:15998「news_post_gid0,rtime_mod_reviewed:featured_app_tagid:referenced_appids:referenced_appids:votes_up
:50votes_down:6,comment_type Forum Topic,Gid Feature:16364180374591 1350,gidfeature2:1636418037463047122clan_steamid_original:103582791444161031,{}gid:28907042307646991, clan_steamid:10358279144161031,event_name:Dungeon Defender II: Drake NFROST Is Alive Now! event_type:12,appid:23611 server_address
0,server_password,rtime32_start_time:1544553371rtime32_end_timertime32_end_time:comment_count:0「creator_steamid :76561198873502276,last_update_steamid:0,event_notes:See AnnouncementDefender II: Draken Frost Is Alive Now!,Post:1544553371,Update Time:1599764386,Body:[img]https:\\/steamdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam community\/public\/image\/clan \/46396
23\/c5dcc7e173cd954a65200de49d080efde67f819.png[\/img]\r Greeting Defender, \r\r Cold wind from the west comes here and brings dungeon defender II. Xbox is coming later today! We've put out Dev Log, which introduces some of the work ‒ which went into the update, and Dev Stream, which debuts some of the good that comes. This patch preview provides a little more
detail about these systems until Update Notes is released. Let's get to it!\r\r[h1]Drakenfrost Keep[\/h1]\r[img]https:\/\/steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/Steam Community\/Public\/Image\/Clan\/4639623\// bca8 ed606d9f1868fb6b9ba075a211eaa9b6ab71.jpg[\/img]\r[i]Draken Frost keep was recently rediscovered by members of the Intrepid Tesseria Explorer ‒ guild. The explorer was led to
the place by a tattered scroll found in the Magic Council Library. The scroll alluded to an ancient seal ritual used by early councils to seal powerful generals who were commanders of the old but army. Scroll detailed the location of Keep‒ with cryptic tips about the ultimate sacrifice ‒ which requires the ultimate sacrifice ‒ to seal the essence of evil in a ‒ container, which, different
from the Eternia Crystal ‒ was made. [\/i]\r\r This is the latest map to Dungeon Defender II. Some old school Dungeon Defenders fans will notice many similarities to the Royal Gardens map, but there is more danger on this map, so don\u2019t will be comfortable. We touched this map more overtime and we are excited to see the different builds ‒ come up to tackle the challenges
that ‒ are waiting. /\/steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/Steam Community\/Public\/Image\/Clan\/4639623\/0941cff2a2e995c6cc28 9a48ff5b9a023f81f72f.png Daily visits give you the opportunity to take presents from a giant festive tree located next to the town's scavenger and next to your safe in a private tavern. The tree contains one of three gifts: \r[list][*]epic gift\r[list][*] squire, one of
four holiday-themed weapons for apprentices, monks and huntresses. [\/List]\r[*]Myth Gift\r[list][*] Contains one of the four holiday-themed weapons for squire. Apprentice, Monk, Huntress.\r[*] 1 mythical defender pack\r[*]1 random shard pack (5 shards)[\/list][\/list]\rApproach the tree and press the appropriate button that looks like you will receive your wonderful gift! These items
will also scale up to chaos VII 6\/10 upgrade level to your champion score. Get 50% off stock bags and ~33% off material balls. Material Vault holds 9,999 instead of 999 for each slot, including both new reroll materials, and these changes also apply to the material vaults that are currently owned. Supplies are limited to ‒ but this sale is going to last for quite some time past
December! \r\rWinterfest is going to last forever. This gives you plenty of chances to get some nice shards and defender packs along the way with all four weapons! \r\r[h1]Elemental Combo[\/h1]\rElemental Combo attracted a lot of attention with the DrakenFrost update. We spent a lot of time making all the debuffs in the game more uniform so that everything had the same effect.
For example, all oil works the same way, previously certain mobs slowed down and some were ‒ Also all the water damage including water remodeling (both chips and servos) is now drenched! 23\/618d00d5ec90c1f18a0db20a44c4a110781aba.png[\/img]\rThy is the new system we add to the game. A lot of players really loved the weapons manufacturer ‒ mod ‒ a shocking
apocalypse ‒ which resulted in a really great stun and a good chunk of damage with it, and many of the defenders set out to get it right away. In the end we had to make it a bit nerve-wracking to bring it along with the other Mods but we loved the appeal it offered the players. \r\r If we wanted to do something more with Mods like this, Stan Crowd Control had to deny all future
content and deny future Mods\/features. Enter a decrease return. This system allows you to swarm control enemies, but after using it back, the effect loses its intensity. After a while unaffected by the crowd control effect, the enemy can control the crowd again with 100% effectiveness. You can buff up blocks during this update and may provide more features with additional
updates!\r\rWe\u2019re will be very responsive to feedback.But it allows us to do a lot of cool stuff in the future. That means new Mods, new heroes, and much more ‒ now you can have a lot of power in epic moments and crazy amounts. This opens the door for some amazing things!\r\r[h1]Mod improvements[\/h1]\r Before we talked about mods receiving changes in phases.
Phase I more than doubles the drop rate for 10/10 Mods and buffs all drop rates of 6/10, 7\/10, 8\/10, and 9/10. This means that the mod drop rates of 1\/10, 2\/10, 3\/10, 4\/10, and 5\/10 mod drop rates are down. The Perfect 10\/10 Mod drops before the update appears within about 4 hours of active gameplay on average. We've received a lot of great feedback from players who
enjoy this change. However, it really stinks to be an out-of-value and it takes a very long time to get 10\/10. The first change in Phase II is that now it takes about 10 hours of average play on average to get a guaranteed 10\/10 Mod. If you play with more players, you will see \u2019re see more modifications, so this take time will drop significantly and take almost half of the time
listed.\r\rMod rerolls are available in the following areas: \r[List][*] Expedition\r[List][*] DrakenFrost Map Drop 2 Reroll Material [\/List]\r[r] *]Onthroat \r[List][*] DrakenFrost Map drops on the following amount\r[List][*] Floor 28-35 Drop 1 Drop Reroll Material on DrakenFrost Resort\r[*] Floor 35-59 Drop 1 Reroll Material on all maps, and 2 Reroll Material Ondraken Frost Resort\r[*] Floor
60+ Drop 2 Reroll Materials on all maps and 3 Reroll Materials at DrakenFrost Resort. \/List \/List [\/List]\r We've provided a way to blatantly farm them for defenders who might want to spend an easy time at Chaos VII. Or while your ‒ rise is progressing even as you onslaught you , you can join this new material and be rewarded for tackling a harder challenge. This part of the
update has many quality of life improvements that move quickly and into action from inventory. The changes are as follows: \r[list][]auto-sort\r[list][*] auto-sort now actually moves all items that previously only provided visual updates and sorts bags. \/List [\/List]\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/pBYY2VA.gif[\/img]\r[List][*] Shard Sort\r[List][*] Shard Sort Logic has been updated. The next
priority is, and for the following types, the shards are sorted first by the defensive shard, then sorted between the two types of hero shards\r[*].Sort\r[List][*]\u201cFilter By\u201d Tab, the rightmost tab in stock has a new icon for Mods. This filters your best mods first. This makes it easy and quick for long play sessions to see if there is a GLORIOUS 10\/10‒just sitting in your bag.
\/List Press [\/List]\r[*] Mod Inspection\r[List][*] Shift to see the best Mod quality of the item in the lower right. \/List [\/List]\r[h1]General Changes[\/h1]\r[b]Neighborhood Targeting[\/b]\rThr This is a new way to interact with players. This allows you to target other players, target them and choose different things: invite them to parties, inspect their shops and inspect more interactions
once the community is implemented. [img]https:\\//steamcdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam community\/public\/image\/clan\//4639623\/f098a4ad47d6df8021b32ba97ad4cd4cdfeacdca0ac.png Before, 999 specific materials could be stored in each slot. Now you can save 9,999 in each slot!\instead of all of the 2019s, the material balls now also include spots for primary and mod reroll
materials. So many spaces for activities!\r\r[b]social menu[\/b]\rSnaud has been added to your abilities and next to the tower. This brings a bunch of quick features when interacting with others!\r\r[b] took additional passes to enemies stuck in enemy spawns, but also fixed a major problem where enemies went underground for a while and bypassed the blockade and later came out
of the ground with their paths. We're going to stay vigilant on this, so please provide feedback on this if you see anything!\r\r[b] console voice chat[\/b]\r We've now offered the option to allow you to disable voice chat in social hubs, console players will be delighted! And, greatly, we mean potentially terrible. It's usually terrible.\r\r[b]victory chest[\/b]\r Tired of waiting for your
legendary loot to come out of its chest as you play with other defenders and get so much?Well, that wait has been greatly reduced. When you open your winning chest, all your loot comes to shoot all at once. When playing with three other defenders, it looks like a legendary shotgun explosion. \r\rOh, and before you forget, open your winning chest before you move ‒ all items
inside will be sent to your inventory. If the stock is full, go to the scavenger. Never miss victory chest loot again!\r\r[h1]community[\/h1]\r This is a feature that we ‒ also want a lot of feedback on. ReleasingThe first is Steam, almost as a beta test of this feature. It‒ is a system that allows up to 30 people to enter structured groups and into five communities at once. These groups can
talk to each other, invite them to groups, and get other information, regardless of where they use the chat system. We want to build further from this system, but ‒ something you ‒ will have to get your hands on and see. The \r\r community is coming later in this patch after we brushed it up a bit more. \r[h1] Balance change[\/h1]\r[b]A bead load[\/b]\r[List][*] Tower\r[List][*]
Colossus\r[List][*] Health scaling has been increased to 600. Previously the 430.\r[*] skeletal oak[\/list]\r[list][*] DU cost was lowered to 35, previously it was 40. \/List \/List [\/List]\r[b]Apprentice[\/b]\r[List][*] Tower\r[List][*] Arcane Barrier\r[List][*] No longer allows enemies to pass through it during explosions. \/List \/List \/List [*] Shard\r[*] Shard\Shard[*] Frost Power\r[List][*] Defense
Power Scaling has been changed from (10 + 2 per level) to (9 + 1 per level). Max Guild is now 33%, and previously the 58% [\/list][\/list]\r[b]driver add[\/b]\r[list][*] tower\r[list][*][*] world tree\r[list][*] DU cost was previously 30%. \/List \/List [\/List]\r[b]Lavamansar[\/b]\r[List][*] Towers\r[List][*]Earth drake\r[List][*] Defense Unit Cost has been reduced to 50 DU, previously 60 DU.\r[*]
Defense Health Scaling has increased to 300, previously 200. [\/List]\r[*]Ebermount Rift\r[List][*] Adjusted the overlap to match that of similar towers (flame aura, weapon maker, etc.)[\/List][\/List][\/List]\r[\]\] /b]\r[List][*] Tower\r[List][*]Viper\u2019s Fang\r[list][*][]Viper\u2019s Fang can be upgraded to bubble up to 5 enemies. \/List \/List [\/List]\r[b]Squire[\/b]\r[*] Towers\r[List][*]
Training Dummy\r[List][*] DU Cost was reduced to 25, previously 30. \/List \/List Fixed an issue where the first bag in the [\/list]\r[h1]bug fix[\/h1]\r[list][*] inventory would not be visually loaded. *]Dryad\u2019s Fixed an issue that caused angry Nimbus to target enemies in spawners. Fixed an issue with VFX when killing Betsy while she was breathing fire. If they were upgraded,
Wave refunded level 1 tower mana. Fixed an issue where gamepad focus would move when purchasing the last item from the \r[*] shop. Fix statistical changes through various Ascension talents, Gunwich, Huntress ‒ Fixed an issue with \r[*] primary attack kills as well as favorable wind mods that prevented any kills.Fixed an issue where the Dark Arts Arcane Barrier would not
display properly when using 4K settings. [*] Vanguard \ u2019s collisions have been adjusted to match the shield. Adjusted the difficulty level of .\r[*] Forest Crossroads and Wyvernden for 5+ points. Fixed ui layer issues when buying or creating \r[*] heroes. Fixed an issue where the My Deck button would turn gray after removing the 019\r[*] hero. Fixed an issue with harpy\u2019s
flashing animations\r[*]EV2\u2019s buffer chips working with other heroes. [\/list]\r[h1]Known issue[\/h1]\r[List][*] If the chat is gray, deleting your ini will fix it and give it color. Just restart the game and the duration of the following elemental effects is not working at the correct length: hot springs, marlstroms, water chips\/servos, freezing rain, drenched strikes. [\/List]\r[h1] Next is ‒
2019s? [\/h1]\rThere\u2019s Many of us are experimenting with this update to make the future of Dungeon Defender II as great as possible. We welcome all the feedback you can provide to it, but of course make sure it is constructive ‒ it ‒ it is the best way to ensure that we can make the best changes as fast as possible. Check out our social platform for the latest juicy beans to
spill:\r[list][url=https:\twitter.com\trendyent]Twitter[\url]\\facebook.com\\dungeon defender\/ufef\ufef Facebook [*][url=https:\\\//] discord.me\/discord.me\/dd2]Discord[\/url]\r[url=https:\/www.twitch.tv\/trendyent]Twitch[\/url][\/list]\rA team can't wait to get hold of this content. Look forward to more information soon! \r\rFor Etheria!\r\r Dungeon Defenders IIログ 102 \u2014
「event_type:28:appid:23611 rtime32_start_time server_password server_address 0rtime32_end_time:comment_count:comment_count:creator_steamid:7656119888873502276last_update_steamidevent_notesLog 102 \u2014 in the snow:1544127426,Update time:1599764389&lt;/a0&gt;\\\/steamdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam community\/public\image\/clan\46396338/4639633 8/888
d4313c7e7b62c8bd9bccf32edb830.png[\/img]\r Greeting Defender, \rThere\u2019s Time to provide tons of new features and content on the horizon ‒ mod improvements, elemental combos, blockade buffs, and more (even more we haven't talked about) are waiting in this update. Let's get into it!\r\r[h1]Alec‒Lawlta\u201d Sire‒Community Exploration Leader[\/h1]\r\rWhat\u2019s
Guys, you know what it does!\r\rWe\u2019ve is working very hard to get you this update before the New Year and really put some serious time. While new content is coming (the new map seems great, ‒ down a few images below) - we've made a really big push to make a lot of systems feel a ton. Not long ago we improved mod drop and promised that there will be Phase II of this
system and the mark will cover the changes coming down. Players want elemental combos to be great, so we went through Phase I and did more with future updates. There ‒ there was a lot of feedback on how the blockade was viable and the boy said we had the heat with them. We're excited for you to get your hands on this update and polish things up a little before we just
release it. There is a devstream of ‒ [url=https:\\/www.twitch.tv\/trendyent] tomorrow (December 7) 3:00 p.m. EST[\/url]. Don ‒ miss it!\r\rSmooches, \rLawlta\r\r[h1] Mark ‒ Telflon \ u201d Telfer ‒ Technical Design Elf [\// h1]\rHey Defender!\r\rIt\u2019sI\u2019ve was tentatively doing a ton of MOD-related work, but alas, I was threatened by Lawlta to keep it all under wraps. Luckily,
the season Tice finally gives, and I ‒ have been given okay to give you some major bean spills on what I (and other trendy elves) have been up in our workshop. They said, ‒ Santa Rota, all I want for Christmas is the perfect MOD.‒Many of you felt it took too long to find those perfect Quaribians ‒ mods. I knew I had to do something fast about it so I wouldn't find myself on the
naughty list forever. I grabbed a bottle of Spike Eggnog, locked myself in the room and headed to the right for this problem once and for all. Thanks to the sheer amount of eggnog I drank, my memory becomes a little fuzzy afterwards, but a few days later IAnd Lawlta told me that in our last fix, the rate of higher quality mods increased significantly. Apparently, I had more than
twice the rate of perfect mods and had substantially increased the mo drop rate of quality 6 or more! Gone are the days when the ground was littered with only red mods like Rudolph's nose. You should be seeing far more green mods in the mix (Christmas Miracle) now!\r\r Now I know what you're thinking ‒ the increase in drop rates sounds finely dandy, but I have a problem. The
problem is unlucky. It is a condition that ‒ which ‒ has had since birth and RNG has chosen me for my entire life. Even though you ‒ you ‒ have increased the drop rate, Mark, I still think I'll ever see a good one. I\u2019m is too unlucky!\u201d Well, dear player, I have a revelation to make. I also suffer from this most heinous condition and I feel your pain. It feels worse than playing
50 hours and getting a lump of coal in your stockings that haven't seen the perfect mod yet! Well, don't be afraid! We have built a system that ensures that if you go for a long time without seeing one, you will get the perfect MOD. If you have a perfect MOD in about 10 hours of active gameplay, we guarantee that we will drop for you perfect! And do you want to know the secrets?
Don\u2019t tells Lawlta what I told you or go back to the naughty list I go to. But this still meets the other big geeks on the people\u2019s holiday wish list. Sure, it's great to see the perfect mod, but ultimately what you're looking for is the perfect MOD. There ‒ something specific always in mind that you know, and ‒ what you really want the chance you get (I‒ look at you, perfect
tenacity). - It is a big excitement to announce the introduction of new materials and announced mod rolling! Mod rerolling improves your chances of getting the specific quality mods you want in a more targeted way. Playing maps in our new area guarantees a drop of these amazing little guys and the possibilities they have are great. You ‒ you can invest in your favorite modsEvery
time you complete a map, you can ensure a risk-free chance and do better. This is a game changer. This reroll material makes it take to get the perfect mod you're looking for in a fraction of the time you need right now. This is big. \r\rSo Summary:\r[list][*]Perfect MOD drop rate more than doubled in the last fix. Drop rates for 6-9 MOD have also increased. \r[*] This update will



result in a new system that guarantees unlucky players the perfect MOD drop with active gameplay within 10 hours. It allows you to get the mods you like perfectly in the minutes of time it takes to see it dropped. [\/list]\r Now, all of that is super exciting, but I still have a lot in my bag of gifts, defenders. We heard you when ‒ when you said you wanted to spend less time on the
menu and more time slapping gobass with a very punchy face. I'm very excited to be able to announce mod quality filtering in stock. In the new update, the option to filter by MOD quality has been added to the ‒Filter By ‒ tab (the last tab in the inventory). When this option is selected, the highest quality mods group the equipment and display its number on the icon of the device
itself. This means you can scan your equipment easily and easily and find high-quality mods. [url=https:\\//www.twitch.tv\/trendyent] Adjust EST[\/url] to Dev Stream at 3pm today and see for yourself. In the new update, shards are sorted by type and sorted alphabetically. For example, all defense (green) shards are grouped during sorting and listed in alphabetical order. This
makes it easy to find the shard you're looking for, and you're d have to spend a lot less time on the menu. We are open to any feedback after this is live, but we are excited to get you these changes!\r\r Trendy elves are looking forward to the release of this update and can wait for you to play it ‒ When it comes to improving mods in the game, we are far from finished, so your
continued feedback is always appreciated. Happy Defending and Happy Holidays!\r\r\rLove,\rMark\r[h1]Eric\u201cPetire\u201d Petrie\u2014 QA Designer[\/h1]\\ rHey all, I‒ is just going to get into it! I‒ is going to take the first step towards extending two different systems that happen to work very well together. The first one is the Elemental Combo System. We think it's a great way
to expand in making builds that players really feel are theirs. Problems with past element combo systems were the only way for them to build, orCompletely useless. The reason is not the elemental combo system itself, but rather the player's ability to stack damage output multiple times beyond the expected value, allowing them to fully bounce off their enemies. For example, as
your aura of fire starts igniting, it allows you to have enemies of cannonball tower oil, or for your Skyguard to stun enemies knocking up from geysers. These are cool and interesting exchanges that players hope to find and discover for the first time, but they can't trivialize all the content. We work the backend systems that need to be changed to adding future evidence that we
create, and of course give our amazing artists plenty of time to move forward and create great visual effects to show off new and amazing combos. The blocks are too powerful a crowd control effect on our enemies, so since we added shards, the use has decreased and even more so in Mods. The reason is that many instances of Crowd Control are always available without a
cooldown to use them. Enter a decrease return. Decreasing returns increases the base values of certain passives and shards each time crowd control is applied to the enemy's future CC‒ We'll talk about how more returns have been added there ‒ but by adding them to our ‒ we can make elemental combos more interesting and create even more elemental combos in future
patches\/updates, and buff blocks to be part of your build. All of these changes, thanks to the feedback we've received from many of you, we've done a lot to make them feel good. I‒ Daniel Diaz, and I would like to share with you some of the work that we ‒ put on the next map that will come to you very soon.
/Clan\/4639623\/bca8ed602d9f1868fb6b9ba075a211eaa9b6ab71.jpg[\/img]\r\r Our main inspiration for this level is a great concept by game of thrones (especially nightwatch, Castle Black) and trendy artists. \r\r We had a lot of fun working on it. I remember starting to work in front of the castle, but if you're wondering about the workflow, take a look at the photos below.
Clan\//ee3f5e5e5acfa7a93c02448bdb3e68dd1f05b365c9.jpg[\/img]\r\rThe challenge at this level on the building side of the world was to create level ice caves and backgrounds (we had no concept for them), so we had to explore and use our imagination. d9d9b26fcd96b981ac5c129800f699f09.jpg[\/img]\r\r\u2019t can conquer this frozen castle and wait to get rewarded for doing
so! [\/h1]\r Our [url=https:\/www.twitch.tv\/trendyent] Devstream is december 7, @3 PM EST[\/url]. Join us and check out all the spectacular snow goodness, system changes and the hard work put into this update. Oh, and also maybe win some prizes to come with this update!\r\r To get a reliable update on what comes ‒ check out our social platform for the latest juicy beans to
spill:\r[list][url=https:\twitter.com\/trendyent]Twitter[\url]\facebook .com\/Dungeon Defender\/ufeff\ufef Facebook [*][url=https:\\//discord.me\/discord.me/dd2]Discord[\/url]\r[url=https:\/www.twitch.tv\/trendyent]Twitch[\/url][\/url][\/ List]\rA whole team can't wait to get hold of this content. Enjoy more information soon!\r\rFor Etheria!\r\r\r\r\r Dungeon Defender II Team 2
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3\/e53270f43548831e09076b8ff5b8fed54fc0902.png[\/img]\rAhoy Defenders!\r\r\rPatch 4.1 is docked to the Aethelian port and is currently running on all platforms. This patch focuses on changing the mod drop rate to perfection, improving the visibility of mod quality, polishing mob paths, and providing more amazing changes. Get ready for your eye patch and parrot, let's sail to
some notes!\r\r[h1]Perfect Mod Drop[\/h1]\rThis is what we receive a lot of feedback on and are working on at multiple stages. In the first phase, this patch allows you to do calculations that specifically change the drop rate. Previously, we expected players to see all kinds of perfect mods within 9 hours of active gameplay (active gameplay not only opened the game, but took time
to complete the map efficiently and quickly). After hearing the feedback, we sent a survey that gave us a lot of good information. Our tests and simulations validate feedback and our sense is that there is more to add to this system. This first stage increases the drop rate, so on average you will see the perfect mod with less than 4 hours of active gameplay (31% of those surveyed
want 1-5 hours and 40% want 5-10 hours). This average is based on solo play, so the average of multiplayer sessions can be significantly shorter. When we talk about averages, there are outs, but in the short term this is the best fix we felt comfortable available for. We are working hard to get rid of the outings that feel as if the player has seen one in over 50 hours of active
gameplay. In addition to that we also hear the desire to target farm Mods, and alcause it ‒ally we are not going to offer completely, we are pretty much looking for ways to mitigate this. We're going to touch on this more as we get closer to the next big update (‒ is too far away!\r\r[h1]Mod quality visuals[\/h1]\rPlayers have requested that you understand where the quality of your
mods ranges from 1 to 10 scales. Now there is a number that reflects the quality gently enclosed above ‒Qualibean\u2122.\u201d\r\r[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/ICs2vRmrm.png[\/img\]r. \rWe\u2019ve has heard additional feedback on Mods on sorting and distinguishing perfect quality and is currently looking at ways to make this better. Stranded enemies and those that go out of their
intended path are not fun to deal with, and they are certainly a challenge for us to ensure theyCorrectly. We changed a lot of their behavior and fixed a lot of stack\/path issues in this patch with some new logic. We promise ‒ will keep a close eye on these changes and if more work is needed there ‒ will defeat it. We encountered the first technical challenge that did not allow this
feature to work well in a lost temple. Replay Frodo Wave has been released and you're ready to work on The Lost Temple. After testing it, we were now able to get replays from the waves to work on this map, including Omega Wave\\r[h1] authoritative weapon [\/h1]\rDred Island, players got the opportunity to acquire authoritative weapons every 10 floors in front of the 100th floor,
and 20 floors per 20 floors after the 10th floor. How the update was applied, people had to overcome the previous top floor to receive these rewards. It felt great for players to re-climb to join this new system. As a bonus, all players in this patch can complete a first-class weapon drop on every floor and receive one. For example, if you completed Floor 60 yesterday and received a
first-class weapon, you can not only complete Floor 60 and receive another one, but you can also receive floors 10, 20, and you can complete 30, 40, 50 again, and you ‒ Each 9ll receives another authoritative weapon!\r\r[h1]bug fix[\\ /h1]\r[list][*]Abyss Road ‒ fixed an issue where colossus was not consistently attacking enemies in lanes. Fixed an issue where the Earth Shutter
Tower would not attack Vanguard Gostock, Vanguard (Shield Goblin), Ranged Ogle, and Cannon Orgares. Fixed an issue where nimbus.\r[*] harpy towers would work without a world tree. Fixed an issue with some towers where \r[*] inspection DPS did not calculate damage and chance. Towers affected by boost aura will lose their yellow VFX when upgrading. \r[*] Multiplayer
bonuses now work correctly with incactions and onslaughts. Fixed an issue where power transfers were negative. The \r[*] hard gold cap is set to approximately 2,300,000,000 gold. As a result, the Ranged Oga Space Association was dissolved. \r[*]Chaos VI Jack Sparrow and Looter\u2019s Paradise can now correctly drop C6 Shards.Any region in the Expeditions tab of the
world map.\r[*] Lavamansa \u2019s Submerged Travel SFX now plays correctly. \r[*] We adjusted the way jumps are handled for smooth gameplay. You need to win their love!\r[*] Adjusted the UI elements of the game browser on the controller that appeared out of place. Fixed an issue with \r[*] Dryad Defense still working without a world tree replay from waves. It was too small.
Fixed an issue with replays from waves that could not set \r[*] weapon-making weapons. Fixed an issue with dark assassin triggers only.\r[*] Gemwell timing. Fixed an issue where players would not be able to return from the war table if they expanded the area on the world map. [Fixed some war table issues where enemies of Chaos 4 and 5 appeared wrong. \r[*] Updated
description of Lightning Grenade Pet Abilities. Fixed an issue where loading a 19t player 1 or 2 split-screen group into a hard version of the .\r[*] campaign was causing a 5001 error. We made it big. What is the forbidden worshippers\u2019s mask?\u2019s? Secrets.\r[*] now has a new, returned, newly installed player only ‒ Play Now ‒ to change the title screen and reduce
confusion. This investigation continues.\r[*] Fixed an issue where TenaCity would not prevent the STAMP KOBOLT Tower from stun in certain towers. \r[*] Added lock icon for locked War Table regions. Fixed an issue with players playing in 4k resolution with the .\r[*] option menu offscreen for tower issues where play to disconnect re-joins is updated successfully. [*] A good-wind
mod now displays the stack icon correctly. \r[*] Added master star information to region and difficulty dropdowns.Star removed from filtering in Advanced View. Fixed an issue with items that were properly updated to return \r[*] players. [\/list]\r Many of you always submit bug reports and try to squash as many bug reports as possible. As with any extension, there are a lot of fixes
that come your way. Continue to [url=http:///bugs.dungeondefenders2.com]] Submit to our bug site [\/url]. Your help is invaluable for knocking out some of the thorny issues that appear.\r\r[h1]known issues[\/h1]\r[list][*][*]tabbing when matchmaking on a world map before updating the UI to an unintended game mode. \r[r[*] Some UI elements of some NPC shops come through the
window in the split screen. The shop is still focused and not visually perfect. \r[*] Replays from waves of lost temples sometimes maintain a broken core model. [\/list]\r[h1]Social Defender[\/h1]\rThere\u2019s A lot of people who play Dungeon Defender II, and many of them gather in our social hub. When it comes to finding other players, figuring out how to conquer a specific
challenge, or just wanting to get to know others in the community, or getting the latest DD2 news, you can\u2019t go wrong with our social platforms:\r[list][*][url=https:\/\/twitter.com\/TrendyEnt]Twitter[\/url]\r[*][url=https:\/\/www.facebook.com\/DungeonDefenders\/]\ufeff\ufeffFacebook\ ufeff\ufeff[\/url]\r[*][url=https:\/\/discord.me\/dd2]Discord[\/url]\r[*]
[url=https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/trendyent]Twitch[\/url][\/list]\rWe\u2019re getting the finishing touches on this patch and cannot wait to share it with you all.\r\rFor Etheria!\r\rThe Dungeon Defenders II Team,commentcount:9,tags:[auto_migrated,hide_library_overview,hide_library_ detail],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037463123014,event_gid:2890704230764669304
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end_timecomment_count:comment_count:creator_steamid:76561198873502276last_update_steamidevent_notes4.1 Preview: 1599764394 Body: [img]https:\//i.imgur.com\/goI1FjY.png[\/img]\r\rAhoy Defender!\r Some predictions of what's coming ‒ Time for us to join us as peering a little in the future and dive into the patch 4.1 preview ‒ patch 4.1 preview!\r\r[h1]Perfect Mod
Drop[\/h1]\rThis is something we receive a lot of feedback on and are working on in multiple phases. The first phase is coming in this patch, it allows us to do calculations to specifically change the drop rate. We're going to increase the drop rate of perfect mods by more than twice while lowering the drop chances of low-quality Mods. \r\rThy second phase is more complicated and
not yet ready to be discussed. The current drop rate knows that players have an average time to see the perfect mod, and for many players they are below that average. However, there are players with outs of this system and it takes a long time to see the perfect mod and it feels ‒ which is great. We are currently developing a way to completely suppress this. \r\r[h1]Mod Quality
Visual[\/h1]\rPlayers requires that you understand where mod quality ranges from 1 to 10 scales. Now, there is a number that reflects the quality gently enclosed above ‒Qualibean \u2122.\u201d\r\r[h1]Mob Pathing[\/h1]\rWe\u2019re. Stranded enemies and possible things that go their intended path are not fun to deal with, and they are certainly a challenge to ensure they work
properly. This update includes changes aimed at significantly reducing this behavior. We promise ‒ will keep a close eye on these changes and if more work is needed there ‒ will defeat it. We encountered the first technical challenge that did not allow this feature to work well in a lost temple. Replay Frodo Wave has been released and you're ready to work on The Lost Temple.
After testing it, we can now get a replay from the waves to work on this map containing omega waves. \r\r[h1] and that's not all! [\/h1]\rThere\u2019s Of course, many bug fixes have come and expanded the description to the above and are some unpublished changes included in the patch notes. \r\r[h1]Social Defender[\/h1]\rThere\u2019s Many people who play Dungeon Defender
II, and many of them gather in our social hub. If you want to find other players, think about how to overcome certain challenges, get to know others in the community, get the latest DD2 news ‒ you can go wrong with our socialCan't wait to get the finishing touches on this patch and share it with you. \r\rFor Etheria!\r\r!r Dungeon Defender II Team hide_library_detail
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716ae4e6f50b5a5eccda5eccda54ee2.png[\/img]\rAhoy Defenders!\r\rDungeon Defenders II: The Island of Dread Expansion is out now on all platforms! Set sails for adventures on two new maps, hit your enemies to get new weapons and mods, take new enemies, and so much more. Put your best eye patch and let's get your parrot \ u2019s let's dive into some extended
notes!\r\r[h1]New map[\/h1]\rWe\u2019re is excited to introduce not one but two maps in this extension. These maps are available as your own adventure set,You can choose as you play expeditions, and they will come out as you advance in the onslaught, but one is chaos VII incure!\r\r[b]Jacked Sparrow[\/b]\r[img]https:\/steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam
community\/public\/image\/clan\/4639623\/0 4734a232db3994a099d946fa9253348a670ffb8.png[\/img]\r The first map is set to Jacked Sparrow, formerly known as Sparrow before Ederia's hero hijacked it to reach his destination. As you traverse this map, enemies need all hands on deck to attack from above and below the ship's level and keep the mast safe from destruction! Tons
of fun aboard this ship, catapults to fly across the map, and vantage points to take out the enemy when they least expect it!\r\r[b] of looters Paradise[\/b]\r[img]https:\\/steamdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam community\/public\/image\/clan\/4639623\/35a 33740a87ea2a3048ea2a3048ea2a30489f9e.png[\/img]\r After braved the rough seas, Heroes land on an island besieged by old one
troops trying to invade the island ‒ mountain. Among these enemies are new enemies that you have never seen before and will help strengthen the hordes that are coming your way! Conquer the invading version of this map by defeating Captain Dreadbone to unlock new savage weapons to add to your weapons!\r\r[h1]New enemies[\/h1]\rThere\u2019s are a slew of enemies
who are now donating pirate attire, an absolute need when conquering such a vicious tide! 23\/9be9c6618e5d6078fb3e8827c9effc0296ec281.png[\/img]\r These goblins up their pirate fashion game, but they also recruited additional allies to defeat heroes from afar. \r\r[img]https:\/steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam community\/public\/image\/clan\/4639623\/3e a62104914b6
92b838c78e6207684508b65e31.png[\/img]\r Cannon Oga is joining the ranks of enemies you have to face!It's a range, but it's also deadly when you‒ up close and personal. \r\r[img]https:////steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/Steam Community\/Public\/Images\/Clan\/4639623\/b4b0 ccde0a682042791f53a4719e95f30f98b[.png Captain Dreadbones is the new boss you will encounter in
this extension. You can fight him and his mighty crew in Looter ‒ Paradise in all game modes where maps are available! \r\r[h1]world map[\/h1]\img]https:\/steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam community\/public\image\/clan\\ /4639623\/56341074884252cafb9a75687d79475fca8e3f 5.png[\/img]\r\r\r War table has been improved by this extension, adding some great visuals to the world
of Etheria and also providing a change of quality of life, as required by our glorious community! A new world map outlining where to go!\r[*] Expedition: Choose a region. Map, and the difficulty you want!\r[*] Adventure: You can choose from 4 zones full of different adventure story arcs!\r[*] Onslaught: Hop right to your floor and climb!\r[*] Mastery: You can see your Mastery Star
progress, with a similar look to the expedition! [\/List]\r Each game mode contains different formats for ease of use, but each also provides a ‒u201c Advanced View ‒u201d session browser. The session browser allows players to filter to a specific map among the specific difficulties of a particular game mode, allowing quick visibility into all the games that are happening. Very
specific!\r\rWh when navigating various world maps, there are also new indicators that show which maps are included in daily and weekly quests!\r\r[h1]social improvement[\/h1]\r[img]https:\/steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam community\/ public \/images\/1639623\/5559a0517647dfd68f5e4d36d5689a72c63cdf.png[\/img]\r\r Interaction with players has attracted some good attention
in this extension. Even after the expansion comes much more! You can see who's who in the party, who's the party leader, who's a friend in the hub, and who skipped the time to inspect all players by seeing them have items listed in their store!\r\r\rInvites is streamlined so you don't take over your screen and has a timer so you don't invite spam. The party also attracts attention, for
example, the leader is consistent and gives you control to choose when and where your crew will go!And a more enjoyable experience.\r\r[h1] Replay from wave[\/h1]\r[img]https:\\//steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/Steam Community\\/Public\/Image\/Clan\/4639623 \/ab 6fa4a9e9d714d9f290939ec73830be6ca6f792.png[\/img]\r\r This is what defenders introduce to overcome the
challenges presented and facilitate experimentation as they progress. Sometimes you can get to a certain point and you want to try a different strategy. When replays from wave come in.\u2019s!\r\rNow fails the wave, the performance optimization system outlines which defenses fell and which defenses performed poorly. You can evaluate the changes you need, make
adjustments, and return to overcome challenges. The only caveat to this was that ‒ which meant standing as the final gauntlet to overcome every fifth floor ‒ is not available in the lost temple. \u2019t allows you to wait how far this system can wait for defenders to go!\r[h1]onthroat[\/h1]\r[img]https:\/steamdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam
community\\public\image\/clan\4639623\/00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
2a9dfc97016e7b1ea14455bef926653f9991d8684d.png[\/img]\r\rIt\u2019s is finally here ‒ one map floor is now on-throat and standard! There are a number of things that need to be changed as we head to one map format: \r[list][*] difficulty scaling: we've shifted our focus to investing time on each floor to overcome greater difficulties faster. As a result, rewards previously earned
on onslaught on various floors (e.g. Floor 114) are scaled down to the same difficulty level. Ancient Power Reset Minimum Reset Floor is down. And Omega Wave was added as an extra challenge to provide a greater sense of progression. \r[*] Rewards: Players face bigger challenges faster, so we wanted rewards that reflected overcoming the challenges we said. Now, every 10
floors, players receive authoritative weapons guaranteed in their unique mods to roll five or more!\r[*[More Maps: You're now going to be exposed to all maps (except boss maps) as you climb the onslaught....\ Every five maps runs an easy, medium and hardmap format, and the fifth map is a lost temple!\r[r[*]more schedule: there are even more enemy schedules to encounter
now!\r[*] Omega Wave: This is a new sixth wave added at the end of the lost temple. As you continue to climb, you'll be provided with waves of minibosses and a unique schedule! [\/List]\rOnslaught is what we want to keep building. If you give us your feedback, we can confirm that we will continue to pull out the content that our customers enjoy, and these onslaught changes are
the result. We can wait to see how high you climb, maybe a meme for Marcos 2.0 memes that are in our future!\r\r[h1] ancientAnd because ancient forces go together like pirates and the sea, of course, we've added a lot to this system! Now, two players can reach the maximum strength provided by ancient powers, and previously only four players were able to do something. The
Protean Shift brings some order to the Critical Chance\/Damage System, which allows us to add the following ancient forces: \r[list][*]Hero Critical Chance\r[*]Hero Critical Damage\r[*]Defense Critical Chance\r[*]Defense Critical Damage[\/List]\r Ancient Power is also more accessible early on. You can gain ancient powers after completing Floor 30! Previously, you got three
minimum ascension for every completed floor (three map floors), but now you get 12 minimum ascension per floor in one map system, and also four talent cap increases per floor! One final change when you get the ancient powers soon after you get the ancient powers and give you the equipment to take on those challenges!\r\r One final change when you get ancient powers:
your pet will no longer reset! But for now, your pet is untouched by an ancient power system!\r\r[h1]New item[\/h1]\rThere\u2019s Pirates are always looking for ‒ one thing! \r\r[b]Professor Proteus ‒ a seaworthy weapon[\/b]\rProteus professor now has a new cache of weapons available for defenders taking the sea. With these weapons, we offer you a unique death animation that
will fit the battle that awaits you! The diversity of animations rotates every day, so check regularly to see if what you want is available. These weapons don't have unique death animations, but instead come with all the new mods. These mods are not specific to weapons or heroes, but some of them are close or limited to scope. They are like Mods that are currently in the game ‒
some of youAnother has the opportunity to poison, drench, or an antify your enemies. And another can prevent dark assassins from surprising you!\r\r There are 10 to discover, jacked sparrows, looters ‒ which can only be obtained by completing Paradise, or Player Shops\r\r Depending on where you get these weapons, you are also filled with new pirate-themed mods that pack
considerable punches that can be transferred to any weapon. Or a unique death animation that can sink your enemies (literally, you can turn it into a boat and sink to the ground)!\r\r[h1]New feature[\/h1]\r What good extensions include some new features? This system allows you to complete jack sparrows and looters \ u2019s Paradise and then get reroll material and reroll your
key stats into potentially high numbers. If the roll is low, this change will not be enforced, you will always be given the choice to accept it or decline! We are looking for feedback on this system and if you enjoy it, we are expanding it significantly. Previously, players were limited to buying gear that was only available at their level. This means players who have money to buy cool
Mods and don't have a gear score to do so. Now, when you buy some of the gear, the gear will scale down to your champion score. After you buy and scale items, you can still sell them in your shop. More defenders can now participate in buying and selling!\r\r[b]Gem Mine[\/b]\rWe\u2019ve has introduced a new way for defenders to get sweet deals on gems. Gem Mine can be
purchased from the platform store, offers 100 gems daily and can log in for 30 consecutive days. That ‒ a total of 3000 gems for much less!\r\r[h1] balance change[\/h1]\rProtean shift has resulted in a lot of new way of playing and tons of power for defenders we really love! We\u2019ve discussed some of these, \r2019s let's get into it: \r\r[b]Abyss Road[\/b]\r[List][*] Tower\r[List][*]
Colossus\r[List][] Range increased from 600 to 800 (800) Increased by 33%!\r[*] Skeletal Archers\r[List][*] Damage scaling increased from 11.5 to 15 (30+%increase!\r[*]Ramster\r[List][*] Direct command range increased from 4000 to 5000 (up 25%!] \/List[\/List][\/List][\/List]\r[b]\r[List][*]Tower\r[List][*] Harpy\u2019s Perch\r[list][*][*] Damage scaling increased from 4.5 to 5.175
(15%Nest \r[List][*] Hornets from any nest can attack any enemy. Previously, only one hornet per nest could attack the same enemy. \/List \/List \/List [\/List]\r[b]EV2[\/b]\r[List][*] Tower\r[List][*] Weapon Maker\r[List][*] A minimum range has been added to node placement similar to the aura. This change will bring this tower inline to a similar tower while maintaining a unique tower.
\/List \/List [\/list]\r[b]huntress[\/b]\r[list][*] tower\r[list][*] explosion trap\r[list][*] damage scaling increased from 5.5 to 6.6 (20%increase!\r[*] range scaling increased from 0.05 to 0.0575 (15% increase!\r[*] The maximum value in the range increased from 1000 to 1150 (15% increase!\r[*] base range increased from 6000 to 6900 (15% increase!\r[*] trigger radius increases from 200 to
400 (100% increase!] \/List[\/List][\/List]\r[b]Lavamansa[\/b]\r[List][*] Tower\r[List][*] Volcano\r[List][*] Damage Scaling increased from 7 to 9.31 (up 33%!] \/List[\/List][\/List]\r[\/b]\r[List][*] Tower\r[List][*] Sundiper\r[List][*] Damage Scaling increased from 5.5 to 6.875 (up 25%!] \/List[\/List][\/List]\r[\/b]\r[List][*] Tower\r[List][*] Varista\r[List][*] Damage Scaling increased from 18 to 21.27
(up 18+%!] \/List[\/List][\/List]\r[h1]Mod Change[\/h1]\r[List][*]Tower Mod[List][*]Unique Defense Chance Servo\r[List][*] Max Chance increased from 25% to 30% (up 5%!] \/List\r[*]Unique Defense Critical Damage Servo\r[List][*] Max Damage increased from 35% to 40% (up 5%!] \/List]\r[*]Boom Mod\r[List][*]We\u2019ve has changed the way boom mods work. It used to be able to
scale infinitely at a flat rate, but it was a must to climb to a later floor. \r\rThey\u2019ve has been modified to damage them based on enemies exploding up to the cap. The numbers displayed are the average of what the damage is based on the different types of enemies in that group. For example, proximity spruce lotions do less damage when detonating smaller goblins than
exploding berserker oaks. \/List \/List [\/List]\r[h1]General Changes[\/h1]\r[List][*]Chaos VIII Amplifiers and High Onslaught Mods\r[List][*] Modified Marks \u2019s Thinking:\r These now begin to fall to the 35th floor. Their drop chances increase every two floors you complete up to floor 83 for amplifiers and floor 92 caps for mods. \/List [\/List]\r\r[h1] Bug Fix[\/h1]\r[List][*] All C8
shards are disabled. We may revisit them in the future, but to provide an equal battleground for all defenders, we have disabled the C8 Shard for now. Look at the Northwest Flyer Lane at The Lost Temple!\r[*] Betsy Staff has more or less fixed a bug that could shoot something in their path.Fixed spelling errors for the .\r[*] unique chance servo and unique damage servo in their
path. Removed defense chance servos, and some tutorial text that hung around at the gates of defense critical damage servos.\r[*] Dragonfall - Fixed an issue where ipwr would be multiplied by ancient powers when the hard.\r[*] item was upgraded to 10\/10 Chaos 7. The Bastille Master may get stuck. Fixed an issue where \r[*] players could end up unable to evolve their pets.
Piercing Vanguard.\r[*] protective downgrade servos and last stand chips now have vfx to display when the effect is triggered. [\/list]\r Many of you always submit bug reports and try to squash as many bug reports as possible. As with any extension, there are a lot of fixes that come your way. Keep submitting them to our bug site, your help is invaluable to knock out some of the
annoying issues that appear. \r\r[h1]Known issues[\/h1]\r[list][*] If you exceed the first three tutorial maps, press Play Now in the main menu to send it to town. \r[*] traps are not correctly re-generated when using replays from waves. In these rare cases, the statistics are raised slightly rather than significantly reduced. This is a catch in the event of this error, not a change that
applies to all gears. Abyss Stone, etc.) is running into some issues that we are aware of. \r[*] Champion Score Filter is not currently functioning properly. \r[*] Split screen player 2 can kick from a party at a party with a leader who is not part of the split screen\r[*] When the first player in split-screen mode spends or receives currency, a pop-up will appear on both screens. Jacked
Sparrow's bottom-floor defenses have a chance to go to the many people it plays top layer [\/list]\r[h1]social defender[\/h1]\r Dungeon Defender II and many of them gather in our social hub. If you want to find other players, think about how to overcome certain challenges, get to know others in the community, get the latest DD2 news ‒ you can go wrong with our socialThe whole
team had an explosion making this content, we can't wait for you guys to get your hands on this extension. Ride Celia!\r\rThe Dungeon Defender II Team hide_library_detail hide_library_overview auto_migrated:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037744415990event_gid
28907042306666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 Votes:0,Votes:0}:Release:rtime32_visibility_start:1537974541:1537974541:rtime32_visibility_end:news_post_gid:news_post_gid:broadcaster_accountid:follower_count:ignore_
count:forum_topic_id:1636418037463415990rtime32_last_modified:0,rtime_mod_reviewed featured_app_tagid::votes_up referenced_appidsvotes_down:7,comment_type,Gid feature :1636418037459113 「gidfeature2:1636418037463415990,clan_steamid_original:103582791444161031},{gid :28907042307646669638,clan_steamid:103582791434161031,event_name: Dungeon
Defender II: Dread Island Update Release Date: event_type:236110 rtime32_start_time server_password server_address:rtime32_end_time:comment_count:0creator_steamid:76561198873502276last_ update_steamid, event_notes the announcementDefender II: Dread Update Release Date Island!:1537471442,Update Time:1599764399,body:[img]https:\//i.imgur.com\/oKSjvo2
.png[\/img]\rGreats Defender, \r\r We are thrilled to finally announce the release date of Dungeon Defender II: Island of Dread Update! Originally it was scheduled to be announced during our development stream, but have pirates followed the rules?! \r\rDred Update Island will be released on Wednesday, September 26 ‒ THAT S WEEK!\rDev Stream 85 tomorrow, September 21 at
3:00 p.m. EDT. We can't wait to get this update on your hands and hooks!\r\r[url=https:\/\/Dungeon Defender .com\/2\/] Click here to check out a lot of the changes and features that are coming! [\/url]\r\rFor Etheria!\r\rThe Dungeon Defenders II Team,commentcount:6,tags:
[auto_migrated,hide_library_overview,hide_library_detail],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037463415996,event_gid:2890704230764669638,voteupcount:0,votedowncount:0},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:1537471442,rtime32_visibility_end:0,
broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037463415996,rtime32_last_modified:1599764399,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:0,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up:47,votes_down:2,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459111350,gidfeature2:1636418037463415996,clan_steamid_
original:103582791434161031},{gid:2890704230764669747,clan_steamid:103582791434161031,event_name:DEV LOG 101\u20 See announcement: 14 THE WORLD MAP IS YOUR OYSTER, event_type:28,
appid:236110,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1536433727,rtime32_end_time:0,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198873502276last_update_steamid,event_notesLog 101\u2014 World map is your Oyster:1536433727,Update time:1599764402\/steamdndn-a.a.akamaihd.net\\/steam community\/public image\ /4639623\/d03c264493c27334
2d2e9b6c79a91f4d7c5d5d52c.png[\/img]\r Greeting Defender, \r\r This is the second Dev Log for the next update of Dungeon Defender II! Ancient power changes, improvements to the war table, and Dev Log 101!\r\r[h1]Alec ‒ The Community Captain[\/h1]\rThis development log is just the tip of the iceberg. Ladies and gentlemen, we‒got them, but we've got them! In addition to
this, the war table has changed (session browser anyone?) and the map is much to cover. This update is ARRRRRRRRRRBSolutely, to quote a specific Jose, the ‒ chype level is through the roof, unsustainable!\u201d\r\rI\u2019s. We ‒are showing off some things from Dev Log 99, 100, and 101! ;)\r\r[h1]Jose ‒Scaredycat Scarecrow ‒ technical designer [\/h1]\rHey-o
Everyone\rHey-o Everyone\r\rWhat\u2019s is promised, so here are some of the new changes to ancient power available in the next update. We will listen to your feedback and hopefully these changes will excite you more to engage with this system. \r\r[u]ancient powers[\/u]\r Here is a list of changes regarding ancient powers in particular: \r[olist][*] We have doubled the strength
of each ancient power. For stakeholders, you can add each AP level together to make the buff stronger, so you only add up to 10 levels per power. This means you get twice as strong when playing solo, up to the same amount when playing with others, but this limit is much easier now. \r[*] We've introduced four new forces: Defense Damage, Defense Chance, Hero Chance, and
Hero Critical Damage. The amount of power per \r[*] level is redistributed, so the first level of each power gains a large gain at the end. [\/olist]\r[u]Like the first-class weapons mentioned in the previous log[\/u]\r, you can get one authoritative weapon for every 10 floors (after 100th floor) with a guaranteed quality of 5/10. The opportunity to earn this will be reset as you pass through
ancient powers, so you will get the chance to win them again. Since now, the progress of the onslaught has been tougher and faster and we have increased your base profitsMatch this increase. \r\r[u]Pets[\/u]\rPets is no longer reset ;) pass through the AP file. \r\r\r[u]Start Floor[\/u]\r The last one is still the biggest one: every time you pass through an ancient power supply, unlock
the high floor of Onslaught that you can start immediately. Raise your ‒ Base floor ‒ in various amounts. But eventually you can start right beyond the C7 floor when triggering the AP. The \r\rOf course allows ‒2019t without having to raise the floor that needs to be reached to trigger the AP, so every time you raise ‒2018Base Floor‒, the ‒u2018Target Floor\u2019 also goes up.
There's a limit to how much you can source both, but today I need to watch ‒ hot trendy fan streams w\/Lawlta and Jose and ask me to live. Hopefully next time I will be allowed to talk to you about the new hot pirate mod we are working on. Petrie ‒ QA designer [\/h1]\r What is everyone?\r\rWe‒has received tons of feedback on our war tables and the flow of how players enter the
game. The change in the war table was doubled. First, we focused on how players get into the game with other players, how things are easily understood and executed, and the flow of places where they are not. Our second focus was to make sure people knew all the options available in the game. As we progress in Dungeon Defender II, we want to be able to open a lot of doors
and know where defenders can do, and what they can do.\r\r[b]war table UI[\/b]\r\r[img]https:\/steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam community\/image\/clan\/463 9623\// 7f202225622eda0cefe809859d040108d8f2360d6.jpg[\/img]\r\r\r Enter a new overview view in the war table and introduce a new interface to choose what to play and where to play. The way we worked through this
was to set the goals we wanted to achieve when it came to getting into the game and find a way to achieve those goals: \r\r[olist][*] changing the way the world is presented to players\r[list][*] Adding a world map with great looks and clear landmarks to help players immerse themselves in what they were defending. [\/list]\r[*] Change the way players enter the game\r[List][*] Add
play now to put players in the game with others doing the same thing. This will shorten the time you go through the menu and get you to the right level of action. \r[*] players can filter any combination (including locked content) and watch those open games too! [\/list]\r[*] Increases the amount of information given to the player before joining the game. \r[list][*] More space to
provide information about difficulty, game mode, chaos enemies, and maps. \/List\r\r[\/olist]\r[b] SessionLast, but certainly at least, A session browser where players can see everything that can be played in one place, so that players can see everything even if they lock the unlocked content throughout the progression! It will be more intuitive to enjoy!\r\r\r[h1]Brian‒Good
Enough\u201d GoodCell\u2014 Technical Artist[\/h1]\rHey All,\r We weren't sure, so we decided not to do anything. Spirit! This time we all had two maps to conquer. Hopefully you've come with some dimenhydrophosphate, you won't want to get seasick. \r\r[img]https:\/steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\\/Steam Community\/Public\/Images\/Clan\/4639 623\/bb87e
8ef976e6fde9b8a5bf702e1fa70541235c.png[\/img]\r\r The first map we show you are fighting at sea. This map is different from the one you've seen in Dungeon Defender II so far! To really put sea pressure on defenders, we needed to add threats from above and below!\r\r The verticality involved in this map has you fly all over the place with the help of added catapults (at least 6)!
\/4639623\/28227affad339e55b5dd225d3ff8691621bd499.png[\/img]\r\r The next map we are showing is the fruit of your sailing adventure. They say ‒ not for their destination, but for all of their journeys. The destination is as great as the journey, so well it can kick the rocks! Failing this map is pretty insane. You\u2019ll may be looking at this map in multiple game modes, but it's
trying to expand the tester pool again with invasion*wink**\r\r[h1]Dani Moore, remote QA lead[\/h1]\r. Our testers still get the chance to try out development work in exchange for some cool stuff as thanks. They help balance, feedback, bugs, and contributions to releases are invaluable. RQA - our daily bug hunters (for people who have a lot of free time every day), and RPG - our
larger team for balance and feedback (for people with limited free time) \r\rTest comes with two different testers exclusive rewards: \r\r[b] Betsy White [\\b]\r[img]https:\/steamcdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam Community\/Public\/Images\/Clan\/4639623\/4639623\/4639623//4639623\/41b7998b00811effd4f8bf25b64bfb8e3f658f.png[\/img]r\r[b] Parrot WingsYou're interested, drop me an
email at dani.moore trendyent (dot) com and ask. I'm happy to provide you with information about both teams and show you your best suit. Great thanks to everyone involved in the update and the work and piles of sweat that went into it. \r\r[h1]What's next?\u2019s? [\/h1]\r In these two development logs, we cover a lot of the changes ‒ where ‒ are coming and there ‒ there is still
a lot more to show off. For this reason, we are going through multiple development streams to show you what we have seen in both of these development logs. Join us and check out all the pirate-y goodness, system changes and the hard work put into this update. Oh, and also maybe win some prizes to come with this update!\r\r To get a reliable update on what comes ‒ check
out our social platform for the latest juicy beans to spill:\r[list][url=https:\twitter.com\/trendyent]Twitter[\url]\facebook .com\/Dungeon Defender\/ufeff\ufef Facebook [*][url=https:\\//discord.me\/discord.me/dd2]Discord[\/url]\r[url=https:\/www.twitch.tv\/trendyent]Twitch[\/url][\/url][\/ List]\rA whole team can't wait to get hold of this content. Stay tuned for more info soon!\r\rFor
Etheria!\r\rThe Dungeon Defenders II Team,commentcount:13,tags:[auto_migrated,hide_library_overview,hide_library_detail],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037463416001,event_gid:2890704230764669747,voteupcount:0,votedowncount:0},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:1536433727,rtime32_
visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037463416001,rtime32_last_modified:1599764402,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:0,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up:59,votes_down:5,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459111350,gidfeature2:1636418037463416001,
clan_steamid_original:103582791434161031},{gid:2890704230764669859,clan_steamid:103582791434161031,event_name:DEV LOG 100 \u2014 ONSLAUGHT
PARRRRRTY!,event_type:28,appid:236110,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1535826618,rtime32_end_time:0,comment_count:0「creator_steamid:76561198873502276,last_update_steamid:0,event_ notes: See announcementLog 100 \u2014 ONSLAUGHT PARRRRRTY!:1535826618,Update time:1599764404&lt;/a.steamkdn-a.a.akamaihd.net\/Steam
Community\\ /Public\/Image\/1639623\/e04 81f67f695b40e707b4c897b8179d159890f7e.png[\/img]\rAhoy There, DefendRRR!\r\r\r In this development log, ye\u2019ve is talking about some changes to the Requested Onslaught and Party controls. These changes are to improve the game mode, and if ye\u2019re can't, you can set sail on an adventure without sinking a lot of time
into each play session. Also, ye\u2019r's who ‒u2019s are ranked, making it easier to control the leadin\u2019 ye\u2019r crew and easier to interact with each other. Omakase!\r\r[h1]Alec‒Lawlta\u201d Sire\u2014 Community Overload[\/h1]\r\r First Off, Devlog 100, Wuuutut! there ‒ still talk a lot, but since it's our 100th Dev Log, I thought it would be best to discuss the system
changes that a lot of people requested and review the changes. The onslaught is getting a round of polishing with extra elbow grease to make it more accessible to players and also to bring some additional difficulties. The improvement of the party is something that many of you have given a lot of great feedback, so these changes should not only be in the party, feel much better,
but also make more tons coming that we can't wait to share with you! To quote Jose you may or may not know, it comes sooner than you think ‒ u201c ‒ Unless you think tomorrow ‒ and a little time after tomorrow ‒ that quote doesn't apply here. Telfer ‒ technical designer [\/h1]\r\rAhoy Defender!\r\rI\u2019m Here to talk about some things to come with improvements to the party
system. \r[olist][*]b[b]Seamless Invitation System[\/b] - Party invitations in live games are jarring. When you receive one, it stops you dead and it removes all movement control from your character and pop-ups cover most of your screen. The only way to turn off the pop-up is to accept or reject the invitation to the party. The new party system eliminates the intrusion of these
gameplays. Receiving an invitation to a party no longer stops you dead. Instead, at the bottom of the screen, you'll see a discreet notification informing you who invited you to the party by choosing whether to accept or reject the offer. While this invitation is withheld, you will retain full control of the movement and your view of Etheria will not be disturbed.I like to interact with them. If
you already know the name of the person you want to interact with, this is a good system, but it is not the best facilitator of organic interaction with people you meet serendipity. For example, let's see a person running around in a sweet sweet outfit and decide that they want to be part of a stylish crew. You‒ which stands right next to this player, you can invite them directly to the
party‒ you to figure out their names, open the player list menu, find them, and send them an invitation. Introduce peripheral targeting to make interacting with others easier and more organic. What does that mean? It means you can walk into someone and interact directly with them. You won ‒ you have to open a full-screen menu to invite people to parties, kick people out of
parties, get promoted to party leaders (for details) and see stores. You will be completely absorbed in the world of Etheria while performing these interactions through neighborhood targeting. You retain the full degree of motion control.\r\r[*][b]player list user experience[\/b] - If you prefer the classic way of interacting with others, you're still in luck! One of my biggest annoyances
with the current system is randomly changing party leaders when loading them into a new map. Frustrating! It's time to bring some order to the party chaos that can happen in a live game. And we plan to do this the following way: the person who sent the first invitation to the \r\r[list][*] party will be the party leader. But only party leaders can kick out of the party. \r[*] Only party
leaders can choose where players can matchmake. \/List [\/olist]\r\r More changes are coming. Stay tuned!\r\r\r\r Your way of thinking, \rMark\r\r[h1]Jose Villegas ‒Technical Designer[\//h1]\r\rHey Everyone, \r\r We hear your voice loud and clear and we are made some improvements to the onslaught. Sit tight and get ready. The \r\r[orist][*] floor has only one map each. This was
the biggest concern in game mode. It took too long to complete the map, and a one failure required the entire floor to be replayed. No longer worry, updates require a single victory to move forward. Currently, the choice of map in the onslaught of the late game is very large, but not complete. With the latest changes, weAll maps are available at all point in the onslaught
progression, slow and early;). The increasing difficulty was happening only little by little on each floor, so the process of playing through the onslaught was much slower than the expedition. No longer is it. Now the difficulty jumps (and rewards) have happened much faster and the number of floors that take you to the strength of Chaos 7 has decreased. This means that the
difficulty per floor was also carried over the Chaos 7th floor, so reaching floor 999 will be a bigger challenge than before. Lawlta said I can still talk about AP, but I try to spill this little bean here because it's related to the onslaught. As well as receiving authoritative weapons when you trigger ancient powers, now you receive one every 10 floors as you play onslaught (every 20 after
floor 100). In addition, all new authoritative weapons come in at least 5\/10 quality and are equally likely to spawn in high quality. These awards will also reset as you pass through ancient powers, giving you a chance of more weapons.\r[*] New post-C7 difficulty schedule.From around the end of chaos 7th floor, start introducing new schedules of difficult enemies. It's important to
note that these schedules don't include new enemies, but they're the same as those familiar with increasing difficulty and numbers. The last stream I promised Omega Wave in the onslaught and people didn't believe my words. Well, I can actually confirm that omega waves may or may not come on the onslaught. [\/olist]\r\r You're probably wondering: [b] What happens in my
progression [\/b]?Well the answer is very simple. When you make the transition from old to new, check the floor you've played on before and set you on the hardest floor under the new system. This also applies to rewards tied to specific floor numbers like 114, so the climb to get there is shortened, but the difficulty of those maps is consistent. Currently, if the map fails, you'll need
to start over, regardless of game mode or difficulty level. Now, if the map fails, the game will allow you to return to the failed wave and try again from there with the defenses you have already placed on the map. Playback is also supported by the new [b] performance optimization system [\/b]. When loading a mapAfter triggering the replay, we will place some indicators in the tower
that caused you to lose. All destroyed towers have a handy danger indicator (!) to indicate that they have fallen. will have. For towers where ‒ which has done a lot in combat, warning indicators (?get your attention to reevaluate their placement or equip them with better relics.) Next time, I'll give you more details about the changes to the AP, but there's a lot. But let me talk about
these new pirate MODS, they are great, they are great and they are also great. The first one, now named Set Sail, is named set sail and is named U2588 ‒ 2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ and u2588 . 88 ‒ u2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ 2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ U2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ 2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ 2588 ‒ 2588 ‒ 588 ‒ 2588 ‒ u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588
\u2588 8 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u25 u2588 \ u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588
\u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 . The second one \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588
\u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \u2588 \ u2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ 2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ 2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ 2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ u2588 ‒ 2588 ‒ u2588 .\r\rOof\u2026 I'm exceeded for these new Mods. Next Friday ‒ adjust to the stream. Where I may or may not answer your question in
the most obscure way possible.\r\rLove you,\rJose\r\r[h1]ice\\rHi.\rCordially Yours,\rIce\r\r1&gt;Dani Moore, Remote QA Lead[\h1]r Our testers still get a chance to try out development work in exchange for some cool stuff as a thanks. They balance, feedback, bugs, and contributions to our release are invaluable. \r\r We have RQA - our daily bug hunters (for people who have a lot
of free time every day) and RPGs - our larger team for balance and feedback (for people with limited free time). I'm happy to provide you with information about both teams and show you your best suit. Great thanks to everyone involved in the update and the work and piles of sweat that went into it all. [\/h1]\r Nothing, it‒, no more news. You don't have to keep reading. Except to
wait ‒ there are tons coming that we're talking about in the next Dev log!What you can see: \r[List][*]AP Improvements\r[*] New Maps!\r[*]New Enemies!\r[*] New Weapons!\r[*] New Mods!\r[*] New Invasions!\r[*] New Invasions!\r[*] New Flares!\r[New Ones!][ New Ones!] \/list]\rWe\u2019re does a great job of always listening to your feedback, make sure a lot of everyone is
constructive and give you a lot of great ideas. Keep it up and we love to read it and help shape Dungeon Defender II into a better game. Check out our social platform for the latest juicy beans to spill:\r[list][url=https:\twitter.com\trendyent]Twitter[\/url]\facebook.com\/dungeon defender\/ufef\ufef Facebook\uf[\\/] url]\r[*]
[url=https:\/discord.me\/dd2]discord[\/url]\r[url=https:\/www.twitch.tv\/Towich[\/url] The entire team created this content. I can't wait for you to get the next update. Enjoy more information soon!\r\rFor Etheria!\r\rThe Dungeon Defenders II Team,commentcount:9,tags:[auto_migrated,hide_library_overview,hide_library_detail],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:163641803746
3416006,event_gid:2890704230764669859,voteupcount:0,votedowncount:0},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:1535826618,rtime32_visibility_ end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037463416006,rtime32_last_modified:1599764404,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:0,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:57,votes_down:3,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459111350,gidfeature2:1636418037463416006,clan_ steamid_original:103582791434161031},{gid:2890704230764669966,clan_steamid:103582791434161031,event_name:DEV LOG 99 \u2014 ARRRRRRRRRRRT TO
COME!,event_type:28,appid:236110,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1534538574,rtime32_end_time:0,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198873502276,last_update_steamid:0,event_notes : See announcementsLog 99 ‒ ARRRRRT Coming!,1534538574,Update Time:1599764407,Body:[img]http:\/i.imgur.com\/VQCzUFH.png[\/img]\r\r\r Greeting
Defender,\r\r The next major update of Dungeon Defender II is just around the corner. We ‒ have worked hard to make this update that everyone will enjoy. One thing players have been demanding for some time is new maps, new enemies, and general new visuals. This development log focuses on how to show you what your team is working on. Prepare your sea legs and let the
u2019s set sail!\r\r[h1]Alec‒Lawlta\u201d Sire, Community Manager[\/h1]\r Our Next Updates have a lot to show off, so we're going to dive into some of the visuals ‒ artists are really outperforming themselves in both models, maps, and animations involved in both. We've been toying with some of our maps lately, showing off one of our new pets, a couple of our enemies (there
are so many ‒ and ‒ keep reading well and want to look at you ‒ and shake it up. \r\r More is coming visually and technically. It‒ was the work of the amount of ARRRRduous and the whole team was really shattered. We can wait to share the fruits of our labor for your enjoyment and to prevent semophilia. Pirates.\r\r[h1]Colin‒Elandrian\u201d Fisher, Associate
Producer[\/h1]\rAugust has been quite a month. Some of my favorite games are releasing titles this month, so ‒inspired me to see what progress has been made in the industry. We recently handle a lot of feedback from all types of players to change a lot of our end game system and flow. There are many changes that come to the onslaught and ancient forces there, and our goal
is to make them feel easier to progress and more rewarding. But for now I\u2019ll just leave you with a hint. \r\rShip just got the real .\r\r\r1]John Mascarella, lead animator[\/h1]\r You know that feeling when you have a ton of cool animation to show off, but the marketing department has controlled and revealed the ‒ control messaging ‒ and wants control ‒ only for me. Oh
ok\u2026\r\r We still have tons of cool stuff that can show you everything. The last few weeks have been crazy and I‒ stupid you're excited to see. That's right ‒ right! I\u2019m so excited that ‒ made me stupid ‒ in the mean time ‒ here ‒ they did a few things to get you over. Or at least ‒ \r\r[img]https:\/imgur.com\/ybGAX7c.gif[\/img]\r\r\r We petted him! a barely competent
crushWe ‒ re-skinned a whole bunch of our vicious little friends. Blast them into catchy pirate shanty songs and suck!\r\r As I said, there's so much more to come. Stay tuned, Defenders\r\r[h1]Keith ‒ Keith ‒ Walheim, animator [\/h1]\rHey All, it's been a while since ‒ the last time they spoke. I\u2019ve has got some great animations that I\u2019ve is working on, but we won't be
able to show all the animations yet in ‒2019re. I‒ have been able to infiltrate some new ones, hopefully Lawlta ‒ will see this (Lawlta spoiler: I did). Here's what I\u2019ve was doing:\r\r[img]https:\//i.imgur.com\/bLqA3BP.gif[\/img]\r Professor Proteus ‒ the new assistant is pretty much showing off. Best of all, he will enjoy showing off his (finger) gun and will have a lot of fun
following you around to help you in the game. It was a ton of fun to put personality into this little guy, and I hope he really shines on the battlefields of Etheria. \r[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/1HAD1CI.gif[\/img]\r\r\u201cOne Fish, Two Fish, Red fish, gobu fish.\u201d\r\r I got to work on some super floppy fish among the many other great things in this update that I can wait to see these
in ‒ live games. This animation in particular is what ‒ used by ‒ to put enemies in their place. I really can't wait for everyone to see ‒ coming!\r\r[h1]Dan Driussi, 3D character artist[\/h1]\r[img]https:\/i.imgur .com\/UnVYLm2.png[\//img]\r[img]https:\\//i.imgur.com\/B7MLmih.png.- - . . . To get myself into the pirate way of thinking, I went and wrecked myself while under the influence of
semolysma. I currently have rum cash until now with the company of a chatty parrot that he finds interesting. I created a working computer from coconuts, bamboo and spare life jackets and was available to make some cool stuff for the next patch. One of my favorites is the war wild boar on the island, just push the apple into its mouth and you just have mobile Kalua pork walking
towards your defense ready to be eaten! I only know bread.\r\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/LQ5cjdt.png[\/img]\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/ds8aDRN.png[\/img]\r\r[h1]? [\/h1]\rThere\u2019s comes so many and we have additional Dev Logs in the coming weeks and will lead to the update itself. Here's an idea of what you can expect to see: \r[list][*] The onslaught floor is always one map
floor, and how it changes progression\r[*] extra rewards when you go through the onslaught. \r[*] Improvements and changes to ancient powers. \r[r[*] Increase party control and features [\/list]\r Check out our social platform for the latest juicy beans to get reliable updates on what comesThe whole team had an explosion making this content, we can't wait for everyone to get your
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0rtime32_start_timertime32_end_timecomment_count:comment_count:creator_steamid:76561198873502276last_update_steamid,event_notes announcementSHIFT Patch 3.2 OUT NOW!:1533741543,Update Time:1599764409:[img]https:\//i.imgur.com\/3o19XvF.png[\/img]\r\r\r Greeting Defender, \r Since Professor Proteus made a glorious arrival in Etheria, ‒we‒have worked
hard! We ‒ will address the demands players have wanted for some time and both recently with the extension of the protean shift. Let's get into it!r\r[h1]multiplayer bonus[\/h1]\r Defenders love to play with and in the end the numbers have strength. Previously, when playing in multiplayer settings, enemies were stronger, but no additional rewards were offered for difficult
challenges. This is a point of pain that the community has been speaking out to us for a long time, where gear is much better, and previously when playing in multiplayer sessions, enemies got additional health without increasing their rewards. Now, when you team up with fellow defenders, you now get additional gear from the winning chest. You may be asking how much?\u201d,
and the answer is a lot. Here's the breakdown you can expect when playing with multiple defenders: \r[list][*]1 Defender: 2 Defenders: +125% Extra Gear Drop!\r[*] 3 Defenders: +275% Extra Gear Drop!\r[4]425% Extra Gear Drop! [\/List]\r When playing solo, the Escape\/Options menu looks like this: \r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/Bn97iqH.png\r[\/img]\r\among the r2 groups:
\r[img]https:\//img]https:\//img.com\/g5Kaihk.png Gear is especially armor, weapons and relics to cover our base. These additional pieces of gear offer players multiple opportunities to find the perfect stats and Mods while taking powerful enemies. This means you have more gear to use or sell, which is a huge boost to the strength of defenders and our player economy. As a result,
we ‒ have slightly tweaked the selling price to vendors. As loot declines increase, they are making the same amount of gold on average when selling to vendors. However, we maintained the previous minimum player shop selling the value of the item to offset this. You‒ offered us more opportunities to sell more gear between each other to gain ever greater piles of wealth!\r\r We
have now been able to take these changes and deliver the features the community has so requested thanks to the feedback we have received through a survey that many of you have participated in. One of the concerns some defenders raised was about the control and functioning of the party. These will come in our next update among a slew of new features not far from now.
We will touch on some additional changes later in these notes!\r\r[h1]material butt[\/h1]\rProtean shift, we introduced a good chunk of craft materialControl their gear in more detail. There are tons of new material and one bit of feedback we received quite often is about saving these ruins of combat. \r\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/IixGQ3L.pngIt\u2019s A new safe available to players
who want to be able to store extra crafting materials. This special safe allows you to hold access to 999 of all crafting materials and materials stored in your material Vault, no matter where you are. You want to pump up the strength of your gear, or move some mods around, but put the material in the vault of your material? [\/h1]\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/1YTgwQs.png[\/img]\r\r\r
Last check-in post outlined short-term, medium- and long-term goals. In the next update, here's a sneak peek at what you can expect to see: \r[list][*] Onslaught Floor is always one map floor. New bosses, weapons, maps, and much more! [\/List]\r Development continues and we are going to offer you the opportunity for ‒2019re to test this content and earn the ‒u201cTester
Only\u201d reward. Enemy spawn and path logic, such as Betsy White, who is a true friend and has been improved to make any Defender.\r\r[h1] bug fix[\/h1]\r[list][*] enemies stuck in spawns, will have a better chance of finding a way out of the spawner. \r[*]Berserker Orcs fixed additional cases of avoiding blockades and walls. \u2019s If there is not enough mana to use them,
\r[*] updated the description of shard dust to explain how ‒ was earned. Fixed an issue with the comparison tooltip that remained when closing the \r[*] Vault UI. Fixed an issue with the Chaos V Boot upgrade requiring a toying.\r[*] weapon crafting material that requires Iron Hammer. [\/List]\r If you come across a bug, please let us know on our bug site. Also check us out on social
media for additional updates and game discussions with usCommunity:\r[List][*][url=https:\/twitter.com\\trendyEnt]Twitter[\/url]\]\][url=https:\/www.facebook.com\/Dungeon Defenders] Facebook\ufef[\\url]\r[url=http] ://\\discord\d2d [\\url]\r[*][url=https:\\//www.twitch.tv\/trendyent]Twitch[\/url][\/list]\r We have much more along the way and will spill some beans in the coming weeks!
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a.akamaihd.net\/Steam Community\/Public\/Image\/Clan\/4639623\/70e2b69 8ad24fbc656e25bcb395e0ea4a5657c33.png/img]\r\r Greeting Defender, \rWe\u2019ve has been working hard since Professor Proteus made his glorious arrival in Etheria! In the next update, ‒ is coming for more. But while there are some quality-of-life features that come with the Protein Shift Patch
3.2!\r\r Next week, let's get into it!\r\r[h1]multiplayer incentive[\/h1]\rDefenders loves to play with. Playing together will make your enemies stronger, but you won't get more rewards for increased risk. Well, no more! We've been testing and looking for ways to reward players without triviality with content. In this patch, when grouped with other defenders, you will receive additional
loot from the winning chest. This scale means that each player is added to the session and the more defenders play together, the more loot they will receive. The more loot you receive, the better your chances of getting the perfect mod!\r\r[h1]material butt[\/h1]\rProtean shift, we've introduced a good chunk of craft material for defenders to have more control over their gear. There
are tons of new materials out there and one bit of feedback we have received very often is about saving these ruins of combat. Material Vault is a new vault available to players who want to store extra crafting material. This special safe can hold 999 of all crafting materials and you can use them automatically when interacting with items. You want to pump up the strength of your
gear, but put the material in the boult of your material? We can still get into tons of things to come, but [url=https:\/Dungeon Defender.com\/2\/blog\/154669\/a-protian-checkin-with-el [Elandrian] Ele Dorian ‒check-in[\/url]visit to get an idea for what!\r\r[h1]bug fixes and optimizations[\/h1]always, we are going to crush many bugs ‒ Improves performance and increases stability. If
you come across a bug, please let us know on our bug site. Also check us out on social media for additional updates and game discussions with our greatAlong the way you'll have much more and will spill some beans in the coming weeks!\r\rForEtheria, \r\rThe Dungeon Defender II Team Tag:auto_migratedhide_library_detailhide_library_overview Language:0
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:1531240294,rtime32_end_time:comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198873502276,last_update_steamid,event_notesevent_notesShift 3.1 is currently live!:15312240294:1599764415:[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/bH9sAfo.png[\/img]\r\r This is our first protean shift patch that brings about a change in quality of life, a change in balance, and a slew of bug fixes. Let's get into
it!\r\r[h1]MODS[\/h1]\r[*]Shocking Revelation Mod\r[list][*] Stun duration has been reduced from 5 seconds to 1 second. [*] Stan lasted longer than the intended force of this Mod. \/List \/List [\/list]\r[h1]quality of life[\/h1]\r\r\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/ZJXZBZH.png[\/img]\r\r\r\rBuyback has been added.png.com! Fixed an issue where ancient life steels were not healing players with the
option to not display warnings when selling mythical or legendary quality items.\r\r[h1]bug fixes[\/h1]\r[list][*] It was not reduced by the amount listed. Fixed all anti-oak mods applying to Berserker Orcs.\r[*] if they did not warn players that they would need to pay taxes to remove the \r[*] item. Fixed an issue where Earthquake Shards and Shieldguard Shards would appear as
campaign shards and award campaign dust. Fixed an issue where mod now.\r[*] Shutterk earthquakes were indicating fire VFX. \r[*]Lifeburn Armor Mod.\r[*]Fixed an issue where earthquake-resistant flames last longer than intended and updated its description for clarity. *] Updated description of buried Bastille. Fixed an issue where the \r[*] earthquake launch chip allowed Squire
to complete the Smack Up Monk Challenge. Hard mode campaign items could not transfer Mods to standard mode campaign items. Fixed an issue where some pets had higher damage than intended. Fixed an issue where r[*] stacked in stock and unable to restack them. Fixed an issue where private tavern and town vendors were not updating their shares correctly. \r[*] Fixed an



issue where Rushout Ascension talents were not working due to poison damage. Fixed an issue where Frame Aura would hit players when the owner left town.\r[*]X-Sp lotion mods would kill players.It is a matter of spawning more than the Moon Portal and Gastrey Halberd intended. Fixed an issue where onslaughts and ancient power challenges would not unlock correctly.
Tooltips overlap in split screen shops. \r[*]Axes attack speed icon updated. *] Fixed an issue with creating a hero that provided ‒select hero\u201d instead of the option \ u201cback\u201d.\r[*] Fixed an issue with dropped equipment that indicated the context of a gamepad where ‒ does not work on a PC. *[Fixed an issue where the cursor was placed behind a Mod in a Wayfarer
weapon.] \r[*] Changed the description of the Dragon Sweat vial to \u201cOpen to Unlock\u201d. The skeletal ramster and skeleton archer tower did not display the base when equipped with the element mod. Fixed an issue where split-screen players would not update statistics when inspecting after a protection downgrade servo was downgraded if a split-screen player joined
when the full-screen window was open. 10 fixed an issue with flaming towers where VFX would not increase in the pet.\r[*] defense range. Fixed an issue where the Tower's ability would not stop when the .\r[*] Tower was surprised because the Hero didn't have enough currency. Fixed an issue where Ederia's performance defender .\r[*] inventory that was not unlocked on xbox
would lose navigation input on the controller. Fixed an issue with Quake Shard ‒ VFX that appears in the middle of the player instead of their feet. Fixed an issue where Geyser Traps and Angry Nimbus Tower.\r[*] Forest Biome fallen leaves VFX would not trigger correctly. Implemented sounds for gear that is not equipped. \r[*] I implemented a sound to equip the shard with the
right mouse button. It makes them not function properly. \r[*] Adjusted Abyss Stones hit SFX locations to emit from the correct position.Crashes as a result. Fixed VFX on \r[*] EV2 canister. [\/List]\r If you come across a bug, please let us know on our bug site. Also, check out social media for additional updates and game discussions with our amazing community:\r[list]
[url=https:\/twitter.com\TrendyEnt]Twitter[\/url]Twitter[\/url]\facebook.com\.com[url=https:\facebook.com\/Dunge onDefenders]Facebook\ufef\ufef[\\url]&lt;a1&gt;&lt;/a0&gt;url http:///discord.me\/dd2[discord]\/url]\r[*][url=https:\/www.twitch.tv\twitch[\/ url]\r We have much more on the way and will spill some beans in the coming weeks! r\r Dungeon Defender II Team
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have some beans, but I also wanted to talk about the recent launch of Protean Shift. It ‒2019s has been trendy and busy for us for the past two weeks and it's great to finally get an enlargement in everyone's hands. We are working on forums and various social platforms for comments and feedback, and it will be invaluable to help shape what will come soon in future patches ‒ in
the future. I also want to read all the juicy details because I want to give you all a glimpse into the future of the game. I‒ is not going to give real-time frames ‒ our goal is to get new changes and content out as soon as possible for everyone, but we are a small team and we are working as fast as we can! \r[*] Buy-back function\r[List][*] This is currently being tested\/iteration and I
hope to get it out soon. We really want to see how ‒ there ‒ get back items sold by accident. You'll probably just save some of the items ‒ which ‒ were for sale until you leave town or tavern. \/List [\/List]\r[*] Better sort\/Inventory\r[List][*] What I want to improve is the ability to find your good items in an easier way. This requires a bit more work, but we try to provide a better sort of
item type as well as a possible sort by the powerful MOD role ‒ \/List [\/List]\r[List][*]MaterialBalltTab?\r[List][*]This is something we investigate as well. We've seen some players talking about this, so we can see making sections of the safe, support larger stacks of materials and connect to all the places you want to use them. We aim to make this ‒201cshortterm\u201d add\u2026,
but it may take a little longer. \/List [\/list]\r[h1]mid-term[\/h1]\r[*]onslaught Changes\r[list][*]I\u2019m is still being discussed among the design team, so I'm not going to go into too many details, but I would say I have some goals for these changes. \r We want players to play together and make it easier to progress. (Also known as.) Three map floors may go the way of skillPower
Change\r[List][*] These are going to be some changes to make more fit to match the onslaught changes. \r[*]We\u2019re is also considering making resets more forgiving as you gain ancient powers. Again, this is still a lively discussion ‒ but we are reading all the various opinions from the community and our test team\ / discussing. \/List [\/List]\r[h1] longer period (but maybe
shorter than you might expect?] \/h1]\r[*] Better party features.\r[list][*]We\u2019re is trying to add more social features here ‒ something like better party leader knowledge in matchmaking, invites from parties\/kicks, friends list? \/List [\/list] [*] Increasing multiplayer incentives \r[list][*] We want people to enjoy Dungeon Defenders together, but there's not much reason to do so at
the moment. We ‒ aim to change this while keeping solo play viable. \/List [\/list] [list] [*] Better matchmaking.\r[list][*] This is another laundry list of changes, but I want it to make it easier for people to play together and be together. We also want to make the flow to get into gameplay significantly easier and reduce interruptions and disconnects. \/List [\/List]\r[*]Guild\r[List][*] Secret.
\/List [\/list]\r Now all these updates and changes are good and well, but we ‒ saw a certain desire from one or two community members as well. It was only occasionally spoken about by ‒ and there was little ‒ that I was sure it was important to everyone. The first area our heroes head to will be a somewhere familiar. Distress calls come from certain coastal areas.
\r\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/p6WqRa0.png[\/img]\r\finally just for some extra beanage: there's a new region to go to. New ones, and perhaps some new threats to face ‒ we thank all the players who stick with us as we continue to evolve and release our second year vision of Dungeon Defender II. We were able to do this without all of your help ‒ Thank you from all of us for \r\r
Trendy Entertainment. \r\r Sincerity, \r\rColin \u201cElandrian\u201dThe Protean Shift extension is currently live!event_type:12server_passwordserver_address,rtime32_start_timertime32_end_time:rtime32_end_time:comment_count:0,creator_steamid :76561198873502276event_notes last_update_steamidThe Protean Shift extension is currently
live!:15994194446:1599764420Body:[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/9KxSA6s.jpg[\/img]\r[i] Defender, it's ‒time. Protean shifts are up and we could have done it without you. \r\rWe set some lofty goals, but with your help we were to make some important changes to Dungeon Defender II. Not only did we want to give you a great attachment to your items, we wanted to give you more
options to share those items with your friends. We wanted to make a map selection as we went through the trial, but we also increased the way we progressed through the tiers and progressed through the gears. We also added shard dusting and gilding, so we wanted to give you some better options with your existing items. Also, listen to your concerns about gilding and we‒
keep an eye on iterations. We re‒ a small team in Gainesville, Florida and we appreciate every bit of excitement and support you give us.\r\r We hope you enjoy this ‒Shift \ u201d in our game, and we can wait for ‒ to focus on what we are working on next. [\/i]\r\rGreetings Defender, \r\rIt\u2019s Finally here, Dungeon Defender II: Protean Shift lives on all platforms! Now Etheria's
defenders can get a new way to repel enemy forces, choose where they fight and get the equipment they want to use to ensure victory!\r\rProtean shifts bring a slew of new features that defenders can use to empower their defenses and heroes, choosing how they want to play. M.O.D.S. allows custom builds to take any enemy that comes your way, expeditions give defenders the
choice to play any map with any chaos difficulty, and player shops allow you to buy and sell items with other defenders. Check out the trailer for ‒so much, \u2019s get into it!\r\r[url=https:\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=PXIKpstmW0s]! [\/url]\r\r[h1]Changing statistics[\/h1]\rThy is our most basic change in extension. Now your gear \ u2019s statistics look very different than before.
The first change is to scale off the damage caused by a significant strike from the base damage of both your hero and your tower. Significant damage is no longer a secondary statistic, but a rate that starts with +30% damage and increases through gear, shard, and ascension levels. Due to changes to severe damage, the 33% critical chance cap has been removed ‒ sky ‒ the
current limit!Significant damage changes are more reliable damage. Critical damage builds are still fun, but other playstyles should be just as rewarding. All heroes and tower\u2019s base damage has increased in light of the changes, making the damage more consistent and allowing for even more unique builds!\r\r\r We've changed the way we understand critical damage, so we
decided to tackle another confusing area for players: defensive speed. Statistics have become percentages, not thousands of numbers that don't have a clear meaning. This change allows players to understand exactly how fast their defensive attack rate will be. Gear means you feel more unique rather than receiving legends that give you all the stats. Your gear now offers choices
and you can decide how to play!\r\rGear now has primary and secondary stats. Your hero will maintain the same power as before the expansion, both offensively and defensively. This balance is the result of an increase in basic statistics and scaling of those statistics. Here's what you've just found in gear ‒ helmets, gloves, chests, boots \r[list][*] primary stats: armor\r[*]
secondary: health, ability power, or hero damage [\/list]\r[*] weapons\r[list][*] primary stats: hero damage\r[*] secondary statistics: armor, health, health, Or ability power [\/list]\r[medallion, marks, and (still) if you have \r[list][*] primary stat: defense power\r[*] secondary statistics: defense health [\/list]\r[*] Totems\r[list][*] primary: defense health\r[*] secondary statistics: defense power
[\/list][\list]\ These changes allow players to customize builds more than before. If you want to maintain a similar balance of damage output and health to your hero, you can easily do it. But if you want to make an unstoppable tank that needs to defeat the army, or if you want a glass cannon that can extinguish all enemies on the map, that option is also yours! Having defense as a
guaranteed statistic also makes the damage less consistent and frustrating when you attack critically ‒ This is just a baseline with M.O.D.S., shards, and ascension levels, which can fundamentally change the type of damage you deal with. All these changes are shifts to make defenders stronger through the power of
customization!\r[h1]M.O.D.S.\r[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/FD8APFZ.png[\/img]\rProtas sent shock waves through all the Esterias upon his arrival. Magically attack\/defensive subroutines (M.O.D.S., or simpler ‒ Mods) provide a pathway to make the gear your own!Some come with varying powers! Add elemental damage to the physical damage tower and have a unique VFX
depending on the elements! Want: \r[list][*] Tower is immune to the curse of the hex slaughter? [\/List]\rMods results in a lot of additional power and customization that many defenders have long wanted. There are more than 100 modifications to discover and more paths are coming. Mods are an extension of your gear and add anew to the various layers of your equipment. They
are additional properties in gear similar to shards and unlock in a similar way: \r[list][*] Uncommon\r[list][*] one open mod slot[\/list] \r[\]Epic:\r[List][*]One Rollmoz Slot\r[*]1 Open Mod Slot (Total of 2 Mosslots)[\List]r[Myth]. &lt;/a0&gt; \r[list][*] 1 rollmod slot\r[*] 2 open mod slots (total of 3 mod slots)[\/list]\r[*] Legendary:\r[list] [*] Two rollmod slots\r[*] Two rollmoz slots\r[*] One open
mod slot (total of three mod slots) [\/list] [\/list] these changes contain two statistics. Three Mod slots, and three shard slots, and they have increased the statistics, making them truly legendary. These Mods are the first of the coming ones ‒ In a future update, we will release additional Mods. Have more ideas, post on our forums and let us know, we love to hear your ideas!\r\r Also,
as a side note, Mods make things easier with Mastery, they scale to the proper chaos .com layer Although down.gif In his surprising intelligence Professor Proteus really wanted to provide customization and options to maintain not only the power of the gear, but also the gear and/or Mods that you ‒ got. Tinkering enters the mix ‒ tinkering is the ability to move up to three Mods
from one piece of gear to another at the same time. To take advantage of the playing around, you need to meet certain criteria: \r[list][*] must be the same type of gear. Gear in which the .\r[*] mod is moved to another weapon must be at least the same chaotic layer where the mod is coming from. But you can override mods of the same type. [*] A +6% anti-goblin servo can be
overridden into one relic, and +5% anti-goblin servo can be overridden on the relic equivalent of another layer. \/List The \/List\r material was found inand onslaught. They can also be bought and sold in the player shop.\r\rTinkering allows you to continuously mix and match your Mods to create the builds you enjoy the most. The amount of customization that Tinker offers allows
you to really play the way you want. It doesn't stop there ‒ Combined with new upgrade and evolution features, there are even more options waiting for you, but there is even the possibility to choose the appearance of the weapon you want!\r\r[h1]upgrade[\/h1]\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/Kb8YvHT.png[\\/img]\r Upgrade Gear is a standard feature of Dungeon Defender. However,
since this is a protean shift, we uplade upgrades! The cost of the upgrade will be significantly reduced from the previous cost, but now you will have to use materials you find throughout your journey in Etheria or purchased from other Defenders through the player shop. If you can advance that gear to the next quality through Professor Protius's genius, you can move on to the next
quality!\r\r[h1][\/h1]\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/wh8eWHW.png If you upgrade to the highest level, you can proceed to the next quality. All gear can now be upgraded from one quality to another, taking items from low wear quality to legendary status. This is the only form of improving the ‒gear, and evolution allows for even more power!\r\r\r[h1]
evolution[\/h1]\r[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/0QBVno.png[\/img]\rEvolv is icing on the gear persistence cake. If you want to upgrade to the maximum upgrade level, regardless of the item quality level, you can push to the next Chaos level. This allows you to take the first item you will find in the campaign to evolve all the way to the strength of Chaos VIII!‒ is all about choosing the gear
you want to keep with you. \r\r Upgrades, advancements and evolutions apply to all gear dropping weapons, armor and relics!\r[h1] material [\/h1]\r New materials will be added to customize your gear. With the introduction of these materials, we have lowered the currency cost for upgrading gears. In stock, these materials are included in the current ‒Materials\u201d inventory
sorting option. There are some mats to drop on every map, but then there are certain materials of the drop map type too. You can find the material you need\u2019s:\r[list][*] Weapon Material: Sewer Map\r[*] Helmet Material: Castle Map\r[*] Chest Material: Forest Map\r[*] Globe Material: Town Map\r[*] Globe Material: Town Map\r[*] Globe Material: Town Map\r[*] Boot Material:
Ruins Map\r[*] Relic Material: Dungeon Map [\List]r If you want to farm a specific map type of material you need, do you need to use Don\u2019t?Game mode [\/h1]\rWe\u2019ve added an additional way for both new and veteran defenders to fight off evil forces that violate the safety of Etheria ‒ adventures, and up-and-down defenders throughout the campaign It's a new way to
fight, but the expedition is intended to replace trials and give you the choice to play different stories after Adventures defeats Betsy. You can choose to take a bringing king or go knocking Harbinger down a peg or two! maybe you feel strong enough after hitting Betsy and if you go up for a challenge you can go straight on an onslaught or .gif.com. Here's what many of you wanted!
chaos trial is over and defenders can now choose to play any map you want and go on expeditions through various chaos difficulties. The choice is yours!\r\r\r\r The gauges of champion scores at various expedition levels are also different. They are now: \r[List][*]Chaos II:580\r[*]Chaos III:1050\r[*]Chaos IV:1740\r[*]Chaos V:2750\r[*]Chaos VI:3800\r[*]Chaos
VII:5300[\/List]rExpedition also offers the ability to upgrade. Evolving and toying. As mentioned above, different specific materials will fall depending on the map type of your playing. These materials are earned at the same time as you play the map and as you achieve a victory!\r\r[h1]Player Shop and Market[\/h1]\rGear is no longer magically locked to each hero deck. Professor
Proteus slightly relaxed the restrictions that previously existed in the gear. As a result, the player shop and market are here!\r\r\r\rAll Defenders can now list items for sale in their personal player shop. Each defender starts with two slots to sell gear and can expand the amount of slots they have if they wish. Most items that have not changed in any way (upgrade, altitude, evolution,
or tinker) can be added to your store! To facilitate browsing, view the player shop through the player list in the pause menu or markets.\r[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/ldvYqDA.png[\/img]\rMarkets is a new area where players gather to browse the player shop. Head to the war table and browse the list of active markets! If you haven't seen ‒ look at the market for the item type you're
looking for, you can always do a quick match, and it automatically creates one for you!\r\r[h1]Shard feature[\/h1]\r Our new shard system was mainly focused onPlayers with more choices in their Shard. For the shard of ‒ which you want to hold ane of ‒ you can now dust them to get a chance with that type of more shard. For the Shard, which you feel has more value, we wanted
to provide the guild with a system, upgrade it a bit more and protect them from ancient power resets. Some players enjoy playing with some selected heroes, while others can get a shard of ‒ which you are interested in using. Instead of selling shards for a little gold, you now dust them instead. This creates a single shard dust ‒ an equivalent chaotic layer. You can visit war
recruiters to take 10 shard dust of the same layer and buy additional shard containers similar to the one you receive at the end when you win the map. This process is to provide an additional opportunity to get shards that you don't want. Golden shards offer additional upgrade levels to squeeze out more power, but most of the time they are immune to being reset when you are an
ancient force. To make the shard golden, one shard must be upgraded to the maximum upgrade level. You have the option to select the same type of 10 shard regardless of the upgrade level and merge it into a fully upgraded shard. This is the focus for end-game players to seize additional power to tackle the onslaught challenge and also protect the Shard from being reset when
achieving ancient powers!\r[h1] New weapon [\/h1]\rProteus is a man of intelligence, sophistication and style. In The Protean Shift, every hero has received their own special weapons, with their own special look! These modifications are found in authoritative weapons obtained by achieving ancient forces!\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/RxiB7ie.png[\/img]\r\r[b][u]Protean Weapons [\/u].
[\/b]\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/dnGm9Ku.jpg[\/img]\rWe\u2019re has a unique model and also sells affecting Proteus weapons. When you kill an enemy with any of these weapons, they are reduced to oblivion! These items are legendary quality, starting with the campaign layer and so that you can put three mods into them. To reach a higher level, you need to upgrade, advance,
and evolve. These unique weapon models can be bought and sold in the player shop as long as they are modified ‒ (upgrade, advance, evolve, or play around). \r\r[h1]New area and target dummy[\/h1]\r[img]https:\/i.imgur:\/i.imgur.com\/OflyZza.jpg[\/img]\rThere are some improvements to the statistics, our target dummy. In town hubs, we've significantly increased the size of the
target dummy area. There is also a new type of target dummy: aerial target dummies! these can hit any twin air tower, so you can test the damage to the tower that previously .jpg.com 2019t. You may also notice that there is a new dummy name in the mix.\r\r[h1]transfer to protein shift[\/h1]\rThere\u2019s There are tons going on in the protein shift and you ‒ you ‒ will notice a lot
of changes to your hero. After the protean shift, I made sure you were as strong as before. As mentioned earlier, the basic statistics have been raised and adjusted to compensate for the deletion of certain secondary statistics. For now, we'll set ‒2019s to see how things transition when loaded with this extension. Your gear will look like this: \r[List][*] Weapons\r[List][*] Primary
Stats: Hero Damage.\r[*] Secondary Stats: Whatever your best secondary stats were previously between Stats Power, Armor, and Hero Health. [\/List]\r[*] Helmet, Chest, Gloves, Boots\r[List][*] Primary Stats: Armor\r[*] Secondary Stats: Whatever your best secondary stats were previously between ability power, hero damage, and hero health. \/List [\/list]\rRealics will be uniform
across the board as described above (defense power and defense health only, only primary and secondary versions that depend on whether it is a ‒ totem or not). \r\r The current gear receives Mods according to its quality as additional compensation for removing secondary statistics. You will receive one Mod for Epic and Mythical Gear, and two Mods for Legendary Gear. Mods
placed in this gear can't roll the best rolls possible, but they're going to make you stronger, regardless of the roll. The transfer also offers some variety to mods offered to your current gear as you pull from 60% + of the total mods added in the protean shift. As a result, base damage, speed, range, etc. were increased to compensate for the lack of additional secondary statistics.
Scaling was also significantly affected, with not only an increase in basic statistics, but also a significant increase in the profits provided by the statistics. TL;DR is stronger and may be much stronger. Most shards remain the same, but the amount of change That Girding provides affects all shards. But there are some notable shardsChanged to fit the statistics or our new system
(we've been fun for a while): \r[list][*][b]earth toss[\/b]\r[list][*] increased defense range [100 - 280 (320 gold [\/list])\r[b][corruption\u2019s] Bargains]// b]\r[list][*] Ability[0 - 300 (420 gold)]\r[b][list][*] increases defense critical chances [18%-30% (38% gold)] and reduces defense by -10%. \/List Fixed [\/list]\r[h1]bug fix[\/h1]\r[list][*]Govestock not being able to hit the wall. [*] Fixed an
issue where a single deadly strike shard could be equipped on multiple defenses. Fixed an issue where typhoon beacons and beacons would locate when squire blocked proximity or physical damage. Adjusted the Oak MiniBoss name in Wave 2 of Greystone Plaza for the new user experience S.\r[*] in the Emporium. Consumables that award significant damage and significant
chances of +20% instead of the previous value. Fixed an issue where \r[*] tooltips occasionally stuck together. Fixed an issue where the Hero.\r[*] Bloomnard assigned to the Hero Deck was slowing down enemies immune to deceleration. Improved messaging for errors when defenders are matchmaking tutorial levels.\r[*]\u2019t cannot join unlocked game modes. We have
clarified the wording regarding the Snake God ‒ a protective shard. Fixed an issue where the \r[*] Lavamansa 2019s Mau Perify Duration Talent was not working. Drop lots of rugged or worn quality loot. [\/List]\r[h1]Known issues[\/h1]\r Weapons are currently stacked with the same type of weapon modifications for barbarians. This will only be changed under the road to become an
elemental damage remodeling stack. \r\r[h1] Want to learn more about Dungeon Defender II? [\/h1]\r Check out additional updates and game discussions with our amazing community on social media:\r[List][][url=https:\twitter.com\TrendyEnt]Twitter[\\/url]\r[*][url=https:\/www.facebook].com [\/url]\r [*][url=http:////discord.me\/dd2]discord[\/url]\r[*]
[url=https:\/www.twitch.tv\/trendyent]Twitch[\/url][\/list]\rProteanshift is a huge effort that the whole team wants.Enjoy. Thank you for protecting Etheria with us, there ‒ will only come. Enjoy!\r\rThe Dungeon Defender II Team Comment Count: 14 Tags: auto_migratedhide_library_overview, hide_library_detail Language: forum_topic_idforum_topic_id163641803746369999900
event_gid 2000 event_gid 4230764670538 Votes: 0, Votes: 0}::Source::rtime32_visibility_start:rtime32_visibility_end:rtime32_visibility_end:broadcaster_accountid:follower_count:ignore_count: forum_topic_id:1 news_post_gid 636418037463692590rtime32_last_modifiedforum_topic_id:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:featured_app_tagidvotes_up referenced_appidsvotes_downcomment_
type,Gid Feature:16364180374591111 350,gidfeature2:1636418037463692590,video_preview_typevideo_preview_idclan_steamid_original:103582 },{gid:2890704230776055,clan_steamid :10358279143416 1031,event_name: Dungeon Defender II: Protean Shift Extended Preview ‒ coming June 19! event_type:28,
appid:236110server_addressserver_password:rtime32_start_time:rtime32_end_ time:comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198873502276,last_update_steamid,event_notesevent_notesDefender II: Protean Shift Extended Preview ‒ Coming June 19!: 1528495470: 1599764423 Body: [img]https:\/steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/Steam Community\\Public\Image\46
39623\/e2a7627110bf6b1cf 7faa6f3f6a56d8be5edda29.png[\/img]\rGreats Defender, \r\r\r Finally it's time to announce the next expansion coming to Etheria ‒ Dan Defender II: Protean Shift! we ‒ are ready to publish information about this expansion and give you a preview on almost everything you can expect. The whole team has and is still working very hard to make sure this is
a great experience for defenders old and new. We are going to cover some information posted on DevLogs, as well as new information and how it connects. Let's get to it\u2019s!\r\r[H1]Changing statistics[\/h1]\rThis is the most basic change in the update. When the protean shift starts, you will see that your gear \ u2019s statistics look very different from before. Our first change is
to make damage from critical strikes off the scale of base damage for both your hero and your tower. Significant damage is no longer a secondary statistic, but it will increase the percentage you can get through gear, shards, and ascension levels. Due to changes to severe damage, the 33% critical chance cap has been removed ‒ the current limit!\r\r One of the goals of significant
damage changes is to inflict more reliable damage. Critical damage builds are still fun, but other playstyles should be just as rewarding. All heroes and tower\u2019s base damage has increased in light of the changes, allowing for a more consistent and even more unique build!\r\rI'm changing the way we understand significant damage, so we decided to tackle another confusing
area for players: defensive speed. This statistic is now a percentage, not a number that is in the thousands. The changes here will allow players to understand exactly how fast their defensive attack rate will be. We wanted to gear a more unique feel rather than giving you all the stats every time you receive a legendary layer of gear. Now the gear and choices can reflect the type of
defender you want. For heroes, the statistics vary depending on the part of the gear. In helmets, gloves, chests, and boots, the key statistics are armor, and secondary statistics are drawn from health, ability power, or hero damage. In weapons, the primary statistic is hero damage, and the secondary statistic is armor, health, or ability power. As a recall, the base hero's damage for
their attack and abilities has been buffed to feel equally powerful after the release of Protean Shift compared to how powerful your hero is now. Totem,Health is the primary statistic, and defense power is secondary statistics. Conversely, in medallions, marks, and orbs (if you still have one), defense power is the primary statistic, and defense health is secondary statistic. Additional
reminders have increased defense-based statistics for us to try and retain the power your defense currently has. This led M.O.D.S.\r[B]M.O.D.S.[\/b]\r\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/wwfIn.png[\/img]\r Professor Proteus applied his inventive intellect to all the gears of Esalia Magically attack\/defense subroutines (M.O.D.S. or even simpler ‒ Mods) are what allow you to make your gear
your own! Mods can do everything from increased normal statistics (defense speed, significant damage, critical chance) to fewer regular bonuses like stun immunity on defense. They offer a new way to fight your enemies! \rDo you make traps, auras, nodes and be immune to sybolx?! This is an additional property of the gear, as is the shard. Mods begin to appear in gears that
complement shards and unlock in a similar way, based on gear quality, and of unusual quality: \r[list][*] Uncommon: 1 Mod slot\r[*] Epic: 2 Mod slots\r[*] Myth: 2 Mod slots\r[*] Legend: 3 Mod slots [\/list]\r This means that you now have two stats, three Mods, and three legendary gears. This is just the tip of the iceberg! more than 120 Mods are here to give you the chance to defend
Etheria the way you want. Some of these modifications are the result of community feedback as a unique and engaging way to tackle the challenges set before you, and Etheria defenders\r\r[h1]tMods were added to the gear by Professor Proteus and changed them What's a good mod if you can? This means that the Mod of Chaos VII weapon can move from one Chaos III helmet
to another Chaos III (or more) helmet to another Chaos VII weapon. When you transfer mods from one part of the gear to another, the original part is destroyed in the process. The amount of customization that Tinker offers allows you to really play the way you want. It doesn't stop there ‒ Combined with our new upgrades and evolution features, even more choices are waiting for
you. \r\r[h1] upgrade, advancement, and EVOLVING[\/h1]\r[b] upgrade[\/b]\r[\b]\r Upgrade is a feature that many of you know well. But since this is a protean shift, it's time to upgrade upgrades!Upgrade part of the gear and replace the //or Chaos layer with ‒ waiting for another piece of gear in ‒ to replace it. You can take that gear and, through Professor Proteus's genius, take that
gear to the next tier!\r\r[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/d27Cylc.png[\/img] \r[b] Go [\/b]\r\r[\/b]\r You can now upgrade that piece to the maximum level and once it maxes out ‒ you can advance that gear part to epic quality. You can do the same to go from epic to myth, myth to legend. This is the only form to improve your gear and is where evolution
happens!\r\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/0MGdfVK.png\\r[\/img]&lt;/r[\img]&lt;/r[b]Evolution[\/b]rEvolving Gear ‒ regardless of some of the quality levels, you can choose to evolve it to bring it through various chaos levels. As you evolve, you can push the swords you find in Chaos II all the way to Chaos VII. And beyond!\r\r[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/aoqXEl0.png[\/img]\r\r\r\r Upgrade,
moving forward and evolving applies to all gear dropping weapons, armor and relics! \r[h1] Adventures and Expeditions [\/h1]\b[Adventure]\b]Adventure[\/b]\rWe\u2019re is added in an additional way for both new and veteran defenders to play! Once you've completed the campaign, defenders can now take on adventures! Here's what a lot of people wanted right now. The chaos
trial is over and defenders can now go on expeditions through various chaos difficulties. Do you have one favorite map to play with and want to play that map as you progress through the difficulties of another chaos? When you play through a map or complete a map, certain materials that vary depending on the type of map are dropped. You can choose to farm a specific material
on a particular map or play a random map that provides more material. These materials are a great way to really increase the power of the heroes you play, when you play the map and the win is yours, \r\r[h1]SHARDS[\/h1]\r[b]Shard Dusting[\/b]\r Shard is really a great way to increase the power of the heroes you play. Some players enjoy playing several selected heroes, so if
you get a shard for a hero that matches your playing style, it could be a real bummer. Now you can take any unwanted debris and break them down into dust through shard dusting. You can take shard dust from unwanted debris and replace them for chaos equivalent shard packs to get the shard you want and try another. You can use this process to help you get
shards\r\r[b]GildedOur gears are getting the ability to push beyond the limit, so it's getting fittings that the ‒ shards get the ability as well. If you guild shard, you combine the same kind of shards to unlock additional upgrade levels. This is the focus for end game players to seize additional power to tackle the onslaught challenge and also protect their debris from being reset when
they achieve ancient powers! [\/h1]\r\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/cMJRfSO.png[\/img]\rPromis professor is a man of intelligence, sophistication and style. In The Protean Shift, every hero has received their own special weapons, with their own special look! These modifications can be found in the authoritative weapons obtained by achieving ancient powers, but ‒ are not the only way
to get them!\r\r[h1]Player Shop and Market[\/h1]\rProteanShift, gear is no longer magically locked in each hero deck. Professor Proteus slightly relaxed the restrictions that previously existed. Most items that have not changed in any way (I think upgrades\/Evolved\/etc.) can be posted to your store! Shop for your heart's content!\r\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/XLdEks7.png[\/img]\r\r\r In
addition to creating your own shop, you ‒ can enter new markets. From the war table, you can browse the list of open markets and choose how you want to participate. The market is themed around the various types of items that can be sold, but you can still freely sell any item of your preference while you are there ‒ If you look at the market for the item type you are looking for,
you can always create a quick match and it will automatically create one for you!\r\r[h1]Final Bean[\/h1]\rWe\u2019ve has been spilling beans for a while. Dungeon Defender II: Protean Shift will be released on PlayStation 4, Steam and Xbox One on June 19! \r\r[h1] Want more information about Dungeon Defender II? [\/h1]\rCheck additional updates and game discussions with our
amazing community on social media:\r[List][*][url=https:\twitter.com\\TrendyEnt]Twitter[\url]\r[url=https:\www.facebook.com\Dangeon Defenders]&lt;/a0&gt;&lt;/a0&gt; [url=http://\/discord.me\/dd2]discord[\/url]\r[url=https:\/www.twitch.tv\/Trend Yento]Twitch[\/List]\rWe\u2019ve We got another development stream to show off what comes with Dungeon Defenders: thank you for
defending Etheria with us, there ‒ will only come. Please look forward to!\r\rForEtheria!\r\r\r\r Dungeon Defenders IIFeature Preview \ u2014 Dusting and Gold Leaf,event_type:28,appid:236110 server_password server_addressrtime32_start_timertime32_end_time::comment_count creator_steamid:event_notesevent_ noteslast_update_steamidlast_update_steamidFeature Preview
\u2014 Dusting and Gilding:1527877377,Update Time:1599764425&lt;/a0&gt;\/steamdn-a.a.akamaihd.net\/steam Community\/Public\Images\/Clan \/4639623\/ce92098eeb0fbe6ca79eb70a1649af1e3e1ae92.png[\/img]\rGreats Defender, \r\r\r Update is going smoothly and a lot of work is being done. We've released two DevLogs in the last two weeks and ‒ another one is coming,
but I wanted to leave a week without the beans spilling, so I'm going to spill a couple today. As a side note, some of the terms and content described here are subject to change. Let \u2019s \r\r[h1]Shards[\/h1]\rGia and stats changes affect the whole game, and shards are also affected. In future updates, almost all shards will change as a result (perhaps get ready for the longest
patch note ever). They need to hold more or less the same power, but due to changes in tower statistics and increased base damage, you may find some shard methods more useful than before! \r\r[b][u]shard dusting[\/u][\/u][\/b]\r Lots of shards have many different shards in the game while they are gaining additional strength due to tower\/gear changes or coming into the
spotlight. Few people take advantage of all the debris that falls. Some people like to play with base 4 heroes, focus on shards for them and use only Mystic and Lavamansar. Getting shards for heroes you don't use ‒ can sometimes feel like ‒ working to improve your own unique build. Shard dusting allows you to find unwanted shard utilities instead of selling them for small gold. If
you want to dust a certain amount, you can access the shard vendor and replace it with another shard container containing random shards from the appropriate Chaos layer. This is a feature that the community asked for, and we also have the advantage of getting multiples of the same shard to provide here. \r\r[b][u]golden shard[\/u][\u][\/b]\rGear is getting a significant overhaul
and additional features to increase its power. In this next update, the Shard (both wanted and unnecessary) is going to own more utilities than it does now. The golden shard is the shard that pushes power beyond its current limits. When you spend money on shards, they increase your upgrade level and power. That ‒ is not the only bonus that is not reset when you achieve ancient
powers ‒ gold shards ease some of the currency costs associated with resetting!\r\rNow You may be thinking, ‒Lawlta,Shards come from combining a specific number of the same shard. We have not yet announced a specific number, but we would like to make sure that this feature is easy to use and we are getting great feedback from our RPG and RQA testers. The goal for this
is to increase the power of your favorite shards and the most used shards by players pushing in the onslaught of the game. This is our first step in adding more goals for end-game players that will have a long-term impact on their power. \r The new weapon model\r\rProsus professor is an intelligent and sophisticated person, but also a man of style. With this update, more weapon
models are coming for all weapon types, which may be achieved in a special way. Here ‒ the sneak peek of what our artists created: \r\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/4MbNuCK.png[\/img]\/img]https:\//img.com/mH Xk7AA.png Zac Smith\r[img]https:\/i.imgur.com\/ex7Tt9q.png[\/img]\r3D models have more weapons coming than Zac Smith\r\r\r.r. [\/h1]\r Beans keep flowing! Believe it or
not (you can actually just believe it), the next DevLog will be a feature that brings together all the totals we've put out so far and the many features revealed in recent weeks. You may also be thinking that the release date is earlier than you ‒ (don\u2019t). Before releasing patch novel ‒ it's going to be our last DevLog (calling notes ‒ captures how huge that post will be). \r\rA
Many of the changes that come give us a lot to create additional future content. Many of the changes in this huge update, including shard dusting, are the result of community feedback on what defenders want. I'm from you, but it's very important. Game development is a very difficult process and sometimes it can feel like we are listening ‒ if the changes you want are not released
very quickly. These changes (and those coming in future updates) will have a huge community impact on them. Ladies and gentlemen, it provides excellent information to provide constructive feedback and helps us make sure that the additions we make are what you enjoy! :) \r If you want an early look (as well as helping to polish things off before release), our test group is just for
you! [\/h1]\r Check out our awesome and additional updates and game discussions on social mediaMore information will come next week. We are really excited to share the last beans of this update and hope you enjoy what comes ‒ Enjoy!\r\rThe Dungeon Defender II Team\r:11Tag:auto_migrated hide_library_overviewhide_library_detail
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time: 1599764428, Body: [img]https:\\/steamdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam community\/public\/image\/clan\/4 639 623\/dcea4467f4308695b297fd88ca5d0f8c2e118362.png[\/img]\r\r Greeting Defender, \r\r Our second DevLog has arrived as promised! If you didn't have the pleasure of reading the one before us, click here for [url=https:\/Dungeon Defender.com\/2\/blog\/153736\/dev-
log-97-stat-and-gear-improvements].[\/url]. It makes more sense if you understand what's going on and why these additions and changes are important. All parts of the gear will be affected by these changes. Critical chances, critical damage, and speed are improved. To compensate for these changes, base damage is boosted. And the gear is getting magical properties. These
features and changes are designed to help players build the tools they need to tackle the challenges they encounter with heroes they enjoy. What we're seeing in this DevLog continues to increase as we release more content in the future. Enjoy!\r\r[h1]Elandrian[\/h1]\r[b]Colin Fisher (Elandolian)\u2014 Associate Producer[\/b]\r\rHey, guys!\r Quick check-in from me just to make
sure expectations are clear! The name of the feature may change, but the overall goal and core functionality are likely to remain the same. Beans are strange. Did you know that the first game I worked on was the designer of a popular baked beans brand ‒ a website? Anyway, back to the spill. [\/h1]\r[b]Mark Telfer ‒ technical designer [\/b]\r\rHey, Defenders!\rThe last development
blog left a juicy tibit on how to revamp the gear system and add new magical properties. If you have a \u2019t reading it, check it out now! u2122)!\r\r[b]magic property refossing[\/b]\r\rI\u2019ve had the pleasure of playing tons of new content coming to DD2. I also found one great property where my defense countered those nasty sybolxes I was fighting!I mean, I thought so until a
few minutes later I found another relic with an equally wonderful fortune. So I was looking down at the barrel of gut-wrenching choice. In a moment of passion, I should spur on my beloved Cybolk counter property for a new relic, or I should thwart this temptation and maintain an impassioned bond with my current relics. I don't know about you ‒ defenders, but my delicate little mind
can handle decisions just like this ‒ I knew that for Etheria, I had to protect all heroes from such agonizing choices. On top of that, I was always the type who wanted to have his cake and eat it. Do you also like to eat and eat cake? ‒ if you could discover two incredible properties in separate parts of gear and bring them together in a glorious union ‒ with great pleasure, I can
announce the refosing of magical properties that you can just do it. Cake for everyone!\r\rProperty refoating gives you permission to transfer properties from one part of the gear to another. Get ready to get crazy, creative and experimental! The only barrier between you and the perfect combination of properties is your imagination! You can, yes, mix and match them to your mind ‒
content. You overwrite that sucker with something better ‒ like your favorite weapon properties. I want to give that weapon a boost! Throw a new property in a slot that rolled blanks! You've found a more powerful version of the property you're already using! You need to get the rewards of sweet gear. Once you find two (or more) magical properties that you want to exist in separate
parts of the gear, head to town or tavern. Tinker with things and find brand new characters who live in towns that love to start Reforge. On the reforging screen, select the gear from which you want to transfer the property and the gear from which you want to transfer the property. You can then transfer any number of properties from one gear to another as long as there are
property slots available. Once you ‒ confirm the transfer and show the enemies of Etheria and return! Gear to transfer \r\r properties , helmets, etc.) must be earned in chaos difficulty.The chaotic difficulty of the gear transferring properties (i.e., you can transfer properties from Chaos V to Chaos VII gears, but vice versa). All properties of the \r[list][*] gear must be unique. [\/List]\r
Now I know what you're thinking. You ‒ thoughts, ‒Mark! I\u2019ve saw you in the development stream before! You‒ a smart, cool, weird-looking, strong, mark-looking guy, pray, you ‒ have overlooked something here! All of the nice gear characteristics and re-forged sounds are great, but if I‒is currently progressing through DD2, what's good about all of this? Does this mean all
my gear and the effort I make to re-forge will soon become outdated?‒Well, dear reader, you're right. I certainly look weird. It is also correct that this raises the challenge with this new gear system. The challenge here is that if I like to call gear persistence or the current live game, it's lack. \r\r[b] Gear persistence and you! [\/b]\r\r One of the reasons I love working on Dungeon
Defender II is because of how unique the game is. One of these unique aspects is how we handle the progression of heroes after you reach level 50. When you test your powers in the Chaos Trial, the gears are progressing. Cumulative and incremental advances to your heroes come in the form of a consistent stream of new item drops that have increasingly high gear scores.
Frequently equipping these items will increase your Champion Score, and building a Champion Score will unlock new challenges. Since the Barbarian‒ Wrath update, the loot system ensures that many of the gears you've earned are continuously rolling higher gear scores as long as you're playing at the right difficulty level. Throughout the course of one map, you are more likely
to see a higher gear score for slots where ‒ given many times. This meant that each gear change on one map would be a formidable progression strategy. The current system always encourages you and actually rewards you to replace it with new gear with a higher gear score. This system will make the gears temporary while we are in progress and, in addition, give us all the new
gear we are creating only for short-term decisions. It should be the result of careful and meaningful deliberation that rewards the opportunity to cut out a creative and unique style of play. There is always a need to change gears, and this deliberation will not bear fruit and will be frivolous. We knew that if we were really going to make the gear revamp meaningful, we would have to
allow players to keep their favorite gear for the long term and secure their gearIt's doable along the way. In essence, it was necessary to ensure that players had the freedom to make their gear permanent as needed. Freedom means freeing players from constraints that hinder Etheria's goal as a hero. Based on this sentiment, it is a great pleasure that we can announce a brand
new system ‒ a complete revamp of the equipment upgrade system and take its place: upgrade and evolve!\r\r Now I What do I mean when I say freedom? buckle up! our new system literally allows you to take the first gear you've earned in a campaign and power up to a greater strength than the current Chaos VII gear cap in the game. It‒right, Defenders. If you find a great piece
of equipment you like, you can keep it viable for as long as you want. Do you like the Harbinger ‒ shield you get to complete the campaign? Do you love the properties of how I love cybolk counter properties?\u2019s upgrade the gear on and turn it back on to fit your progress. As mentioned earlier, the current upgrade system will be replaced. Gone are the days when you have a
small amount of the maximum upgrade level. Instead, you're able to take your chosen gear through a two-step process and evolution called a (new) upgrade. [\/b]\r\r All gears track the chaos level at which it was dropped. As you know, each chaos has a range of gear scores that you can drop and have the smallest and maximum values to do. Its scope is abstracted into our new
upgrade screen meter. Filling this meter will power your gear from the smallest to the maximum of the corresponding chaos range. If you get a gear drop where the gear score falls somewhere between the minute and the maximum, the meter level is automatically awarded retroactively. Burying that meter will substantially strengthen you and make your enemies cower before your
fortitude. Once that meter is filled and you ‒ complete with the maximum of its chaos level ‒ you are not ready to evolve ‒ you / u2019re! [\/b]\r\r Okay! so your gear has been enhanced and you've been dropped with the maximum gear score possible from ‒2019re chaos level. It's time to evolve ‒ evolution can bring that gear to the next chaos level minimum as you break that gear
beyond its current chaos level. Magical traits see a massive increase in intensity as you perform evolution to prepare for the next challenge you take on. The upgrade meter returns to 0. This process can be repeated as long as you want to keep using the gears. You can even use this process to evolve gear past Chaos VII!The cost of gold is substantially different from our current
upgrade costs. You can spend currency for each upgrade\/evolution you preform. The currency is all ‒ but ‒ this should be done ‒ and powerful materials were found throughout the etheria, allowing such a power boost. In this update, these materials will drop on certain maps and certain difficulties as you protect Ateria from goblin legions. Collect these materials to empower you to
perform these new upgrades and evolutions. \r\r[b] The Road to Freedom! [\/b]\r\rSo You may be saying to yourself at this point, ‒ I want to collect as many of these wonderful materials as possible, but Mark said he would only drop them on certain maps. Now I can choose the specific map I want to play ‒ especially in chaos trials. Is ‒2019t a problem?‒Defenders, I was joking
when I said I was trying to give you the freedom to play the way you want. I‒ Jose is going to take it from here and make our next big announcement. D'e to say that, I'll leave you with this: Jose, the rest of the team, and I'm still revealing all the big things that are coming in this next update . We seriously have even bigger features to announce in the future. I can wait for more bean
spills to happen. [\/h1]\r[b]Jose Villegas \u2014 Technical Designer[\/b]\r\r Everyone! Now, let's talk about what's new we're making, and what makes you even more excited for the future of the game. With this in mind, I look forward to ‒ telling us that we have seen this and that the ordeal is finally over. You now have an expedition. In fact, we can go a step further and choose a
map that was not previously available for that Chaos level!\r\rThos new game mode is also tied to the improved upgrade system we are announcing today. To upgrade items and retise properties, you need to collect all kinds of materials throughout Ateria. Each type of map (town, spooky, castle, forest, ruins, dungeon) awards you with different materials, so play all of them.
[\/h1]\r[b]Alec Sire (Rota), Community Manager, Bean Overload[\/b]\rHey All,\rHey All,\rAs is promised and the beans keep flowing!The previous DevLog ([url=https:\/Dungeon Defender.com\/2\/blog\/153736\/dev-log-97-stat-and-gear- improvements] was found here [\/url]). There ‒ there is still more information coming (wuuut) and as you can expect, it's based on everything
covered here! crazy, right?\r\r We talked about some major systems in the game here today. One of the common problems I talk to you about is that the gear feels special and it's really important until ‒ is the biggest. These changes will help us cope with that and we are sure to you ‒ will enjoy what we cook. Also, an expedition that offers a choice of maps, have you seen where I
requested it :) before? Your feedback is invaluable to what we create. It takes time, but we're always listening and trying to bring everything possible into the game. By keeping your feedback constructive and objective, you can make it easier to find the most important things and implementation methods, and not only enjoy them, but also take advantage of potential new and
additional systems. Now you might be thinking, they can probably talk about next time with these changes. Here's a small tip: ‒the side of the gear you're currently using we're still talking about ‒ is it vague enough? You‒ will have to wait for the next DevLog to be found!\r\r If you want to sneak peek (as well as help polish things off before release), our test group is just for you!
\r\rSmooches,\rLawlta\r\r[h1]What‒want more information to come? [\/h1]\rCheck additional updates and game discussions with our amazing community on social media: [List][url=https:\twitter.com\\TrendyEnt]Twitter[\\/url]\r[*] [url=https:\\//www.facebook.com]\r[*][url=http:////discord] .me\/dd2]discord[\/url]\r[\/url][url=https:\/www.twitch.tv\/trendyent]Twitch[\/url][\list]\rWe\u2019re is
going to give you more details soon! We're excited to explain what changes are happening and why. Please look forward to!\r\rForEtheria!\r\r\r\r Dungeon Defenders IIログ 97 \u2014 統計とギアの改善!,event_type:28,appid:23611 rtime32_end_time rtime32_start_time server_password server_address 0:comment_count event_notes last_update_steamid creator_steamid:Log 97
\u2014 Statistics and Gear Improvements!,Post:1526666391,Update Time:1599764430[img]https:\/steamdn-a.akamaihd.net\/steam Community\/Public\Image\/Clan\/463 9623\/d3e9772fc38966fb93c8172e2077ec26f4dde0a3.png[\/img]\r\rgreetings Defenders\r\r\r\r Our pledge is to increase and improve communication. This is our first DevLog in a series of DevLogs coming your
way! There's so much to come for Professor Sebastian Proteus, but here's what ‒ brings this DevLog:\r[list][*] statistic: more impacts are cranked up, such as critical chances, significant damage, speed!\r[*]Gear: The statistics are only ‒ Gear now has unique magical properties to amplify your playstyle as well as primary and secondary stats!\r[*] Properties: Now some of the gear
and relics lend a lot of needed help to bring interesting builds to the defenders of Etheria! [\/List]\rThere\u2019s Tons of information to cover here. These are basic changes that affect all other elements that will be visible in future DevLogs. These changes open the door for many features to add. It has a lot to take in, so \u2019s will get started!\r\r[h1] improved statistics!
[\/h1]\r[b]Jose Villegas, technical designer[\/b]\r\rHey everyone!\r\r\rI‒is looking forward to telling you that big changes are coming soon in DD2. We've been paying close attention to the balance of the game for a while, so we worked on some core systems in DD2 and how to improve them. To this extent, we have changed and improved the mechanics of statistics: \r\r[list][*][b] Hero
and Defense Serious Damage: [\/b] This was my biggest source of concern. Previously, significant damage was another statistic that increased critical strike damage independent of normal noncritical damage, meaning that one had nothing to do with the other. This felt directly inconsistent with what most players would expect from a normal critical damage system. So we made
that change exactly. In this update, severe damage is the rate at which it affects any source of damage. Each time you trigger a critical strike, your regular damage is multiplied by important damage statistics. So every time you log in after an update, your base damage is stronger than ever!\r\r[*][b]Hero and Defense Critical Chance:[\/b]NowNormal and significant damage was
pulled from the same source and we also determined to remove the 33% critical chance cap previously used. To encourage people to make whatever they think is the most fun, we opened the floodgates and removed the cap! Each defense now has a defensive speed statistic that affects the speed of the offense, but it wasn't very clear how much you got every time you increased
it. Due to the fact that it was a numerical statistic rather than a percentage, the conversion between that number and the attack per second is very difficult, since each tower worked differently. For example, the Defense Rate Shard increased the defense speed by 33%, but that percentage changed the statistics rather than the actual attack rate, so it affected different towers in
different ways. In this update, the defense speed is also a percentage and is directly associated with the actual attack rate of the defense. Every time you increase your defense speed, you know exactly by how much tower ‒ the attack frequency is increasing. [\/list]\r\r Now, how will it affect the gear if the defense speed and significant damage change so much? These new traits
are all about gaining power in new ways, including defensive speed and significant damage. We're going to update more information about the change to gear sooner than you'd expect =).\r\r Anyway, all from me for now. We are listening to your feedback and all the changes we are made aim to make DD2 a better game for you. Thank you for enjoying our game and tell us how
we can continue the better way!\r\rEssentially, \r\rJose\r[h1]magic properties! [\/h1]\r[b]Mark Telfer, technical designer[\/b]\r\rHey Defender!\r\r\rIt\u2019s, it's been a while since I last checked in with you. We've been working ‒ making some huge additions to Dungeon Defenders II in recent months ‒ and I'm excited to finally say we can spill the beans on some of the things the
team has been working on. Dd2 gear is for wild rides, so hang on to your CatHatters. \r\r[b] the current state of the gear [\/b]\r\r We were concluding the Barbarians ‒ anger update , so I sat down with the team and we were all looking hard at the gear. There were a lot of things I saw as opportunities for improvement. At its heart, Dungeon Defender II is a loot-centric game. Conquer
enemies and beat the first little Gobass, which will give you a bonanza of gear drops on each map. You need to get some of the gearAn exhilarating experience! It should stimulate the creativity of the build and the diversity of results. In essence, gear gear equipment must be a meaningful and willing choice that allows you to define your identity as a hero of Etheria. As you know,
gears now have different numbers of primary and secondary statistics, and different amounts of shard slots (depending on their tier). The number of secondary stats in the game is very limited and this has hindered the amount of unique stat combinations you can drop to play. The legendary medallion, for example, has all the defensive secondary stats. That means there is only
one type of legendary medallion in the game! \r\rExacerbatting This problem had one specific statistic of supreme importance - significant damage. What are you doing if you ‒ don't build for maximum serious damage right now!? Significant damage accounts for most of the damage output a player can potentially do. This meant that everyone was built in an inherently singular
way. Needless to say, the design team knew we could do better. Dps are no longer disproportionately affected. Because of this adjustment, we now had tons of wigs in the game balance for you to introduce new ways to kill enemies. When things went crazy, it was ‒ The design team began to imagine a unique, fun, and crazy way to make a pot of coffee, lock it in a room, and
send a goblin legion to the heroes of Etheria. It's time for me (eventually) to be able to put you where we landed. [\/b]\r\r With great excitement, I can announce that all the gear in the upcoming update will have the opportunity to roll new, unique, game-changing properties where you can creatively create a whole new strategy in DD2. These traits are stuck in gear that drop and
define the style of play, enhance creativity and build diversity into something Etheria has never seen before. These are your grannies ‒ old gear passives! Oh, did I mention that if you are smart ‒ you create a chain of explosions?\r\r Have you wanted to make trading elemental water damage in your cannon tower?Tower.\r\r But despite how great both of them are, I must confess
that I have a favorite. I‒ always had trouble with those pesky shield geodes. I love building cannonball towers and poison dirt towers, but those knuckleheads always reflect my projectiles. Well, they used to.. Until I find a property that the projectiles penetrate into the shield. Just don\u2019t tell the rota what I told you*. ;)(*[b] Rota note: [\/b] I see everything!\r\rA lot of these great
properties, and many more, are likely to drop into the gear you've earned while playing. There are better gear (myths, legends, etc.), more properties. There are properties for both your towers and your heroes, and they can be combined to glorious effects. And did I mention so much that I push with DD2 that the property gets crazy and becomes more powerful?\r\r These new
properties now come to replace a lot of secondary statistics on the gear. Don\u2019t gets me wrong and secondary statistics such as Hero Health are still on gear, but the number of them is small. The gear will soon have only one primary and one secondary statistic. Instead of displaying and using the same four secondary statistics, you have countless choices to use the
properties you want to play. With all these changes to gear and items, one thing we didn't change was shard equipment. Be prepared to make some serious decisions about property combinations and the confluence of different properties that best complement your style of play!\rI‒I would love to teach you more, but Lawlta is breathing heavily on my shoulders and I fear for my
safety. However, I can tell you that this is even half of what we are working on in a future update . Seriously! This is a ‒ hyperbola! ‒ there's a way to come your way and I can wait to share it with you ‒ Until next time, quick notes from Defender!\r\rLove, \r\rMark\r\r[h1]Elan! [\/h1]\r[b]Elandrian, Associate Producer[\/b]\rHey Everyone, \r\rI hopes to provide a little more information
about some of the systems planned for this extension. I hope people will be excited about our new magical property (the name is a work in progress) and other statistical changes in gear. In our playtest, we saw that ‒ offered some new defensive options that would otherly not have been possible. If you are interested in checking out balance and content changes that are part of
this extension, changes to \r\r\u2019 early, you can join playtester groups, remote playtest groups (RPGs) and remote quality assurance (RQA). These groups have access to test builds of upcoming changes, which are helping us provide feedback while reversing the balance on our heads. If you are interested, be sure toOver 18s can test on PC (rewards are available on all
platforms!), and contact RQA manager Dani Moore!\r\r(Dani Dotmoor of Top trends.com.com. Don ‒ I know why the link works well ‒ We will fix it for a day ‒ the game system is more important. Right!. Please check. \r\r Affectionate, \rElandrian\r\r[h1] Look at the horizon! [\/h1]\r[b]Alec Sire (Lawlta), community manager, Bees pillar extra ordineur[\/b]\rHey All,\rHey All,\r\r We
discussed quite a bit of information here, but this is just the tip of a controlled burn and frosty mutate Gobberg. There's a lot more to come on top of this, so we're going to get even more information soon. The bean spill that occurred here continues to flow!\r\r The system we talk about is going to keep building what we discussed here ‒ they are real game changes. All statistics
have been changed and readjusted and new magical properties (names in progress) have been added to really power your gear. Seriously, some of them are crazy, and we also took good care to make sure to address some of the great feedback that many of you have provided (thanks for all your efforts on the front of it). These changes really give us a lot of opportunities to
continue to create great and rewarding systems and features! There may be information about how the game mode will be affected or more information about your ;) \r\r If you want to sneak peek (not only help polish things up before release), as Elandrian mentioned above, our test group is just for you! [\/h1]\r Check out additional updates and game discussions with our amazing
community on social media:\r[List][url=https:\twitter.com\TrendyEnt]Twitter[\\/url]&lt;/a0&gt;[url=https:\www.facebook.com\&amp;DgeonDef endenders url]\r[url=http:///discord.me\/dd2]discord[\/url]\r[*][url=https:\\/www.twitch.tv\/trendyent]Twitch[\/url][\list]\rWe\u2019re is going to give you more details soon! Our designers are excited to continue to share what they are working on and
explain what changes are happening and why. Please look forward to!\r\rForEtheria!\r\r\r\r Dungeon Defenders IISkyCity Bank arrives: event_type:12,appid:23611 server_password server_address 0,rtime32_start_timertime32_end_timecomment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198873502276last_update_ steamidevent_notesSkyCity Bank arrives!:1599764433,Body:
[img]https:\/steamcdn-a.akamaihd.net\steamcommunity\/public\image\/clans\//6847a3107d8a0615f29d8ded5d 547666ecdb89ef.png[\/img]\r\rA The red spaceship has arrived at Etheria! Let's open it up and see what it says: \r\r[i] greeting defender!\r\rI thought everyone could benefit from one of my recent discoveries I made in my research, my new Srink-o-matizing technology! This
allows you to store all kinds of items and materials in a much smaller size than before. This is just one of many new item variants I'm planning to make. He ‒ has had some slight malfunctions in his navigation subroutines lately, but his Srink-o-matizer is in perfect condition! \r\rI can\u2019t can share all of my latest research with you, waiting to arrive at Dragonfall. I was simply held
to make some last-minute adjustments to my latest creation, Robo Witch Prime! or was it a mecha witch? The Old Ones know what ‒2019t hit them!\r\r Sincerity, \r\r Professor Sebastian Proteus[\/i]\rhttps:\//www.youtube.com\/watch?/watch?v=_00szBO9u7o\rPatch 2.4 Crash landed on Dragonfall Marketplace today and is now live! This patch provides highly requested features in
the form of the shiny spaceship SkyCity Bank! Let's get into it!r\r[h1]SkyCity Bank[\/h1]\r\r\r SkyCity Bank is now available! The bank is used to store the items you want to keep, but don\u2019t is not necessarily required for the entire Ethereum.\r\r starter journey, every player gets at least one bank Vault for free when logging in. This means that if you only have the default
inventory space, you will notice a shift in inventory if you have the same default inventory space and bank vault when you log in!\r\r If you bought an old inventory pack or bag booster pack. Bags obtained through these packs will be bank safes in this patch. Previously, when you saw other players with 10 or 11 bags, you confused players who could only have eight. For this reason,
we standardize inventory bags.This is:\r\r[b]Prepatch 2.4[\/b]\r[List][*]8-11 Possible Maximum Inventory Bag\r[*]0 Bank Vaults[\/List]\r[b]Postpatch 2.4 [\/b]\r[List][*]8 Possible Maximum Inventory Bag\r[*]12 Bank Boult[\/List]\r[h1]FREE SkyCity Bundle[\/h1]\r[img]https:\2000 /\/steamkdn-a.akamaihd.net\/Steam Community\/Public\/Images\/Clan\/4639623\/e6fc 1d5576859df68bfb69ad
876dba70bf5a2d40.png[\/img]\r SkyCity Bank ‒ to celebrate the arrival of u2019s We offer free bundles that you can redeem from the in-game shop for 0 gems. This bundle award: \r[list][*]1 additional bankball!\r[*] shutter shade flare! [\/list]\r By using the free bundle, you can start patch 2.4 with at least two free bankbunds! \steam community\/public\/image\/list
\/4639623\/5547e7faa425b26b7163b1352b0eb5a5357bfc5.png[\/img]\r This patch provides the option to split stackable items into different stacks and quantities. For example, if your inventory is stacked with 99 pet foods, you can break it down into two or more stacks of selected sizes. Do you want to keep some items in the bank but store the rest of the stack in the bank? Now
you can do it! You can now move an entire bag of items by pressing a single button. Pressing the \u201cTransfer All\u201d button moves all unlocked items in the currently selected bag to the selected bankbund. Locked items can also be moved and done separately. \u201cTransfer All\u201d automatically stacks stackable items, so you don't need ‒\r\r[h1]Improved load
times[\/h1]\rPatch 2.4 focuses on inventory. Our lead programmer looked at how our stock is really better to add some ‒ to this patch. After researching how to save, load, and handle inventory profiles, we made a lot of improvements when loading them into any part of the game. Some players will notice a significant reduction in load times, while others may notice a slightly faster
load. No more dragging and dropping and incubation! [\/List]\r[b]Visual[\/b]\r[List][*] Tower Inspection UI has been updated for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One (PC already has this). \r[*] Zapper Kobold Flyer now has a red outline. Something hot looks cool. \r[*] Mana nodes have unders received visual improvements. The 9s Whirlwind.\r[*]Blacksmith\u2019s shop no longer has a
purchase confirmation pop-up.Dragon Fall Bazaar's Wave Complete!\r[*] Betsy's Fight Sequence has received an updated sound cue. [\/List]\r[h1] Hero Changes[\/h1]\r[b][u][/u][\/b]\/r[list][b][b]Corrupted Forms[\/b]\r[list][*][*] Building towers on damaged forms now provides damaged benefits for the tower. \/List [\/List]\r[List][*][b]Slime Pit Tower[\/b]\r[list][*] No longer slows down
immune enemies to slow down. Berserker Oak ‒ is afraid of slime! \/List [\/List]\r[b][u]Huntress[\/u][\/b]\r[List][*][b]Shards[\/b]\r[List][*]u]Explosive Poison[\/u]\r[List][]Shard is now working normally and spreading poison when a poisonous enemy dies. \/List \/List [\/List]\r[u]Sharz[\/u][\/u][\/b]\r[List][*][b]Inspiration[\/b]\r[List][*][*]No longer Abyss Road or EV2[\/List]. Fixed an issue where
the [\/list]\r\r[h1] bug fix[\/h1]\r[List][*]EV2\u2019s proton charge could be higher than intended while getting zero heat. Fixed an issue where the Flamethrower Tower ‒ VFX would no longer grow as the defense range increased. Fixed an issue comparing \r[*] squire equipment. Fixed an issue where \r[*] barbarians could get out of bounds in throne rooms. Costs no longer overlap.
Fixed an issue that allowed \r[*] parties to play tutorial maps (considering putting parties down on these maps). Fixed an issue that caused \r[*] infinite loading screens. If this happens after this update, please let us know. \r[*] Removed the function to be automatically equipped with portal. Find out to add this stable version. Fixed an issue where some weapons were not
consistently falling in the world without displaying vfx. Fixed an issue where the map .\r[*] Champion Crown did not rotate properly on hero cards when using barbarian leaps. Fixed an issue where using the controller to purchase the last item in a list from a blacksmith or rerick hunter shop would lose list focus. *] Fixed an issue that was not working for items equipped with item
comparisons. \r[*] Removed references to shards that are equipped for all messages sold. There are no shards available for gear slots. Stay at schoolReference to old pet bag when trying to hatch eggs in full inventory.\r[*] Fixed a visual issue where the current upgrade level was in the wrong place with debris displayed in the wrong place on the tooltip. You now have a valid error
string. \r[*] Fixed an issue with XB1 where the subcore icon would not be removed after losing the subcore. [\/List]\r SkyCity Bank is the first arrival for something much bigger to come to Etheria. Over the next few months, we will actively discuss the new features that will accompany the next extended update. Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for detailed sources of information
when we post updates (in doing so, pirate Monk and Academy Apprentice skins are also getting free): \r [List][*] [url=https:\twitter.com\TrendyEnt] Twitter[\url]\r[.com][url=https][url=https] :\www.facebook/d.com [Facebook]\\/url]\r[*][url=https:\/discordapp.com\/invitation/dd2]discord[\/list]\rWe\u2019re is still toying with Dungeon Defender II to get a big change. More information
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Time:1599764435,Body:[img]http:////cdn.edgecast.steamstatic.com\/Steam Community\/Public\/Image\/Clan\/4639623\/330bd9b1 f2598f97d640c2c1931b37b561b2f567.jpg\r\rGreats Defender, \r\r\rVerbarian ‒ Wrath, Update 2.3, Has entered Ederia! Major changes in item progression and gearing. The Shard changes from inventory to get you into battle. Updates to many critical
systems. Grab your axis, it's time to slash some savage patch notes!\r\rhhttps:\youtu.be\/FMSJV2vNb1w\r\r[img]http://\\/cdn.edgecast.steamstatic.com\/Steam Community\/Team Community Public\/Image\/4639623\/a3f81eb738cbfc6b09c0b4f5cf6d4d6313a2bbd.png[\/img]\img[img]\r[h1] New Hero: Barbarians! [\/h1]\r\r\u201c is a notorious warrior king who can wield the power of
anger and anger to crush his enemies, from the mountains of Etheria. When it comes to the unstoppable fralee of muscle and steel, the barbarians can throw themselves into a battle that will be a whirlwind of death. His enemies shudder at the mayy cries of this tremendous warrior who dives in to crush his enemies. \u201d\r\rVerbarian is the first hero to have two unique
resources: anger and anger. Anger is obtained every time a barbarian does damage, and Fury gets every time he takes damage. To erase the most damage, you are always going to be frayed. The key to balancing stance dancing with anger and anger is the key to being an unstoppable force!\r\r Barbarian is a hero who only damages four abilities and four stances to change his
playing style: \r\r[img]http://\/cdn.edgecast.steamstatic.com\\steam community\\public\image\16 39623 \/e303c58d1cede6eefd8f4b89b80e13c08f1b661.png[\/img]\r\r[b]Furious Slash[\/b]\r[list][*] Midrange Fury Resource Spender that pierces enemies but does not cause weapon fragments. [\/List]\r[b]Phenomenal shouting[\/b]\r[List][*][*]Barbarians ‒ midrange frontal cone debuffing
ability who is changed in effect by the main active stance. [\/List]\r[b]Whirlwind[\/b]\r[List][*]Powerful persistent AOE damage ability to gain different abilities based on primary active stance. [\/List]\r[b]Hawk Strike[\/b]\r[List][*] High-damage close-range attack that consumes all barbarians‒Wrath resources when used. [\/List]\r[img]http:///cdn.edgecast.Steamstractic.com\/Steam
Community\/Public\/Image\/Clan\/4639623\/14fa20184d215b 19e0b46 615de42d3293401f3f3f3f.png[\/img]\r[b]Tornado Stance[\/b]\r[List][*] Increase movement speed, increase attack speed, and jump height, but primary attack reduces damage. When the tornado stance becomes active, the phenomenal screaming and whirlwind slows down. [\/List]\r[b]Turtle Stance[\/b]\r[list][*]
Reduces attack speed and mobility, but reduces damage and makes you immune to crowd control. Phenomenal cries win Stan, whirlwind smoldersStance[\/b]\r[list][*] Damage dealt with primary attacks has been changed to self-healing. Siphon stance triggers a staggering cry to apply life steel debuffs to the affected enemies, converting whirlwind damage into self-healing.
[\/List]\r[b]Lightning Stance[\/b]\r[List][*]Get bonus storm damage to primary attacks and take chainstorm damage for each third attack. Each hit causes the damage of self-harm. Amazing shouts cause enemies to do more damage, and whirlwinds get chain storm damage. [\/List]\r Is a lot of visual additions along with barbarians. The four material effect costumes and the terrifying
Bradley Bar costumes have 5 additional accessories, 27 different axes, and custom enemy death animations for small enemies. Send them!\r\r[h1]loot revamp[\/h1]\r\r[b]item progression[\/b]\upgrades have created a lot of problems for players as they progress through onslaught and chaos trials. In this update, we're going to take a closer look at the items and progress. Players
hoping for the fastest progression used a system called ‒201cmuling‒ to slow down the steady flow of gear upgrades. Well, mules are a thing of the past! Not picked up, not equipped, but dropped. All of this removes all spreadsheet calculations and mulling and is tracked behind the scenes, so you can get into action faster!\r\r[b]gear score[\/b]\r\r The gear above is tracked from
the highest gear score item you've seen\Gear Score is a new take on the previous system used to display items ‒ power ‒ iPwr. Items that cannot be upgraded now have a higher iPwr than equipped items because the system did not previously correctly reflect the strength of the item. The general flow of the progression of this affected item and how the player intended to
progress.\r\r[b] Hero and Champion Score [\/b]\r Hero and Champion Score is an additional way to help measure the strength of your hero ‒ The Hero Score is the average of all gear equipped for a particular hero and appears on your hero card as described above. Champion Score is the highest hero score of all heroes, shown with a crown (and a small one of the heroes with the
highest hero score) on top of your hero card. These scores are used to let you know when ‒ when you're ready ‒ to increase the challenges you encounter as you go. To make your progression smoother, different chaos trials will be unlocked when you reach the appropriate champion score. Gear makes defenders, but it can be a lot to manage when learning the complexity of all
heroes and enemies. To assist with this process, we have created automatic equipment features for both ‒ ve gears and shards. Both buttons (under your relics) make sure youUse this feature and, if confirmed, equip the highest gear score for all slots. For relics, identify the blockade and tower, focusing on equipping the totem for blockade and the medallion/mark of all other
towers. On a PC, this is bound to \U\ by default. Press ‒ on PlayStation 4. On Xbox One, shards were placed in shard slots on equipment before ‒\u201d.\r\r[h1]Shards[\/h1]\r\r This system has caused defenders to spend more time in their inventory, moving debris around whenever they have received an upgrade or want to change the build more than we like. When you
progressed for the first time, or after gaining ancient powers, this meant that you spent a lot of time managing your inventory. This means that once you receive the upgrades, equip them and keep your shards put. It can be equipped with up to three shards per slot. However, all three slots are activated only if they are equipped with the appropriate layers. Slot activation follows the
same rules as before: Uncommon activates the first slot, Epic activates the first and second slots, and activates all three of the myths and legends. Log in and continue playing without having to manage previously worn shards. However, any debris slotted into the equipment in stock will be removed from the gear. If the inventory is full, the shard is placed in the containment shard
and sent to the scavenger. With this shard change, we wanted to make sure that the Incashon weapon was still what the player wanted to earn. Now all invading weapons will have 3 Shard slots, holding their passive. We also took a balance path with these weapons, which are included below. Users who didn't have enough stock space to hold all the debris attached to the gear
before [\/b]\r\r created a shard of containment. This shard is a tool used to separate defenders into our new shard system while reducing the stress of losing items that many of you are farming. Shards previously in equipment that does not fit in the full inventory of shard migrations are placed in the containment shard and sent to the scavenger. These are in scavengers and never
expire. Shards are grouped by upgrade level and bundle the highest shard with the lowest shard.This makes it easy to decide which containment shard to open to get all the most used shards. If you have 8 shards‒ you need 8 inventory slots to open the containment shard. More inventory management changes will be made!\r\r[h1]New user
experience[\/h1]\r\r[img]http:///cdn.edgecast.steamstatic.com\/Steam Community\/Public\/Images\/Clan\/4639623\/fecc71 2e60e6a 09d78f3bfadc6487c0b290c9764.png[\/img]\r\u2019s New defenders learn a lot to learn to properly protect Etheria, and it's not an easy business! [Tutorial level has been replaced by a new animation operation with Betsy\r[*]Huntress is immediately
available\r[*]Ascension UI 50[\/List]\r[b]Mana Node Changes[\/b]\rGreen mana assignments Completely different! mana node chests are a thing of the past, but here's what you're seeing right now: \r[list][*] Green mana is now automatically distributed by the mana node itself at the start of the build phase!\r[*] There is no longer a green mana cap. There is a green mana bar that will
go to 2000 Green Mana. If this amount is exceeded, the bar will start to fill again!\r[*]Mana and gold collection radius will be tripled during the build phase. Out-of-reach mana is no longer messy! [\/list]\r These changes are additional measures that allow defenders to have the most fun: build and fight!\r[h1] General changes[\/h1]\r\r[list][*] Once you create a hero, you can now
create them at the Highest Hero level or level 1.\r*[onpad.] Press the right button + D-Pad Down to open the inventory. \r[*]Dpad can now be used on the gamepad to navigate the left side of the inventory. Map.\r[*] added new load screen text: \r[list][*]\u201cMastery offers some of the most difficult challenges in all of Esteria, but rewards you with powerful hyper shards, golden
pets, flares, and more!\u201d\r[*]\u201c You earn different chaos difficulties in mastery pools together. Work on the map in any order you want to unlock rewards!\u201d\r[*]\u201cDefender pack includes costumes, accessories, exclusive talents, and much more! Do you feel lucky 201d\r[*]?The rerolling of the Defender Pack gives you another chance to earn rare
rewards!\u201d\r[*]\you can buy exotic weapons from u201cBeating IncasionDid you get the Wayfarer ‒\r[*]?u201c Visit a stable boy in the town's HUB or tavern to hatch a new pet!\u201d\r[*]\u201cPet eggs turn into resources you can use to evolve your pet. You can access the cosmetics manager from the inventory. ‒ \u201d\r[*]\u201c You can unlock your ancient powers by
rising high in onslaught and gaining ascension levels!\u201d\r[*]\do you need a boost?\u201d[\/list][\/list]\r[h1] Defender Pack [\/h1] Defender Pack [\/h1]\rWe\u2019ve added a new outfit and flare slew to our Defender Pack: \r[b] Flare (Crown): [\b]r [*] Ebonfire Blaze\r[*] Winner\u2019s Crown[\/List]\r[b] Flare (Wing): [//b]\r[List] [*]Guild Honorwings\r[*]Earth Drake Wings\r[*]Great
Eagle Wings\r[Hive Strike Wings\r[/] Hive Strike Wings List]\r[b] Flares (Set): [\/b]\r[List][*] Bone Man Sir Set: Bone Man Sir Crown and BoneMan Sir Wings\[r]Bramble Wood Set: Bramblewood Crown and Bramblewood Wings[\/List]\r[b] Costume:[\/b]\r[List][]Guild Chrome EV 2\r[*]Rosenchrome EV2\r[*]Amethydium Chrome EV2\r[*]Verdante Chrome EV2[\/List]\r[h1] Expression
Weapon[\/h1] Incure weapons maintain passive previous effects as new Shard changes. By maintaining these passives, you take a balance path to adjust the slightly overwhelmed passive and buff the poorly performing passive. Ability power per meteor .\r[*] 850% (previously 650%) Lava tear rate ability\r[*] 200% (remain the same) The ability power burns for at least 5 seconds.
[\/List]\r[b]Haunted Halberd[\/b]\r[List][*]The ability to summon Halberd up to 5(formerly 3) dealing with 250% (previously 150%). [\/List]\r[b]Arctic[\/b]\r[List][*]Secondary Projectiles are hero damage that currently deals with 350% (previously 1000%). [\/List]\r[b]Shadow Flame[\/b]\r[list][*] Currently, hit up to 4 targets dealing with 75% (previously 135%) hero damage. [\/List]\r[b]Storm
Glory[\/b]\r[List][*]Storm Trading 1000% (previously 1500%) Storm Damage Power.\r[*] Bolts deal 350% (previously 500%) as storm damage. \/list\rThe maximum upgraded shard value for incaon weapons not listed here is applied to the new passive. For example, the Terrablade ‒ passive - pierces up to three targets that deal 100% hero damage. [\/u]\r[List][*] Furious Slash: A
midrange attack that pierces an enemy. \r[list][*] Cost: 5 Fury\r[*] Cooldown: 2 seconds [\/List]\r[*] Tornado Stance: Hit faster, move faster, jump higher, but deal less damage. [\/list]\r[*]Turtle Stance: Less damage, less crowd-controlled immunity, but slower movement. \r[list][*] Cost: 6 anger per second. \r[*] Cooldown: No. \/List\r[*] Siphon Stance: Earn Health Points during an
attack.Stance: Attacks take additional lightning damage, but deal self-inflicted damage. [\/List]\r[*] Amazing Cry: Debuff enemy on the front cone. \r[list][*] Cost: 15 Wrath.\r[*] Cooldown: 5 seconds. [\/list]\r[*]Whirlwind:Deal area.\r[list][*] cost of impact on enemies within proximity range: 26 anger per second. \r[*] Cooldown: No [\/List]\r[Hawk Strike]: Deals massive damage in small
areas. The more anger is consumed, the higher the damage. \/List [\/List]\r[u]Sharz[\/u]\r[*]Zephyr\u2019s Warpath: Increases whirlwind movement speed by 5%-105%. .\r[*] Equipment Slot: Boots [\/List]\r[*] Full Shell Ahead: Increases movement speed with the [*] boots found in the Turtle Stance 25-525.\r[list][*] Chaos I.\r[*] equipment slot. [\/List]\r[*]Turtle Power: Increases
damage protection during turtle stance by 1%-21%. Found in \r[list][*]Chaos II.\r[*] equipment slot. [\/List]\r[*]Cowabunga!\r[*]Echo Shout: Amazing shout-debuff duration found in the 0.5s-4.5s.\r[list][Chaos III.\r[*] equipment slot: helmet. [\/List]\r[*]Drain Strike: Increases healing from siphon stance by 5%-25%. \r[list][*]Chaos IV\r[*] Seen in the equipment slot: helmet.
[\/list]\r[*]Maelstrom: While lightning stances are active, barbarian attacks have a 5%-25% chance of drenching enemies and were found in the 1.5s-3.5s.\r[list][list][*] Chaos V.\r[*] equipment slot. [\/List]\r[*] Talon Strike: Hawk Strike is currently a stun of 2s-4.5.\r[list][*] found in the Chaos V.\r[*] equipment slot. [\/list]\r[*]Boiling Blood: Barbarians take 20%-2% of their maximum
health as damage every 5 times during the fighting phase and earn Fury. [\/list]\r[*]Shell shock: While turtle stance is active, barbarian attacks hit for 3-13[*] seconds, reducing damage to 75%-35%. [\/list]\r[*]Lightning Ride: Increase lightning stance damage bonus by 1%-21%. \r[list][*]Chaos VII.\r[*] Equipment slot: Found in gloves. [\/List]\r[*]Reckless: Barbarians take 0.5%-20.5%
bonus damage based on their current anger. \/List Fixed an issue that caused the [\/list]\r[h1] bug fix[\/h1]\r[list][*] adjusted dark arts apprentice green cloud effect.\r[*] floor to appear black. Fixed an issue with Nimbus Reach where The Winning Chest is always powerful (green).\r[*] Fixed an issue with deadloading of areas of death where character models would fall through the
map.Muter.\r[*]\u201cTO HUB\u201d fixed an issue that could now be played as a deleted hero. *] Fixed an issue where haunting shards were not displaying the correct VFX. Fixed an issue with using a controller that locks the interaction of \r[*]NPC\/objects. Fixed a split screen issue where the 75% health value .\r[*] core health bar would not display correctly, which would
indicate a dead core. Fixed a split-screen issue where the health bar in the 19s Curse zone would disappear when switching heroes.\r[*]AlysLord\u2019s Primary Attack SFX.\r[*] Player 1 health bar was displayed much larger than intended. [\/List]\r[h1]Known issues[\/h1]\r[List][*] input has been reset on all platforms. \r[*] Sometimes you need to press \u201cAuto-Equip
Relic\u201d a few times before working. Purely visual issues and inventory bag switching will refresh the inventory screen and reappear. \r[*] Sometimes, the auto-equipped function does not first prioritize the highest gear score item. Restarting the game will fix the game (or, if you know where the menu options are in the escape menu, click the leave the game button and it will
continue to work if you find it). \r[*] If you want to launch the game with the controller already active, occasionally the navigation focus will appear in one of the social media links to the side instead of the main menu option. [\/list],commentcount:34,tags:auto_migrated,hide_library_overview,hide_library_overview,hide_library_detail:0:forum_topic_id:16364180374639877879
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\rt_migrated_timeannouncement_body40014705426,clanid:4639623,posterid:765611979666414672,⾒出し:DEV LOG 96 \u2014野蛮⼈\u2019SDefender, \r\rIn our latest Devstream, the Barbarians have announced that they are make his glorious return to defend Etheria once more. His return is something defenders have been waiting for for a long time and he ‒ will result in
some great features with him: \r[list][*] New Hero: Barbarians, Whirlwind of Anger and Anger!\r[*] New User Experience: New defenders will be thrown into the action of defending Ateria to spend less time in your inventory and more time on the battlefield!\r[*] Progress rework of items you get to increase the power and knowledge of the gear you have earned! [\/list]\r We recently
discussed shard system changes and item progression during the last Devstream ([url=https:\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=wn-naHY4Reg] check here [\url]). Our latest Devstream took that information and also showed off the power and power of the barbarians in all his glory! Get started!\r\r[url=https:\/Dungeon Defender.com\/2\/blog\/152903\/dev-log-96-barbarians-wrath] Check
out the devlog in the forum to check out the animation, artwork and inventory preview. [\/url]\r[h1]Alec Sire, Community Manager (Lawlta)[/h1]\r\r\r\r Since working at Trendy, there have been two things that a brave, powerful and passionate community of defenders have long wanted: how to track the strength of barbarians and gear. All of this update has been directly affected by all
feedback and requests and we are very grateful for your help to make the game better as a result. We had a base design and completely overhauled to crank his grandeur to 11! The result is a whirlwind of anger and anger that is an im imself and an unstoppable force. He. Is. A. BEAST.\r\r Something as a player I have been stoked to watch in the game ‒ gear and shard changes .
As someone who has gained ancient powers and is climbing the onslaught, there is no need to move debris in combination with changes to gear progression and visibility feel so great! The introduction of \r\r Dungeon Defender II is also very different from before. Our veteran defenders are not exposed to this area of the game, but we set out to improve 10 times because a lot of
new players are not pumped up in the original tutorial! \r\r We can't really wait to sink your teeth into this meat update!\r\r[h1]Colin Fisher, Associate Producer (Elandolian)[\/h1]\r!rHey Guys, a quick update from me. II've been making bigger posts about upcoming features lately, so Dev Log won\u2019t has too much tydbits\u2026, but I‒want to give everyone a few pieces to start
thinking about. Some areas of our game that we are planning to improve are ‒ so I ‒ would like to give you a clue as to what they are. I\u2019m is convinced that I\u2019ll mentioned some of them before, but I‒likes to repeat what we're looking for next. Did I say that we are strongly considering making the items more interesting? There ‒ we come up with many ways we want to
make the game more engaging and interesting to players while developing plans to continue to expand new content such as maps, costumes and heroes. We're a small team, so finding an additional balance between game improvement areas and content can be a challenge. can\u2019t wait to tell you all about what's coming. So stay tuned!\r\r[h1]Eric Petrie, QA designer (Petia)
[\/h1]\r\r Playing tons of bar barriers in the past, I also wanted to bring visceral gameplay that jumped over the map at quick speed while clearing hordes of enemies and wiping bosses off the map at second speed to everyone. One of my goals is for the Barbarians to have a lot of fun playing and to regain a stance of flying between lanes and destroying enemies. Many different
ideas were pitched to allow players to share with other players and other heroes. The end result was that we wanted barbarians to focus on absolutely demolishing the hordes of monsters you face. This means that instead of buffing others, you can debuff your enemies in a fun and unique way for other heroes and defenses to interact. When I started, there was already a working
model of a barbarian modeled and textured by a previous character artist. Similarly, this old barbarian was completely playable, but did not meet the new look we were trying to achieve. So my first task was to model and texturize the process of creating a ‒New\u201d Barbarian.\r3D model. First, I took concept art into Zbrush and immediately created a body. Then I took it to Maya
to complete the rest of the modeling and created clothing and armor.The iteration went into making sure everything worked fine. \r\r From that point on, I took the model to 3D coat and Photoshop to paint the texture. My biggest hurdle I faced in getting the savage textured ‒ style ‒ was consistent with the look of Dungeon Defender. Now that he's done, I really enjoy watching this
hulking mass of muscles that helped me get into this game, gliding through battles like a beautiful murder ballerina!\r\r[h1]Keith\Keithimator\Walheim, animator[\/h1]r\rHey defender! Oh, and Sumaa Ash! he's definitely not a very quick ballerina, but he's still a pretty agile character. I would say that while anting this human tank, one of the biggest challenges was moving all the
muscle mass around while making him quick enough to react for the defenders playing him. \r\r Some of my favorite animations I worked on for this bad boy were death animations (it's fun to find interesting ways for characters to meet their demise), and the stance was challenging. One of the animations I enjoyed the most was the push-ups of one armed handstand where
unfortunately ‒ entered the game, but you can see it here. Every time the Barbarians crush a kobold, goblin, or javelin pitcher, they ‒ well, try on him and see what happens. Run, Don ‒ Walk!\r\r[h1] Jose Villegas, Technical Designer (Trendy Jose)[\/h1]\r\rHey Everyone! Chief among them is a revamp of the previous iPwr system. In theory, iPwr should have been a good indicator
for knowing the strength of the item, but in practicality ‒ reflects that. You could have unusual item drops along with legendary items and both of them would have similar iPwr, but it seemed better the way because the legend had multiple statistics. This led to people trying to maximize their statistics and equipping them with lower iPwr items, which also led to problems with ‒
which many of you know . The best of your heroes iPwr was encouraged to have discarded characters to get the best drops because you decide which drops you see in the game. Equipment ‒ gear score values will be determined laterEvery single element of what makes it stronger. This is the value of the item ‒ statistic, the number of shard slots that take effect, and the number
of secondary statistics it has. As mentioned in Devstream, GearScore should give you the conviction that items with high GS values are overall better than lower items. Of course, if you are pursuing a specific strategy, it is better to play the game your own way and ignore GS. The gear we are dropping into the game has nothing to do with what you are equipped with or whatever
in your inventory . The intensity of the items displayed in DD2 is tied to your progress. The more you play, the stronger your items will appear in all game modes. Of course, each game mode and difficulty level has a ceiling of strength that the item can fall on, so you are always recommended to keep pressing high. We want to minimize interruptions as much as possible and keep
playing the game, so we've streamlined the Shard's equipment process. The pieces are now tied to the gear slot instead of the gear. This allows you to naturally equip better gear without moving the shard to maintain the same build. These shard improvements come with inventory adjustments in the UI, so you can quickly equip and equip shards. I\u2019m listen to your feedback
and post it on our forum and I'm more than happy to see it. Happy Defense =)\r\r[h1]Mark Telfer, Technical Designer (Trendy Mark)[\/h1]\r\rHey Defender! Our goal was to make the first hour of the campaign exciting and informative and, most importantly, create a showcase of what makes Dungeon Defender II special. These tests revealed that many people are confused about
how to interact with some of DD2's basic systems. Players were struggling to figure out how to interact with falling gear, they forgot to go to green mana chests, and at worst, many noticed that you could exchange between different heroes!\r\r It was clear that the new user flow needed an overhaul. We also wanted to phase in the basic system of the game so that players could
fully understand their complexity. Finally, weTo present each mechanic in a concise, clear and demonstrated context of its value, I am very pleased to announce that my self-esteem will (largely) remain intact and that our new user experience will drop ‒ faster than expected. Every designer reads every single forum post.leave great feedback.\r\r[h1]Dani Moore, remote QA
lead[\/h1]\r\r Our test group enjoyed putting the early barbarians through his paces. The ability to combine stances made for some interesting discoveries of combinations, as well as the ability to combine some interesting bug and balance issues in the course of testing. They balance, feedback, bugs, and contributions to our release are invaluable. [\/List]\r If you are interested
dani.moore@trendyent.com drop an email at the site and ask. I'm happy to provide you with information about both teams and show you your best suit. Great thanks to everyone involved in the barbarians and the work and piles of sweat that went into it,Comments:22,Tags:auto_migrated hide_library_overview
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time:1599764440:1599764440[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/K1lwZzv.png[\/img]\r\r This extension is full of new advancements, power, and challenges. We ‒ included a long-awaited onslaught game mode, the largest map ever, a lost temple, and a new ancient power system. There are tons of things to share in these patch notes, so let's get it right!\r\r[h1]onthroat[\/h1]\r[img]https:\/i
.imgur.com\/BCxYzvo.png[\/img]\r\r\r\rOnslaught introduces new floor-based progressions, enemy rebels, and enemy schedules and lanes. You have to get better loot on every floor, see different enemies in every lane, and adjust your defenses to every single threat. The deeper you go down, the stronger your opponent will be, unleashing not only familiar ordeal enemies, but also
gradually difficult mutters and enemy schedules. If you're hitting a specific floor, you can unlock a new flare set. Did you even mention the victory chest ‒ which I mentioned the victory chest? You ‒ see what I mean when you hit your ground floor!\r\r[b] Floor progression[\/b]\r\r On each floor of the onslaught, there are 1-3 maps on each floor. It cycles between 1, 2 and 3 until the
scale of the game around floor 60 is finished. In our end game, every floor will be three maps. \r\r Each floor will have better and better loot up to the current maximum Chaos VII level. There are more than 20 different mutters to unlock as you go deeper into the onslaught. These mutors are selected semi-randomly based on the enemies assigned ‒ Muta shifts and changes the
way you need to build each lane, so pay attention to the enemy signage that appears above each enemy spawn and check out the new corresponding muta icon that appears when you target an enemy who has one. We ‒ blacklist certain combinations of mutas, but there are some crazy combinations that definitely crank up the difficulties for players interested in
strategising.Enemies die, they damage heroes and defenses around them and explode. [\/list]\r[b]new enemy schedule[\/b]\r\r A group of enemies in our game is called ‒ a schedule ‒ in our studio. These schedules determine the type of enemies that leave each enemy's lane. In an onslaught, each lane must create a different enemy schedule and build a valid set of defenses
against that group of enemies. Gobu.\r[*]Cy-hex Lava Zelker Whoppers: Sybolx, Hex Slaughter, Mule Oak, [*] Berserkers, Merry Goblin ‒ are fun! [\/List]\r[b]New Gating and Unlock progression[\/b]\r\Selection is yours!... As for how we progress. Unlocking more floors through the onslaught unlocks more layers of the trial, and if you turn the inside out, completing more trial layers
unlocks more floors. Current players who have completed a certain difficulty level in the trial will already unlock the appropriate onslaught floor. For example, a player who has completed Chaos VII has an onslaught floor 55 currently available. Here ‒ a list of places where you ‒ when you first load : \r[list][*] Chaos I: Onslaught Floor 3\r[*] Chaos II: Onslaught Floor 4 [*] Chaos III:
Onslaught Floor 7[r[*Chaos IV: Onslow Floor 7[r] Chaos IV: Onslaught Floor 10[] *Confusion]V Fierce Floor 16\r[*]Chaos VI: Onslaught Floor 37\r[*]Chaos VII: Onslaught Floor 55[\//List]\r[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/kDlFNVl.png[\/img]\r\r Defenders can choose to progress throughout each floor. Check out the Challenge UI for .png.com when to unlock these or check out the next
chaos level of your trial at the War Room table. It's crazy ‒ it changes every time you play! During each visit to this huge map, different lanes and centres are selected and activated, providing a different experience for each visit. While you're playing the map, keep an eye out for additional lanes to open. When a new lane opens, we ‒give you more mana and defense units so you
can defend it properly. The battle may be a little more chaotic with huge waves of enemies occurring on this map. Almost 200% cranked up the number of enemies on the screen! Maybe more? We hope to enjoy you. \r\r[h1]Ancient Power[\/h1]\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/b9Y8ORB.jpg[\/img]\r\rUnlock the onslaught, and the ability to gain ancient powers, an additional character
progression system. Each time you gain ancient powers, you will receive a number of permanent account buffs, increase the upper limit of points that can be put into each ascension talent, and maintain your new minimum ascension level\/increase. \r\r[b]Minimum ascension level[\/b]\r\r\r Minimum ascension level is based on your highest achievement ascension level, the highest
achievement floor of onslaught, and increases with each push of your limit. You'll get +3 to your minimum ascension level for every additional floor of onslaught you hit floor 65, for all the 50 ascension levels you have when you finally hit the ancient power ‒ ancient power . When you gain ancient powers, your new ascension level after reset will be whatever your minimum
ascension level is. The minimum ascension level is 15. You pushed 2019t on it, so you got +0 to hit floor 65 and you got +15 for your 250 ascension level. You will get +0 to your minimum ascension level because you did not push the additional floor past 65, and ‒ you got an additional ascension level that would have raised your ‒ highest achievement ascension ‒ the number.
Press more than 250 onthroat floors or ascension levels to earn more minimum ascension levels. It also creates permanent buffs: \r\r[List][*]+5% Permanent Experience Bonus\r[*]+5% Permanent Gold Gain Bonus\r[*] Ascension Talent Cap is raised in the amount corresponding to your [*] progression. If you choose, you will also receive one point that can be allocated to additional
unique powers! Some of these are: \r[list][*]Tower Health%\r[*] Increased Tower Damage%. \r[*] Life Steel based on x% hero damage has been dealt. [\/list]\r All buffs can be used in all game modes!\r\r[b]Limited progression reset[\/b]\r\rWhen you gain ancient powers, your progression will reset to Onslaught Floor 1 and Chaos I, where your gear and shard have been reset to that
appropriate level. Using your new powers, you ‒ can re-progress through our end game at a faster pace and push into the deeper floor of the onslaught with your new strength!\r\r[h1] leaderboard [\/h1]\r\r We're adding leaderboards to see who advanced the farthest through the onslaught. There are two new boards that track different things.Our onslaught leaderboard tracks the
farthest floors that are progressing as well as the Mastery ‒ leaderboards (i.e., players who complete the same floor are both listed first). \r\r2, our ancient power leaderboard tracks which players have gained the most ancient powers. There is more information about these leaderboards, but it is currently being used to see who is the best of the best!\r\r[h1] Defender
Pack[\/h1]\rWe\u2019re is introducing a new system, defender packs, to get flares, costumes, pets and accessories. ‒ was a fan of our old lockbox system because you had limited accessories that you could unlock and needed a key to open them. The defender pack was made to always feel rewarding every time you received one. There are various ways to get them, but a
couple include completing a campaign or progressing through an onslaught. Even if they farm your top floor, you have the opportunity to drop from the completed top floor. If you ‒ you ‒ have already completed the campaign, you will automatically receive the Defender Pack that you would have earned. If you receive flares, costumes, or accessories you already own, you will be
handsomely rewarded with gold instead of ‒ updated to give 1250 mana from the forest biome[list][*] 1000 mana. Fixed an issue with ev-2 button display when placing defenses with the [\/list]\r[h1] bug fix[\/h1]\r[list][*] controller. Fixed an issue where the moon incurion.\r[*]\u201cG-Up\u201d sound was not playing properly. FX sliders.\r[*] Thunderbolt and Lightning can now only be
equipped with magic staves. Fixed an issue where \r[*] fixed Lavamansar Harden\/Inflation Im VFX.\r[*] would start a campaign after completion. The r[*] water spout trap was properly named. \r[*] orb should no longer fall during the campaign. Fixed an issue where extra daily missions.\r[*] automation was healing more than intended. [\/List]\r[h1]Known issues[\/h1]\r\r[list][*][*]Harpy
‒ we are currently investigating an issue where the parch does not get a piercing buff while it is corrupted. Change the material in a damaged form. \r[*] Enemies affected by frosty beam shards will remain frozen throughout the entire period.Pits, Geyser Traps, and [*] Angry Nimbus Tower.\r[*] Tasker is currently using the With A Beast icon. [\/List]\rThis is just a start for what comes
to Dungeon Defender II ‒ we put a lot of love into the power of the ancients and know you ‒ will enjoy the onslaught. Dungeon Defender II in 2018 has a lot of plans and we are grateful for the support you have shown us to make the game the best. \r\rFor Etheria!\r\r\rThe Dungeon Defender II Team\r:39Tags:auto_migratedhide_library_detail
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Power, released next month! Check out the [\/url=https:\/youtu.be\/3OXWOhTV6Vc] trailer. [\/url] There are some legendary additions to the game among our extensions: \r[List][*] Onslaught, our new game mode.\r[*] ancient powers that are the main focus of your progress, the progression of our new characters that allows you to push the boundaries as a defender and increase
your strength. \r[*] Lost Temple, our new huge map that changes the layout every time you try to conquer it. \r[*] Defender pack, unique flares, costumes and a new way to unlock pets. [\/list]\r We're going to soon reveal more power of ancient information and talk about the power of the ancients in our Devstream this Friday at 3pm EST! Let's get started: \r\r[h1]Alec Sire,
Community Manager (@Lawlta)[\/h1]\r\u2019t For those who know me from our different social platforms, I\u2019m Community Coordinator has become Community Manager of Dungeon Defender II. My focus is taking all the feedback we've provided to make sure that our courageous, strong, glorious community, the power of you, the ancients, is huge in the expansion you want
to conquer. This means taking your feedback and hope, meeting with designers, discussing what defenders enjoy, moulding our new content into what you enjoy, and testing the content of the created beast. You‒ for wild rides!\r\rOnslaught offers something for everyone from those who have just completed the campaign to grizzled veterans in Chaos Trial 7. The progression feels
so incredibly solid and sophisticated. You steadily get gear and debris that will improve as you progress. The trial will drop more gear and debris than before and will be rewarding to take on difficult enemies faster than the onslaught. You can choose to progress through the onslaught floor to unlock the onslaught floor, or through the onslaught floor to unlock the trials that feel
great going between the two and still having the option to progress. In addition to this, you can also increase your ancient power (a new form of character progression) that provides a slew of benefits and choices that provide meaningful character advancement. I‒ is developing several new initiatives to make our social spaces a better place to interact with each other. Give usA
single banner to fly under transparent requirements, maybe some incentives. And everything I can shine a spotlight on the greatness that is the Dungeon Defender II community. Closer there ‒come soon!\r\r[h1]Colin Fisher, Associate Producer (@Elandrian)[\/h1]\rFINALLY. I\u2019ve probably made fun of most of our players for too long about our new ‒ and game modes ‒ but
now we can finally talk about it It's just a ‒ extension update ‒ it‒ expansion.\r\rI remembers the day I was just a baby armchair developer. Whelp, I wish I could say they were ‒ ol\ u2019 days \ u201d, but this new version of that game mode goes far beyond what I expected. Will all maps and builds face off against the same enemy never change? Tired of smart booty being weird?
I wanted more in the game, but was trial the only option? (Disclaimer: Trials are still an option, but we've tried to make onslaught a better option. I mainly wanted to use ‒201ckicking for curb\u201d parable, but it might not have been the right choice. The aforementioned ‒CURBED‒ feature still exists in the game in trial game mode, and we ‒ will only build future content in a better
way. \r\rto gives us a really quick set of bullet points on this extension of ‒Elelandrian\u2019s TL;DR\u201d:\r[list][*] Onslaught completely changes the progression of our end game and is not like the onslaught of previous versions. Higher floor number = high loot statistic number.\r[*] Onslaught features modifiers with different enemies in your defense every time. \r[*]Onslaught
can save the floor you were able to hit and immediately play the next floor with your progression. You\ u2019ll has different lanes and cores every time you load. [\/list]\rWe\u2019ll will find out more about future Devstreams and post features for more information. You can also probably join our remote playtest group, sign an NDA and check for new content early, but I‒ I‒are
confident that Dani will mention it below!\r\r[h1] John Mascarella, lead animator (@Muskie4242)[\/h1]/rHowdy Defender. It's been a while since ‒ \r\rThr this milestone animation team is pretty focused on some very ambitious films to announce our amazing release. I hope you enjoyed them. You'd be watching very much, as well as the in-game event pieces that end the game
playerMore will come, but until then, .gif.com one of my favorite cosmetic vibes we were working on here. Almost ‒ are going to reach out and grab you ‒ Dani Moore, Remote QA Lead (@DaniSenpai) [\/h1]\r Our test team has been onslaughted and is working hard to get going, expanding the test to a remote playtest group before pushing ahead with the release and ready to get
community feedback and bowel checks. If you want to give us feedback and get early access to the onslaught in exchange for helping us solve the problem before release, we want you!\r\r If you are over 18 years old (sorry, sign the NDA We need to make it possible for ‒ to be able to bend this rule) and want to help (PC will help for now, sorry Console Brothers!), email
dani.moore(at) trendyent .com let us know. We hope to start testing this week, so you want to be there when we do!\r\r[h1]Stephen Collins, level designer (@Esorath)[\/h1]\rHoly frick, this map was a challenge and a half. This is the old Dungeon Defender II level ‒ your grandpa ‒ your grandpa. \r\r There are so many different possibilities that can happen in this game mode that I
really wanted to be intentional with everything this map has to offer. We run scenarios and tests where different Onslaught element combinations could appear and made sure these combinations came together in a meaningful way. These two things working with enemy qualifiers will be one of the top experiences for Dungeon Defender
II.\r\r[img]https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/A5YZS8Z.jpg[\/img]\r\r[h1]Mark Telfer. Technical Designer (@TrendyMark)[\/h1]\rHey Defenders!\r\rI can\u2019t tells you how much fun it was to watch you play Mastery every week. I‒ is still working revamping the loot generation system (it‒is going to make sense) and designing some new and exciting things to come in the future. I can watch the
final week of Mastery and wait for you guys to conquer the onslaught!\r\rLove,\rMark\r\r[h1]Zac Smith, 3D artist[\/h1]\r I'm furious I first thought about it when I saw the concept of attack expansion, ‒ I get to create these wonderful concepts in 3D!‒I was very excited to create various 3D models and textures for the expansion of the onslaught. I enjoyed creating a wide range of
assets, from dragons to tile floor textures. The goal was to create a vibrant look with mysterious, fun and bold colors @TrendyJose.png.com.And I‒ a trendy and technical designer here. In the past few milestones, I have worked as a designer for the new onslaught game mode. It's been a long and exhausting effort, but I'm so glad we've finally reached the place where we can see
what we've made for you. For this, we need to go back to the somely distant past and trial releases of March 2017. While we enjoyed what the trial offered to the game, it was clear that as a recurring game mode, we needed a true end game with a longer lifespan and clear progression. The onslaught is at its core: a constant challenge to grow with players for as long as they want.
The immediate answer for us was the choice of the enemy and how to mix them effectively. Previously, all game modes in DD2 have the same enemy type in each lane each time they are loaded into the map. But because of the onslaught, each lane will have different enemies coming through them. For example, one lane might have Cyborks and the other lane might have a
Vanguard Goblin. This means that the same build may not work in all situations and must be handled independently for each lane. We give each enemy's schedule a unique name and can strategiize and share your best builds online on how to combat them. Previously, muters were modifiers that were used to affect the performance of a given lane. A few months ago, I had people
on the forums give me an exciting new Mutators idea and they didn't disappoint. I‒is happy to say that it has created about 35 new Mutators. None of them are boring flat number increases, but our goal was to provide you with fun challenges to overcome. In fact, some mutators serve as double-edge swords for enemies by somehow making them stronger, while others become
weaker. Lost Temple is the largest DD2 map yet, with 30 lanes and 10 cores! Of course, these don't all open at the same time, but different lane/core combinations are selected each time you play. For this we are splitting the onslaught on the floor leading the player on an upward ladder of power progression and increased difficulty of the enemy. No longer do you have toAs to
whether you need to play the difficulty of the chaos given to progress effectively, you can now simply play the next floor with an onslaught and you will know that you are on the right track. Anyway, I think I've already written too many ways. I don't use twitter, but you can contact me with official discord. We hope to enjoy all the exciting content we are preparing for you with the
extension =)\r\r[h1]more soon[\/h1]\r\r We will talk more about the ancients' path over the next few weeks. To make sure you get the latest information, check out the social media platform: \r[List][url=https:\/www.facebook.com\/Dungeon Defender\/Facebook[\\/url]\r[*][url=https:\twitter.com \r[*][url=https:\/discordapp.com\/invitation\/dd2]discord[\/url][\/list]\r Also visit our devstream
this Friday at 3:00 pm EST. &lt;/a0&gt; This is the place to show off the ancient way of goodness. We are very grateful for the support you have, our glorious community provides us. Get ready to dive deep into the onslaught, ‒ you're going to be here before you know it!\r\rForEtheria!\r\r Dungeon Defender II Team hide_library_detail hide_library_overview auto_migrated Language:
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:103582791444161031,{gid:289070423076671718clan_steamidevent_name Hop Now to Overcome The Grandmaster's Challenge! event_type:event_type:236110 rtime32_start_time server_password server_address:rtime32_end_time::0,comment_count:creator_steamid:765611988773502276last_update_steamidevent_notesevent_notesPrelude (Update 1.2) is live on all
platforms! :1507737366,Update time:1599764447 Body:[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\wp6ZEQC.png[\/img]&lt;/r\r [i] Isomycon reveals its first secret! These hypersards contain such destabilizing forces that she is only providing them to defenders who prove her mastery of defensive art. At the request of Gran Ma‒, the Defense Council devised a series of challenges for heroes to
overcome. ‒ there is still much more to decipher, but concerns are growing from what ‒u2019s has revealed ‒ and the forces of darkness are coming. Go ahead, defenders! [\/i]\r\rGreetings Defenders,\r\rIt\u2019s Time to prove your strength, .com\/2\/blog\/148427]Ancient Prelude (Update 1.2)[\/url] is live! This patch has some great new content, new additional cosmetic systems,
quality of life changes, balance and bug fixes, and starts the beginning of our 7-week progression event. Let\u2019s is a new game mode: MASTERY[\/H1]\r New game mode, Mastery provides access to all chaos maps where and how you can progress. Gran Ma‒ requires you to complete up to five challenges on each map. She‒is not going to make it any easier. To earn 5 stars
on each map, you need to complete all the challenges together. All stars are earned once, so once the five stars have earned the map, you've mastered the challenges presented and earned all the rewards you have to offer. The power contained within the hypersherd is unstable, so only defenders who prove their potential can equip them. Here's what you can expect to earn as
you decimation a challenge: \r[list][*]hyper shard\r[*] exclusive flare\r[*] golden pet\r[*] ascension level\r[*] gold gold Gold against [\\list]\r We release a new layer every week and for the next 7 weeks wednesday at 9:00 a.m. EDT! Look at the 9s schedule: \r[List][*] Mastery 1: October 11 (Today!\r[*] Mastery 2: October 18\r[*] Mastery 3:10 May 25\r[*] Mastery 4:November
1\r[*]Mastery 5:November 8\r[*] Mastery 6:November 15\r[*] Mastery 7: November 22 [\/List]\r1/22[\/List]\r The maximum number of stars that can be earned starts at 105. AllTia has added an extra 105 stars to earn and will get a total of 735 stars last week. Over the next few weeks, the Defense Council will continue to work diligently with Gran Ma‒ and Alyslord to decipher
additional levels of challenges and rewards for heroes who can prove their mastery. The time required to decipher and develop a new hyper shard is about a week. To fill that time, we offer a little competition to celebrate this new discovery!\r\r[H1]Special Event: Prove Your MASTERY[\/H1]\r\rWe\u2019re is running your MASTERY over the next seven weeks! This event introduces
players to a special weekly master leaderboard. It lists the first 10 players to reach 105 stars per Mastery tier, per platform (PC, Xbox One, and PlayStation 4). If there are 10 players ‒ to reach 105 stars at the end of the event ‒ it ranks the most advanced players. Click here to check out the Mastery Leaderboard. When the previous week's event ends, the next event starts
immediately after. Special awards will be published soon after the event starts! Teaming up is a huge advantage in dominating these challenges. If a team of two to four claims the first place, they ‒ all will be listed as first place. This means second, third and fourth are still up for grabs. We will soon share more information about the rewards!\r\r[H1]New Shard: Exclusive Hyper
Shard to Hyper Shard[\/H1]\r\r Mastery Game Mode, you ‒ a unique shard that can only be claimed if you can overcome the challenges you are offering. Hyper debris is reminiscent of some of your favorite pieces, except for power-up crank-ups. Each type of these shards is earned only once, and don\u2019t can sell ‒ there are seven different shards. Here you can see the shards
and you can earn them: \r[list][*]50 stars: mass destruction\r[*]155 stars: vicious strikes\r[*]260 stars: radiant critical power\r[*]365 stars: explosion shielding guard \r[*]470 Stars: Thunders track\r[*]575 Stars: Destructive Pylons\r[*]680 Stars: Super Fortification [\/List]\r These shards pack extra punches and can all be earned once. There is no limit to the number of devices that can
be equipped at the same time. they are needed to strengthenGran‒ strength to take on the challenge!\r\r[H1] New cosmetic system: FLAIR[\/H1]\rA New cosmetic system, Flares make your hero look even more legendary than before! r[list][*] head (halo, mask, aura) \r[*] back (wing) \r[*] waist (floating objects and auras) \r[*] feet (aura, fire, other effects)[\/list]\rThere\u2019s can
look even more heroic on the battlefield in more ways than multiple ways to get this new cosmetic. Flare can collect stars through Mastery\r[List][*] future game content\r[*] In-game shop\r[*] Platform Storefront (Steam, Xbox Live, PlayStation Network)[\/list]\rFlair will collect more stars through Mastery, future game content and will be available through various storefronts. One of
the packs will be available outside the game, especially for a diathical look, but we'd discuss it later in the blog. Try to get out to heroes marketplace in such a wide variety of customizable ways!\r\r[H1]New Pets: Golden Pets[\\H1]\r Golden Pets are back! Golden Pets are pets you receive while playing in Mastery game mode. It's another way to show off a great person of defenders
to the people around you. \r\rYou\u2019ll can earn a single golden pet type multiple times for a total of seven pets: \r[List][*]90 Stars: Golden Gato Egg\r[*]195 Star: Golden Creeper Egg \r[*]300 Star: Golden Dragon Egg\r[*]405 Star: Golden Gato Egg\r[*]51 0 Stars: Golden Creeper Egg\r[*]615 Star: Golden Dragon Egg\r[*]720 Star: Golden Gato Egg[\/List]\r Using golden pets and a
new flare system, you ‒ will be the envy of everyone who sees you!\r\r[H1]Eteria's Halloween[\/H1]\r\r\r[img] https:\\//i.imgur.com\/ekh7Q4t.jpg[\/img]\r\rYou\u2019ll To add to the celebrations, a Halloween-themed seasonal atmosphere is now available! Isn't that our last ‒ you have to watch all year round, especially on Halloween sets, where you're not only afraid of your enemies
on the battlefield, but you ‒ are also their worst nightmares!\r\rOur Halloween packs, bunches of beasts will be available close to Halloween on Steam, Xbox Live and the PlayStation Network. In this patch, when you sell loot with shards inserted, the pieces are also put into stock instead of being sold. When you close the game, move between them.Private taverns, or maps,
scavengers still have it for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes ‒ will be able to get them back from him. To maintain balance and function, the defensive speed has a cap. Orb was avoided by defenders, especially because they are not effective in providing optimal statistics throughout the progression. All relic types needed to be useful at most levels of play and Orbs needed to do this to
the level we were happy with. This means you've won ‒ you'll see the orb fall, but instead another gear will fall into place. The current orb is not removed from inventory or equipment. Removing the orb, you are receiving more loot to help you progress!\r\r[H1]Hero Change[\/H1]\r[b]Mystic[\/b]\r[List][*][*]Calls to Madness[*] Cooldown increased from 10 seconds to 20 seconds. \/List
\/List [\/List]\r[b]SeriesEV-2[\/b]\r[*]Weapon Manufacturer\r[List][*] We adjusted range scaling with the introduction of malicious strike hyper shards. \/List [\/List]\r\r[H1]General[\/H1]\r[b]Weapon[\/b]\r[List][*] Shadow Flame Dagger\r[List][*] The launch life has been reduced to 2 seconds. \/List [\/List]\r\r[H1]Bug Fix[\/H1]\r\rPC users will notice that the command window is open in the
game. This is a window to help you monitor for errors associated with this update. If you close this window, the game will also close. It is temporary and will be removed in the next patch. Fixed an issue where comparing items on \r[list][*] ground was not displayed properly. Allowed the defense to stay outside the reduced range. \r[*] Pressing esc leaving the emporium or inventory
caused a lag spike. Fixed an issue where score bonuses would not be awarded correctly in the 0.\r[*] Limit Break Challenge. Fixed an issue where \u201c0\u201d.\r[*] Disconnecting players loading into the forest biome on Xbox One. [\/List]\r\r[h1] Goes further. [\/h1]\rMastery is just the tip of the iceberg for defenders, you. while you're conqueringDifficult challenges and tests, you
‒ achieve the strength needed to protect the citizens of Ateria and Dragonfall from the darkness ahead. As Gran, the Defence Council and Lord Abyss decipher isomycon in the coming weeks, we will learn more!\r\r We will forever thank your support, defenders and give you more information about the coming power of the ancients over time. [\/b]\r\rThe Dungeon Defenders II
Team\r\r,commentcount:25,tags:[patchnotes,patchnotes,auto_migrated,hide_library_overview,hide_library_detail],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037466407847,event_gid:2890704230764671718,voteupcount:0,votedowncount:0},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,
broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:1636418037466407847,rtime32_last_modified:1599764447,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:0,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up:62,votes_down:10,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1636418037459111350,gidfeature2:1636418037466407847,clan_steamid_
original:10358279144161031},{gid:2890704230764671832,clan_steamid:103582791434161031,event_name:Ancient's Prelude: Come Next Week!,event_type see announcement:
28,appid:236110,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1507151695,rtime32_end_time:0,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561198873502276,last_update_steamid,event_notes:Prelude: Coming Next Week!:1507151695,Update Time:1599764450:[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\/zwvlPTz.png[\/img]\r \r[i]isomicon reveals its first secret! These hypersards contain such
destabilizing forces that she is only providing them to defenders who prove her mastery of defensive art. At the request of Gran Ma‒, the Defense Council devised a series of challenges for heroes to overcome. ‒ there is still much more to decipher, but concerns are growing from what ‒u2019s has revealed ‒ and the forces of darkness are coming. Go ahead, defenders!
[\/i]\r\rGreetings Defender, \r\r\r Let's look at the future of Dungeon Defender II by talking about our upcoming 1.2 update, [url=https:\/Dungeon Defender.com\\ /2\/Topic\/148374\/See comment?scrollTo=1299762#1299762]Ancient Prelude[\/url]. This is an update monster that introduces some great features that push your limits. Not only are you getting great new content, but you're
getting numerous bug fixes, balance changes, quality of life fixes, and more! In addition to the new game mode, we have introduced Flare ‒ Flare is another cosmetic system that will take your hero's look to the next level. But shards and flares are the only rewards for ‒ We are handing out rewards such as golden pets, ascension levels and gold!\r\rThoever is just the beginning of
some serious changes in the etheria world, and we can wait until the isomycon reveals more information about what is coming . There have been whispers of endless levels of challenge on the horizon.\r\r[h1] New game mode: MASTERY[\/h1]\r\r New game mode, Mastery provides access to all chaos maps where and how you can progress. Gran Ma‒ requires you to complete up
to five challenges on each map. She‒is not going to make it any easier. To earn 5 stars on each map, you need to complete all the challenges together. All stars are earned once, so once the five stars have earned the map, you've mastered the challenges presented and earned all the rewards you have to offer. The power contained in the Hyper shard is unstable, so only
defenders who prove their potential are likely to equip them.Climb both rank and veteran. Each challenge lowers your item level to the appropriate level of chaos difficulty in your ‒ so there's no way to waltz through these challenges. You ‒ are going to fight tooth and nail to prove you deserve the power you're waiting for!\r\r\r\rMastery when you conquer the game mode ‒ you'll get
great rewards as you go. Here's what you can expect to earn as a decimation of the challenge: \r[List][*] Hyper shard\r[*] Exclusive Flare\r[*] Golden Pet\r[*] Ascension Level\r[*] Gold Gold Against Gold Gold [\\List]\r You need to push your limits as a defender and try a new build to overcome the task set before you. Over the next few weeks, the Defense Council will continue to
work diligently with Gran Ma‒ and Alyslord to decipher additional levels of challenges and rewards for heroes who can prove their mastery. The time required to decipher and develop each new hyper shard is about a week. Hyper debris is reminiscent of some of your favorite pieces, except for power-up crank-ups. Each type of these chips is earned only once and Don ‒ worry ‒
can sell them. \r\r[h1] New Cosmetic System: FLAIR[\/h1]\r\rA New cosmetic system, Flare was created to make your hero look even more legendary! Head (halo, mask, aura) \r[*] back (wings) \r[*] waist (floating objects and auras) \r[*] feet (aura, fire, other effects)[\/list]\rThere‒can look even more heroic on the battlefield in more ways than multiple ways to get this new cosmetic.
Flair unlocks you Mastery, which collects more stars through future game content and is available through our various storefronts. One of the packs will be available outside the game, especially for a diathical look, but we'd discuss it later in the blog. Try to get out to heroes marketplace in such a wide variety of customizable ways!\r\r[h1]New Pets: Golden Pets[\/h1]\r\r Golden
Pets are back! Golden Pets are pets you receive while playing in Mastery game mode. It's another way for you to show off the great way of defenders to the people around you. With golden pets and a new flare system, you ‒ will be the envy of everyone who sees you!\r\r[h1]Etheria's Halloween[\/h1]\r\r[img]https:\\/i.imgur.com\bZHsxNA.jpg\/img]\rYou\u2019ll is decorated to
celebrate Halloween. To add toFor celebrations, you ‒ can now earn a Halloween-themed seasonal vibe through sales on Steam, Xbox Live and the PlayStation Network. This flare will be our first iteration of the season-themed flare, but it's definitely not our last ‒ which you have to watch all year round, isn't it? ‒ is also their worst nightmare!\r\r[h1]bug fix[\//h1]\r Not only have we
submitted great feedback and suggestions, but you have helped us by finding various bugs that we were able to fix with this patch. Thanks for the help to fix them!\r\r[h1] on even more roads. [\/h1]\r\rMastery is just the tip of the iceberg for you, Defender. Gran provides difficult challenges and tests, but they are needed to achieve the strength needed to protect the citizens of
Etheria and Dragonfall from the darkness ahead. We will learn more as Gran, the Defence Council and Lord Abyss decipher isomycon in the coming weeks! Defenders, and ancient ‒ will provide more information about the prelude and share more knowledge about the upcoming power of the ancients. Defender II Team comment:33,Tag hide_library_detail
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Now!:1504835920,Update time:1599764455,body:[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/czpihCf.png[\/img]\r\r Greeting Defender, \r\rPatch 1.1.1! There will be some pretty big announcements in the coming weeks, so these patches may not be very heavy, but consider the calm before the storm. I received a warning. So let's get into some patch notes! (The full note can be shortened to
[url=https:\/Dungeon Defender.com\/2\/blog\/148075\/Patch 111-is-a-us]here[\/url]\r[General][\/h1]\r[List][*]Cybolk\r[EMP]. [\/List]\r[*]Soak\r[List][*]EMP stun duration has been reduced from 60 seconds to 18 seconds. [\/List]\r[*]EMP Kobold Flyer\r[List][*]EMP stun duration has been reduced from 30 seconds to 20 seconds. [\/List]\r[*] Zapper\r[List][*] Stun duration has been reduced
from 45 seconds to 30 seconds. \/List [\/List]\r[h1]Hero Update\ufef\ufeff[\/h1]\r[b]Huntress[\/b]\r\r[u]Towers[\/u]\r[List][*] Blaze Balloon\r[List][]Defense Power Ratio increased from 3.5.\r[Critical Ratio to 4.25]. \/List [\/list]\r[u]Sharz[\/u]\r[*]Blazing Phoenix\r[list][*] Max damage has been increased from 850% Defense Power to 5000% Defense Power. \/List [\/List]\r[b]Monk[\/b]\r[u]
Ability[\/u]&lt;a0&gt;[List][*] Pole Smash\r[List][*] Monk no longer gets stuck on top of enemies when using the air above the enemy. \/List [\/List]\r[b] Series EV2[\/b]\r[u] General [\/u]\r[List][*] Sword Container\r[List][*] Fire rate has increased to 1 per second per 2 seconds. [*] Reduced firing width. \r[*] Reduced the number of pellets from 30 to 20. \r[*] Pellet life has been extended.
[\/list]\r[*] Various EV2 weapons have adjusted their launch rates. Fixed an issue with the inventory tooltip disappearing from the bottom of the screen when comparing the [\/list]\r[h1]\r[list][*] items. Fixed an issue where artifacts and relics when using controllers.\r[*] end game ‒ Press G ‒ messages were not displayed. .\r[*] Fixed a typo in the Hailstorm Tower description. \r[*]
Removed outdated note\/agrotext from some towers. The \r[*] chlorophyte arrow no longer changes color when upgrading. Fixed an issue that caused \r[*] players to stop notifying ready-up of ‒Press G.of dealing with the damage. [\/List]\r Comment Count:10,Tag:auto_migratedhide_library_overviewhide_library_detail Language:0 Hidden:0,forum_topic_id:163641803746
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0rtime32_start_time:rtime32_end_time comment_count:comment_countevent_notes creator_steamid comment_countcomment_countlast_update_steamidAdapt is here!posttime:1503513198,Update time:1599764458body:Storm has arrived, Defender!\r\rUpdate 1.1, Wizards and Blizzard Update, has arrived! \u2019s Let's dive into some cold patch
notes!\r\rhttps:\/www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZUB8QZoI-U\r[img]http:////i.imgur.com\/BV5cvWl.com .jpg \/img]\r\r[h1]New Hero: Adept!\ufef\ufef[\/h1]\r\r[i]\u201cA-only bookworm and talented mage, Adept pursued Alcan art from a young age. Unparalleled in her valley homeland, Adept came to Dragonfall to prove herself among the best esoteric masters and take the fight to the
old in the field of battle. And with her comes two new abilities and one new defense: \r\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/u0Sjtwp.gif[\/img]\r\r [b] New abilities: Especially useful against enemies applying arcane bubbles[\/b]\r\r\r crowd control effects (*cough*dark assassin*cough*)\r\r[img]http:////i.. imgur.com\/T3iBEt5.gif\/img]\r\r[b]New Abilities:Arc[\/b]\r\r Lightning that marked a target and
an enemy stuck between her and her mark \r\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/f3QzRZP.gif[\/img]\r\r[b]New Defense:High Storm Tower[\/b]r\r \r Hailstorm Tower unleashes a single-target concentration of harmful ice shards against enemies in flight, weakening them to follow-up .jpg.com. If you update now, you can go to the Heroes Marketplace portal and try Adapt for free! If you like to be
able to try premium heroes for free, please let us know. Tower, and shard!\r\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/wrsSuHe.jpg[\/img]\r\r[h1]Revenge of the Yeti ‒ prepare to face the powerful Yeti and his abominable new minions on the Incullion hot spring map. Yetis Revenge is available in Chaos VII, get ready to overcome the cold or get frozen in your truck. Succeed in doing so and gain the
power that withered blast shards must provide!\r\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/LadlEv2.jpg[\/img]\r\r[h1] User Interface\ufeff\ufef[\/h1]\r[List][*New Cosmetic Manager][*] New Cosmetic Manager\r[*] A new way to browse costumes, accessories, and towers that you have and don't have (including special events). \r[*] Added a rotating preview model to hero customizations. \/List\r[*] The
last hero focused on customization now gets focus when returning to inventory. [\/List]\r\r[h1]Matchmaking\ufef\ufef[\/h1]\r This update implements several major backend matchmaking updates. This particular update was able to address the following requirements when migrating to the following maps: \r\r[List][*] Ascension minimum level requirements apply. Improved between
maps.\r[*] Custom session names are now preserved between maps. \r[*] The default session name is changed and updated between maps. This is a temporary server remedy that you will remove in a future hot fix. [\/list]\rThere\u2019s More people want to do it with this new backend system in the future (e.e. party system improvements), so look forward to more updates!\r\r[h1]
gamepad Improved\ufef\ufef[\/h1]\r[List][*]Ps4 or Xbox + LB Xbox sells defenses when you press RB+B when you aim to defend on xbox. Press Y to upgrade the defense. \r[List][*] Note: If you are not aiming for the tower when you start interacting, it will continue to function as before. In [\/List]\r[*]PS4, if you want to defend, press R1+ Circle to sell the defense. Triangle upgrades
defenses, but \r[List][*] Note: If you're not aiming for a tower when you start interacting, it will continue to work as before. [\/List]\r[*] Now uses the D-pad direction without the L1 (PS4) or LB (Xbox) combination when replacing heroes in both gameplay and inventory screens. Ping and others moved towards L1 (PS4) and LB (Xbox) + D pads. \r[*] Controller keybinding has been
updated in the options menu. [\/List]\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/mUDFe8O.png[\/img]\r\r[h1] Leaderboard[\/h1]\rWe\u2019ve introduced [url=https:\]. /leaderboard.dungeondefenders2.com\/] The new leaderboard feature on our site [\/url] compares the top scores on individual maps. [\/List]\r\r[h1]Common Balances and Features\ufef\ufef[\/h1]\r[List][*] Multiplayer Enemy Health



Scaling\r[List][*] Enemies now only get 20% health per additional player (compared to 25%. \/List\r[*]In all game modes! [\/List]\r[h1]Hero Update\ufef\ufef[\/h1]\r\r[b]Abyss Road[\/b]\r[u]Ascension Powers[\/u]\r[List][*] Abyss Night Talent increases damage and scales with ability. [\/List]\r\r[b]Adept[\/b]\r[u] Ability[\/u]\r[List][*] Alcayne Bubble: Adept creates a pulsating shield that
reflects all enemy projectiles and regularly stuns all enemies. Tesla Coil: The Adept sends a devastating lightning piercing bolt that causes damage stuck between the marked target and the enemy. It also weakens them to follow-up attacks. \r[List][*] Defense Cost: 40 DU[\List]\r[\u] Shard[\u] Shard[\u] Shard[\u]\r[List][*]:Its Alcayne bubble withering enemies in it increase the damage
found in X%\r[List][*]: Heroes in the Alcayne Bubble Shield heal X% of their health per second during the bubble period. Found in \r[List][*]Chaos 2 Shard Pack[\/List]\r[*]Icefall: Hailstorm Tower attacks have an X% chance of 2 seconds of hits freezing enemies. Hard Pack[\/List]\r[Thunderwave]: Arc Lightning treats X% Power as damage to all enemies around you. \r[List][*]Chaos 3
Shard Pack[\/List]\r[*]Arc Shield: Arc Lightning will place you with a shield that lasts 20 seconds that absorbs X% of your ability power. Shielded enemies are damaged for a total of Y% of your ability power over 3 seconds. \r[List][*]Chaos 4 Shard Pack[\/List]\r[*]Found in marking bubble: Arkane Bubble marks all enemies in the first spawn area, mark mark count X.\r[list][**] Killer and
Lightning: Arc Lightning damage was found in the X%\r[List][*] Chaos 5 Shard Pack[\List]\r[*] Explosive Finale: When completed, the Arcane bubble will explode dealing X% capable power damage to the bubble and all surrounding enemies. Hailstorm Tower fires icy megaliths that explode on impact treating X% defense power as damage to small areas. : Enemies damaged by the
Arcane Barrier will receive 20% damage for 3 seconds. \r[List][*]Found in revenge for yeti invasion. [\/List]\r[\/List]\r\r[b]Apprentice[\/b]\r[u]General[\/u]\r[List][*] Secondary attack projectiles no longer magnetize to the target and always move in a straight line. This improves accuracy when trying to pierce and mark multiple targets. Adapt\u2019s secondary attacks have also been
updated to use this new target! [\/List]\r[u] Ability[\/u]\r[List][*] Arcane Volley: Improved Trajectory andProjectiles reach their marked targets sooner. \/List\r[u] Shard[\/u]\r[List][*] Add - Withered Blast: Enemies damaged by the Arcane barrier take 20% damage for 3 seconds. \r[List][*]Found in revenge for yeti invasion. [\/List]\r[*] Magic Missile: Description updated.
[\/List]\r\r[b]Huntress[\/b]\r[u] Ability[\/u]\r[List][*] Oil Flask: Animation speed has been greatly increased. [\/List]\r[b]Monk[\/b]/r[u]Towers[\/u]\r[List][*] Skyguard Tower: The Skyguard Tower was eavesdropped on for a while, firing four projectiles from a single barrel instead of one from each of the three barrels. Now it was fired correctly and the damage par shot had to be rebalanced
to balance the kill time of the enemy pack. \r[List][*]Defense power ratio decreased from 5.5-&gt;6.5(+18%)\r[*] projectiles per attack from 4 to 3 (-) 25%[\list]\r[b]Mystic[\/b]\r[u]Towers[\/u]\r[List][*] Snake Coil: Now affected by defense speed. [\/List]\r\r[h1]Bug Fix\ufef\ufef[\/h1]\r[List][*][*]By increasing the height of the blockade, we have partially fixed the problem of mobs walking
through the blockade. Take a look at the steps. \r[*] Fixed multiple split screen crash issues. Fixed \r[*] multiple split-screen party invitation issues. *] Fixed an issue when trying to turn off gamepad control without connecting the gamepad. \r[*] Fixed a sewer problem where sub-objective destruction in the northeast would accidentally cause the next wave. Squire was not available
for purchase. Fixed an issue where shop tooltips would appear offscreen in \r[*] 1920x1080. Each enemy changed to ‒u201c has been subjected to a primary attack. Fixed an issue where the \u201d\r[*] dryad was controlled worse in the air than other heroes. The dragon pet's functional tooltip that includes it happens ‒ for the first five hits. Fixed an issue where Initiate\u2019s
hand customizations were not saved when left the \u201d\r[*] shop. (Equipping Betsy's fragments with Betsy's weapon does not replicate the effect.) ‒u2019s The storm damage was not functioning properly. Fixed an issue where upgrading the \r[*] item could increase the required level.Fixed an issue with the PS4 shader cache.\r[*] Xbox Store was referring to the PlayStation
Store when trying to buy with insufficient gems. has the same behavior as the bug in the Overwhelm.\r[*] fixed accessory tab segment. And all the music is playing loudly from the right channel. Fixed some spelling errors in the \r[*] shard. Added default skin name for \r[*] tower. Fixed an issue where the R and L button bindings would appear incorrectly on xbox gamepads using the
same improvements as magic stays for apprentices.\/Adapt.\r[*] Fixed an issue where many pieces of debris were using negative numbers on tooltips to reduce river volume levels. Fixed an issue with headshot sounds.\r[*] scrolling with shop data and gamepads. \r[*] Fixed a serious problem with forest maps. \r[*] Fixed a focus issue with petularian UI. Fixed an issue with
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and create important system updates. Fix numerous bugs, bring Revenge of Yetis Incrursion to all platforms, and set the stage to add great mode and variety to the world of Dungeon Defender II in the next update. We're going to introduce updates and giveaway free hero codes!\r\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/BV5cvWl.jpg[\/img]\r\r[h1] New Hero: Adept! [\/h1]\r[i]‒A bookworm and
talented mage dedicated to U201cA, Adept pursued esoteric art from a young age. Unparalleled in her valley homeland, Adept has come to Dragonfall to prove herself among the best esoteric masters and take the fight to the old in the field of battle. She sports two new abilities and one new defense while retaining most of the Apprentice ‒kit:\r\r[img]http:////i.imgur.com\/u0S
jtwp.gif[\/img]\r[b]New Abilities:Arkane Bubble[\/b]\rIt\u2019s(*cough**darker) especially useful against certain enemies Sacin *cough*)\r\r\r\r[img]http:////i.imgur.com\T3iBEt5.gif[\/img]\r[b]New Abilities: Arc Lightning[\/b]rDept sends devastating piercing bolts Lightning caught between marked targets and enemies.\r\r\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/ f3QzRZP.gif\/img]\r\r[b]New Defense:High
Storm Tower[\/b]\r New Defense: Adapt\u2019s' new defense is a powerful anti-aircraft tower! This defense also pulls a diminished agro from the enemy. The new shard for \r\r\r[b]Adept[\/b]\rAdept has her own unique shard to discover! (Note: These details are subject to change between now and release.) For final information, check out the patch notes next week!\r[list][*]b[b]Wizz
Ashield:[\/b]Arc-Kane bubbles will wither enemies in it, increasing the damage found in the X%\r[list][*] campaign shard pack. [*] [b] Sanctuary: [\/b] Heroes in the Arcan Bubble Shield heal X% of their health per second during the bubble period. r[*][b]Glacier: [\/b] Hailstorm Tower fires large rocks that deal X% defense power damage once for every five volleys. [b] Thunderwave:
[\/b] Arc Lightning treats X% Power as damage to all enemies around you. : [\/b] Arc Lightning will place a shield on you that lasts for 20 seconds that absorbs X% of your ability power. Enemies that hit the shield will be damaged with a total of Y% of their ability power for 3 seconds.Chaos 4 Shard Pack [\/List]\r[*][b] Marking Bubble: [\/b] Alcan Bubbles add an X mark to the enemies
in it. b[Thunderbolt and Lightning:[\/b]Arc Lightning Damage X%\r[List][*]Chaos 5 Shard Pack[\/List]\r[*] Explosive Finale:[\/b]When completed, the Arcane bubble explodes dealing with X% Bubble Ability power damage to all enemies in and around it.\r[list][*]Chaos 6 Shard Pack[\/List]\r[b]Icefall:[\/b]Hailstorm Tower Attack has an X% chance to hit freezing enemies for 7 seconds. [*]
Chaos 7 Shard Pack [\/List][\/List]\r\r[img]http:////i.imgur.com\/AkyVEEC.jpg[\/img]\r\r[h1]. [\/h1]\r Once the probably best update comes out, you can go to the Heroes Marketplace portal and try Adapt for free! If you like to be able to try premium heroes for free, let us know!\r\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/wrsSuHe.jpg[\/img]\r[h1]PC&amp;Revenge of the Incurion of ps4\PS4[\\h1]\r Will be
updated to PS4 in this frost! Revenge of the Yetis will be available in Chaos VII, so prepare your hero now!\r\r[h1]matchmaking system update[\/h1]\rThis update implements several major backend matchmaking updates. This particular update allows us to improve our map-to-map flow, making it easier to stay with friends parties and random groups. You can also modify the
minimum ascension level requirement filter that remains active when proceeding to the next trial match, and custom game names remain in transition. You are also less likely to attend a near-complete match because you can hide the match after a certain play threshold is reached. (Thanks for the feedback on that!\r\rThere\u2019s More people want to do it with this new backend
system in the future (e.e. party system improvements), so look forward to more updates!\r\r[h1] Gamepad improvements[\/h1]\rPatch 1.0.3 Continuing from work, we've added a whole slew of improvements to the new game‒ among other changes, including changes in the quality of life of the inventory UI, easy hero swapping, easy tower upgrades/repairs\/sales, etc.! Check out
our patch notes next week for a full list of details. \r\r[h1]New Cosmetics Manager[\/h1]\r This update introduces a brand new cosmetic UI to display and equip cosmetics! Not only do you need to go to certain vendors to make your hero look bad, but the current UI is painful to navigate - especially on the gamepad.Available directly from the \u201cCosmetics\u201d tab in your
inventory. You\u2019re allows you to see all of the costumes, accessories, and tower skins currently available in one place, and you can see everything (including tower skins) before you buy!\r\r[h1]bug fix[\/h1]\r And finally, this update includes a number of bug fixes! Keep an eye on the patch notes for the full details.\r\r\rWe\u2019ll see you in Etheria, Defenders!\r\rLove,\rThe
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10th, so Don ‒ will miss out!\r\r[h1]FREE Beat Heat Bundle &amp; Double Gold Weekend Event[\/h1]\rLogin gets free exclusive items for the next two weeks! You\ u2019ll finds free bundles in the emporium (accessible from the shop menu on the pause screen or from the Costume Shop in Heroes Marketplace). These items will only be available until August 10!\r[list][*]Free 4,000
Defender Medal Gifts!\r[*]Exclusive Purville Helicater Pet!\r[*]Exclusive Hats for y squires!\r[*] Corgi shoulder pals for exclusive PAWS squires!\r[*] Exclusive shirtless beach squire accessories!\r[*] Exclusive Squire Beach Shorts Accessories! [\/List]\rPlus We're doing two double gold weekend events! Warning: Make sure you have fewer than 8,000 medals before redeeming or
don't get the gift of a full 4,000 medals! Go to the costume shop, go to the wardrobe, choose the squire, choose the default outfit and you will find his new accessories in the right slot!\r\r[h1]Full Patch Note[\/h1]\rPatch 1.0.3 will help you fine-tune your loot, update your balance, and live Includes the quality of improvements, and tons of bug fixes!Check out our [url=https:\/Dungeon
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ID:76561119804618861833444, Heading 1.0.3 Preview &amp; Free Item! Headline Patch: 1.0.3 Preview &amp; Free Item! Poster Post Time: 1500146427, Update Time: 1599764468&lt;/i.imgur.com/8KtWeZs\/8KtWeZs.jpg[\/img]\r Greeting Defender, \r\ rIt\u2019s have been busy for weeks!I was absolutely blown away at the launch reception. As more players jumped into the
game, we scrambled to put out the server fire. You may have noticed some patches and maintenance updates after booting, but we are happy to report them. On the Xbox One side, these server issues caused crash issues. There ‒ they still have work to do, but things are looking brighter by the day. This patch includes loot adjustments, balance changes, optimization updates,
improved quality of life, and bug fixes based on feedback we've seen since launch. It also contains something a little special to stick with us through the launch madness! We have a release date for you soon!\r\rHere\u2019s What‒comes to the patch\r\r[h1]FREE Beat Heat Bundle &amp; Weekend Event [\/h1]\rPatch 1.0.3, We ‒ give some exclusive gifts for hanging through our
launch. These items will only be available for a limited time after the patch comes out: \r[list][*] Free 4,000 Defender Medal Gifts\r[*] Free, Exclusive Purville Heli caterer Pets!\r[*] Free, Squire Hats for Squire!\r[*] Free Corgi Shoulder Pal for Exclusive PAWS Squire at!\r[*] Free Luxury Shirtless Beach Squire Accessories!\r[*] Free, Exclusive Squire Beach Shorts Accessories!\r*[And
our eternal appreciation is the most precious gift of all gifts.' Literally. It has no real-world value at all. it, society! [\/list]\r\rPlus We will do two double gold weekend events when the ‒ patch comes out! The goal of releasing another fix before this patch is released with further crash fixes ‒ \r\r[h1]Lot Drop Updates[\/h1]\r After reviewing the player's feedback and jumping into the data,
I agree that the progress of the item, especially in Chaos 4-7, is too slow. Too many items occur and the power only gives a very small increase. This takes too long to enhance all the characters and the problem gets worse as you play with later chaos difficulty. Not only that, we ‒2019re occasionally adds a chance of a super drop ‒ and ‒ gives you a chance for substantially more
powerful items. There ‒ is still a good bit of system randomness, so don\u2019t expects to get loads of powerful legends dumped on you in your first game.\u2018big wins ‒ we hope players will really feel it!\r\r\r We consider this a blanket ‒ and for all the known item issues highlighted by the community, we see it as a big step in the right direction. More changes will come
soon!\r\r[h1]4 Chaos VII Trial Maps[\/h1]\rWe\u2019re add 4 maps to the Chaos VII Trial Rotation! Little Horn Valley\r[*] Attack on the Throne Room\r[*] Buried Bastille\r[*] DeadLoad[\/List]\rYou\u2019ll encounters eight total maps when working on a C7 trial. More trial improvements coming!\r\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/pCOTJxD.jpg[\/img]\r\r[h1]Wall Collision and Range Indicator
Update[h1][ \/h1]\rWe\u2019re increases block collision size!\r[list][*] Spike blockade collisions are 37% larger on the X axis and 20% larger on the Y axis. \r[*] The collision volume of the volcano square is 3. The collision volume of the 7% large .\r[*] training dummy square is 18% larger. \r[*] The collision volume of the Arkane barrier is 66% larger on the X axis. The volume is 25%
larger on the X axis. \r[*] Viper fang collision volume is 11% larger on both X and Y axes. [\/List]\r In addition to this, we have added a new range indicator to the blockade to help seal your lane.jpg.com. Another decal that displays the damage extent!\r\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/8s18asR.jpg[\/img]\r[\/img] Minimap Improvements [\/h1] Minimap Improvements [\/h1]\Minimaps now
show defense corruption status. On top of the flashing when hit, the tower changes color from green to yellow to flashing red when it falls below a predefined health threshold. Destroyed defenses appear on the minimap with icons flashing for 3 seconds for a better look at your momental actions. With a particular focus on some of our less frequently used defenses.\r\r Most fixed
target towers (cannonball towers, Harpy\u2019s parches, earth shutter towers, etc.) will significantly increase dps overall. This is a straight stats boost to these towers, trying to make defense and competitiveness that can hit many targets. We want these towers to be more utilized, especially in the difficulties of chaos, where the launch towers are expected to shine. We ‒ do not
expect all defenses to strike as fast as the flame aura, but the slow ATK rate of these defensesDamage and general targeting failures. These defenses fire about a second faster than they are today, with adjustments corresponding to the defense and Cret damage ratio. Defenses like blaze balloons have proven difficult to use despite relatively high DPS output and we want to
return to normal usage. This change is intended to improve usability, not straight stat buffs, so these changes will reduce defenses and Cret damage rates where appropriate. Some EV2\u2019s defenses no longer require shards to be replaced to temporarily increase the maximum node. You must leave the shard in defense or remove the extra nodes. We ‒ fixed a terrible bug in
Hornet\u2019s Nest that was also undermining its DPS, and it should again be a very strong defense!\r\rWe\u2019ve also finally made some updates to the shutter combo effect. Watching the players setting up this combo using Frosty Proton Node, we felt that the potential damage output of the grinding effect was a little too strong while we were super pleased. We really wanted
to nerf the frosty proton node, and certainly there was no call to nerf cannonball tower, earth shutter tower, etc., so we reduced the shutter effect itself. The shutter still obliteres weak enemies like goblins, but after this patch, it's no longer a guaranteed kill for tougher enemies like Drakin and Berserkers. We ‒ also fixed it so that it can damage minibosses so that it consumes freezes
and has no effect. Therefore, in addition to these changes, we will make some adjustments to reduce its advantage in the hope of seeing increased diversity and a large number of defense buffs. Mystic and Obelisk fans will want to take special care as they have unders received some pretty radical balance updates in this patch. (It\u2019s basically hits every one of the above
core changes!\r\r[h1] optimization improvements[\/h1]\rThis patch includes some optimization improvements to the game and should improve frame rate on all three platforms, especially PS4 and Xbox One versions.) We are considering increasing optimization changes to improve frame rates in the console version. Enjoy more!\r\r[h1] Inventory UI and Shard Icon
Tweaks[\/h1]\rWe\u2019re Add a number of inventory UI improvements in the patchShard now has a unique icon! The \r[*] Experience\/Ascension Bar is now permanently placed on the inventory screen\r[*] inventory now highlights new items that players did not previously own until the player focused on the new item. This includes auto-equipped items, items manually picked up
by players, and bundled items selected in the Shard highlighting valid slots in the Hero Manager screen on the left, and the exact number of weapons a hero can equip. [\/list]\r\r[h1] Disable controller vibration option[\/h1]\r\u2019t For those who like to play with controllers that shake like earthquakes, add the option to disable controller vibration! You can make changes to the game
browser UI and easily create games on your controller!\r\r[h1]Xbox One Vsync option[\/h1]\rWe\u2019re adds the Vsync option for the Xbox One version of this patch. \r\r[h1] Controller Dead Zone Update[\r[h1] thanks for the great Reddit post. Looking for joystick dead zone update on controller. ‒ if you don't know ‒ dead zones are related to how much the game needs to move
the joystick from its central resting place before registering the movement. The big dead zone is that you have to push the joystick really far before the movement starts. A small dead zone means you need very little joystick movement. The results of these changes should improve the overall joystick movement and give a more useful dead zone option. This is a patch stretch goal,
so if you see ‒2019t in this patch, the \r\r[h1] bug fix [\/h1] bug fix[\/h1]\r Finally, this patch contains a lot of bug fixes. Includes fixes that auto-collect options don't work properly.\r\r\rYdever your support, thanks for defenders, and more about patch 1.0.3 and free beat heat bundles!\r\rLove, \rThe Trendy Team auto_migratedforum_topic_idforum_topic_id hide_library_overview
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[img]http:////i.imgur.com/yLHymfD.jpg[\/img \r\rDungeon Defender II officially moved out of Xbox early access and free play, and with this major milestone in the history of PC our game ‒ we released Update 1.0. \r\rhttps:\/\/www.youtube.com\//watch?v=ftaYaX5A84c\rUpdate 1.0 focuses on our new player experience. This update fixes a lot of bugs, adds a lot of polish, introduces
more quality of life changes, improves our early gaming experience, gets new players through campaigns and gets deeper into chaos. After today, we had ‒ a feature and change (endless mode says hello) \ r \rWe ‒ have been in early access for more than 2 years. With over 60 updates, Dungeon Defender II has grown before our eyes. It was exciting ‒ and frankly, it was a bit
unsettling for you to see every step of the way and develop the game. Our growth and improvement is for your support, your feedback and the dedicated members of our team who have done the top to move our game forward. We are proud of where Dungeon Defender II is today, but the launch is just the beginning. In your support, Dungeon Defender II is a notebook for the Xbox
One version of Update 1.0:\r\r[h1]! [\/h1]\r Brewed in secret, the Xbox One version is finally here.com! \/Media\/xUPGceZXxS409p4kCI\/Gifphy.gif[\/img]\r[r[h1] Feature[\/h1]\r[b] Start\r \rThe Start is our first gender swap hero. This powerful chi-wielding warrior is the gender swap of our bald friend, a monk. She uses the same defenses as a monk, but she comes with a new suite of
abilities: \r [List] [b][i] Chistonp: a powerful slam that can be activated in the air!\r[*]b[i] Crippled Chi wave: [\/i][\b]which enemies hit and debuff!\r[*][b][i] Empower talisman: [\/i][\/b] Start temporarily put the talisman on the ground to increase the power of nearby defenses! [\/List]\r \rThe start is available at a lower jewel and defender medal price than other heroes. And Don ‒ worry:
The Barbarians will soon have his time to shine. \r\r[b]Updated tutorials[\/b]\r Play all our new tutorial maps, check out the videos of the new tutorials, and see the new how-to menu! We've covered tips, tricks!\r\r[b]updated stories and campaigns [\/b]\rEtheria has never felt so alive! Prepare for new threats and twists. Be sure to keep an eye on it.During the build phase!\r \r[b] New
overview screen and score system [\/b]\r At the end of each map, whether you win or lose, ‒ there is a new summary screen that will score you based on your performance. Our new scoring system includes many different qualifiers and bonuses to help you tweak your build and get high on your personal mental leaderboard. Immediately after the release of the score, we will add
several forms of score tracking for players to see!\r \r[b]The updated HUD &amp; Health Bar[\/b]\rWe\u2019ve has updated the number of our heads-up display elements to make a UI cleaner while providing more information. The biggest change is to add a Hero Deck hotkey above the health bar. It's easy to see which hero hero the Hero Deck Slot Hotkey is, but the type of player
who constantly rotates heroes in and out of hero decks is especially useful!\r[b]New Tower Skins[\/b]\r All new bit dry studs, Woodland Apprentices and Hypnotic Abyss Road Skins! (Time for abys road\/monk defensive dance party!anse#hype)\r\r[b]new shard icon [\/b]\rWe\u2019ve has added a new iconography for some of the most popular shards in the game. We ‒ will continue
to improve our shard icons after launch!\r[List][*] Channel - Icon Type Change\r[*] Inspiration - Icon Type Change\r[*] Hero Critical Strike - Minor Border Change\r[*] Life Reach - Icon Type Change\r[*] Life Boost - Icon Type Change - Icon Type Type Change\r[*Build] Icon Type Change\r[Explosion Guard] [Destruction - Minor Border Change\r[*] Fortress - Minor Border Change\r[*]
Deadly Strike - Icon Type Change\r[*] PanicFire - Change Icon Type\r[*] Press Your Luck - Change Icon Type [\/List]\r\r[Incasion] &amp; Legendary Weapons]\/b]\rAs Part of our new experience, the goal of our invasion is to provide various progress milestones as players progress through Chaos. After completing the invasion, you ‒ unlock unique legendary weapons in Wayfarer!
Wayfarer sells these weapons for defender medals, so please sell those Souls4Gold when updates come out!\r\r Due to the variety of gameplay in our endgame, we have a number of interesting changes and features to add post launch. In addition to the new weapon [\/b]\r Wayfarer's weapon, we ‒have added many new weapon models to the game across many of our different
heroes. Go ahead and get that sweet new booty!\r\r[b]PS4 optimization[\/b]\r This update improves the PS4 frame rate, especially if many enemies are on the screen at once. This is the first update of the PS4 optimization update - shortly after launch, we have the Retani of other changesAdded a new minimum ascension level host option for further frame rate!\r[h1]quality of
life[\/h1]\r[list][*]. Added the name of the defense under the !\r[*] relic slot, including the options menu. \r[*] Added server area display to the main menu. r[*] Added a tower for PC controller users ‒ to rotate ‒Hold. Private taverns must default to private games. private like this. Updated many Seekit.\r[*] game icons to Squire ‒ head. This was the most important change of all.
[\/List]\r\r[h1] Balance[\/h1]\r[b]Core Health[\/b]\r[list][*][*]Increased chaos core health to protect the core from enemies shooting in one shot. [\/List]\r \r[b]Sharz[\/b]\r[List][*] Barista - Black Arrow damage increased from 50% to 60%. Duration from 2.4 seconds to 3.0 seconds.\r[*] Cannonball - Heavy Cannonball damage increased from 950% to 1250%. Knock-up times increased
slightly. \r[*] Fires for effect chance increased from 25% to 45% \r[**] Flame aura - Invasion flame process chance increased from 25% to 30%, damage increased from 40% to 60%. From 15% to 30%, damage increased from 110% to 450%. \r[*] Airplane Snake - Proc chance increased every 5 seconds every 3 seconds, and damage increased from 525% to 3000%. Buff duration
decreased from +5 seconds to +2 seconds. \r[*] Lateral Blast - Damage increased from 725% to 2250%. Damage increased from 1150% to 4000%. \r[*] Frosty Proton Node - Proc chance increased from 5% to 25%, and duration decreased from 5% to 2 seconds. [\/List]\r \r[b]Betsy Weapon[\/b]\r[List][*] Betsy's weapons now have fragments locked in shard slots to mimic their old.
Precious Passive Effects.\r[*] Apprentice and Huntress Betsy Weapon have updated their rate of fire and damage to match our new balanced solution. Fixed [\/list]\r \r[h1]bug fix[\/h1]\r[list][*] another magic proton beam crash. Fixed an issue with infinite black screens after Jazzah!\r[*]Load screen.\r[*] Hero information and currency indicators should no longer overlap. The speed of
\u201c\u201d is again \u201cOrbs\u201d. We don't know how it happened. \r[*] This also means that the orb and mark filters will work again!\r[*]Abyss Lord\u2019s Abys stones can now do cret. Enemy health scaling per player is now +25% instead of +50%. Fixed an issue where the Shard could not be dropped on the bag icon when going ahead and protecting with friends!\r[*]
Shard. No more randomly hitting invisible walls! HOORAY!\r[*] Forest Ambush Invasion Demons thought it was really cool just to pose T for fun. We set them straight. When targeting allies and others in the \r[*] game, the cross reticle must turn the correct color. Now it's a color other than red! The resolution selector in the \r[*] option menu can now be scrolled with the scroll wheel.
Updated shadow flame dagger description. \r[*] Updated the Wear and Tear tooltip to use the new UI. Arcane Volley.\r[*]Gunwitch\u2019s Snipe Critical Damage Shards no longer apply to all elemental damage. Fixed \r[*] level-up pop-up to change the default hero name to class. Squire is now a \u201c squire ‒ Monk is currently \u201cMonk.\u201d Barbarians have fixed a
challenge display issue that currently renders challenges completed in the UI twice. \r[*]Flame Aura properly calculates damage and chances for inspected DPS numbers. Player 1 then gets a ‒Unknown error. \u201d\r[*]Fiery Brimstone Shard works only for Abby's Road, as originally designed and modified, requiring significant damage scaling from 100% to 12%. \r[*] Un gearing
up passes through the automatic collection flow and moves to the bag you should be in. Fixed the eye and mouth of the \r[*]Drakken\u2019s shining correctly when swapping to EV2 Mark III displayed an incorrect fuselage.Sent to another player. Could not authenticate with \r[*]\u201c Steam\u2026. We returned them.\r[*] fixed the crash if you selected Exit on the menu screen
while the message was immediately displayed. Fixed an issue with the .\r[*] Throne Siege Room sign. \r[*] Fixed areas where Kobold could get stuck in ruins. Beep boop. Fixed a boost aura description typo at Bloop.\r[*]. \u201cPrecentage\u201d is right?\r[*] Dry Ad Hornet ‒ fixed a small lighting issue with nesting and slime pits. .\r[*] Fixed wyvern death animation. The \r[*] filter
By\u2026 bag weapon filter no longer has a defense statistics option. [\/List]\r\r[b]Known Issues[\/b]\r[List][*] No\u201cPress G End Match ‒ the message appears after hitting Wave 4 in an airship battle. This is a visual issue and G still works correctly. \r[*] Arashi's Glaive is currently available for purchase at wayfarer shops. It still unlocks and drops from power surge invasions. \r[*]
Arashi's Free‒ unique shard is missing its icon. [\/list]\r,commentcount:50,tags:
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announcementsFor 2 days early access: 1497814429, Update time: 1599764474, Body: [img]https:\/Media.Giffie.com\/Media\/xUPGceZXxS409p4kCI\/giphy.gif Two days to go until Dungeon Defender II launches on Xbox One, PC&amp;PS4. Two days to go before the game officially removes early access and is free to play on all platforms. I'm sorry I'm hyperventilation. Oh God. *
Along with this major milestone in the history of our game.com ‒ we will release update 1.0 on June 20, focusing on our new player experience. In Devstream above and the blog below, we walk through the main beats of the patch ‒ Since June 20, we have been asking ‒ a lot of features and changes ( Endless mode says hello). With your support, Dungeon Defender II will only
get bigger and better!\r\r[h1]gender swap:start[\/h1]\r Coming, SLAM. The start is joining us on June 20!\r\r Start is our first gender swap hero. This powerful chi-wielding warrior is the gender swap of our bald friend, a monk. She uses the same defenses as a monk, but she comes with a suite of new abilities. \r[list][b][i]Chi Stomp:[\/i][\/i][\/b]Powerful slums that can be activated in the
air!\r[*]b[i]Crippled Chiwave:[\/i][/b], she Launch the ball of which enemies hit and debuff!\r[*][b][i] Empower talisman: [\/i][\/b] Start temporarily put a talisman on the ground to increase the power of nearby defenses! [\/List]\rThe Start is available at a lower jewel and defender medal price than other heroes. And Don ‒ worry: The Barbarians will soon have his time to shine. \r\r[h1]
New Tutorial Mission + Tutorial Video [\/h1]\rWe\u2019ve has completely revamped our tutorial mission! We ‒ have also added a new how-to-play section with additional videos to teach players about advanced tactics, loot, inventory, and more. On some maps, we ‒ have added new mutas to keep the gameplay experience fresh throughout the campaign. We're also fleshing out
existing stories with new cutsenings and new in-game interactions. If you ‒ if you've already played the campaign, grab a new hero and check out the changes! \r\r[h1]invasion + legendary weapons[\/h1]\r As part of our new player experience, we ‒2019ve introduced invasion into chaos! When you complete the Inkalion, you ‒ will unlock a uniqueWeapons in Wayfarer! Wayfarer
sells these weapons for defender medals, so sell those Souls4Golds when updates come out!\r\rAs Due to the variety of gameplay in our endgame, we have a number of interesting changes and features that we are going to add post launch. Please look forward!\r\r[h1]Updated HUD + Health Bar [\/h1]\rWe\u2019ve has updated the number of our HUD elements to make a UI
cleaner while providing more information. You can check out the Devstream video to see it in action, but the biggest change is to add a hero deck hotkey above the health bar. It's easy to see which hero hero the Hero Deck Slot Hotkey is, but it's especially useful for players who constantly rotate players entering and exiting hero decks!\r\r[h1] New Summary Screen &amp; Score
System [\/h1] \rIt\u2019s finally implement a new overview screen after the game is over and the biggest new change here is the scoring system! We ‒ included the number of powers in this first iteration of the scoring system. Optimize your build for the best score! In the future, we plan to add leaderboards, rewards, etc. based on the scoring system!\r\r[h1]PS4
optimization[\/h1]\rTh update improves the PS4 frame rate, especially when many enemies are on the screen at once. This is the first update to the PS4 optimization update - immediately after launch, there are other change retanies that should further improve the frame rate!\r\r[h1]Shard Buff[\/h1]\rWe\u2019re continues to shad buff! More Shard Buffs (and Defense Buffs) come
after launch!\r\r[h1]The first Shard Icon Update[\/h1]\rWe\u2019ve has updated the more popular Shard icons to help you find them easily in your inventory. We kept updating the Shard system and guessed after launch. \r\r[h1] Host option: Minimum ascension level [\/h1]\r Update allows you to set the lowest ascension level for your match! More host tools are in
progress!\r\r[h1]Rename Hero[\/h1]\rHero! From your inventory, you can change the names of all heroes as many times as you want. Enemy health scaling per player is +25% instead of +50%. Come out and defend with friends!\r\r[h1]New Tower Skin[\/h1]\rWe\u2019ve added some new sets of tower skins so you can make your Towers better.Controller containing option
menu!\r\r[h1] bug fix[\/h1]\rTons.\r\r\r\r We can wait for Tuesday. We will meet you there \u2019ll Defender!\r\rLove,\rThe Trendy Team hide_library_overview auto_migrated:forum_topic_id:forum_topic_idevent_gid:28907042307666288 Poll
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[img]http:////i.imgur.com\/rJw8M2i.jpg[\/img]\r\r\r Booty Update is out now on PC! Read on to learn everything: \r\r[h1]Loot Updates[\/h1]\rWe\u2019ve is working on a series of changes that will take a new booty system from trial updates and tweak it to make it more interesting and more intuitive. It applies the feedback we have received since the trial update ‒ and instills a lot of the
spirit of the booty system from the original Dungeon Defender. These changes apply to all new drops. Except for upgrade scaling changes, the current gear is unaffected. We hope to enjoy the following changes: \r\r[img]http:///i.imgur.com\/6gnxBDC.png\/6gnxBDC.png\/r\r[b] New statistical rolling system[\/b]\r Before this update, rarity affected loot statistics. This was intended to
make higher rarity desirable, but this actually progressed slower than intended, causing obstacles to progression. Equipped legendary (and mythology) has increased the time to upgrade your next statistic and, in some cases, stopped the intended statistics upgrade from appearing at the end of the chaos layer. We removed this and instead, we made some exciting changes to the
rarity ‒ something worth finding. You\u2019ll discovers these changes later in the patch notes. Looking back at the first Dungeon Defender, the loot system asked you to give every loot drop a chance. ‒u2019t has always been a simple ‒ or ‒ of whether an item was good for you. The loot stats rolled individually, so there was so much meaning in determining whether the drop was
good or bad. Say a healthy, rolled item of defense and defense. Perhaps the defense power rolled higher than the current gear, but the defense's health rolled lower. Is it a trade-off that you ‒ is it worth more than health for your particular build? Is it worth more at this point in your progression? It's bad for one hero, but good for another? This requires planting many of these
interesting decisions in the booty, and at the same time ‒ introduce side-grade opportunities to improve progression speed!\r\r[img]http://\/i.imgur.com\/SbHjJne.gif[\/img]\r[b]4 Legendary Stats! [\/b]\r Legendary is going to roll with additional stats! Throughout our early access period, we learned ‒ that you need that extra statistic in order don ‒ (and you ‒ have learnedSuccess. But
there was a certain joy in the loot of DD1 ‒ when all of those beautiful statistics rolled into a single item. It was that little extra push to keep playing and keep hunting. This change should make Legendary feel so special. With this change、.. \r\r\r[b]New fixed upgrade/tier-by-tier upgrades and upgrade scaling[\/b]\rRarities have new upgrades! \r[list][*]Legendary: Always falling with
60 upgrades\r[*] Myths, epics and power: Always dropped with 30 upgrades [\/list]\r There was an upgrade bug in a way that the maximum statistics obtained by the upgrade were higher than intended. The problem was not the amount of statistics you could get. The increase per upgrade. This caused major statistical problems in the future Chaos tier, so we changed the growth
rate. This means that you can reach the same statistics (if not higher) as before, but it relies a bit on higher chaos layer upgrades and actual loot drops. Even better, these 3 shard slots appear in both legendary and mythical loot!‒2019t can wait to see the new builds you create with these .jpg.com. [\/b]\rWe\u2019ve has increased the amount of loot that will take away roles based
on the most powerful heroes in your deck. [\/b]\r One of the most common confusing points of our new booty system was how the loot was generated. Before this update, loot generated based on the average statistical power of all heroes in your deck will be worse if you have a hero with worse statistics than others. In this update, loot will be generated based on the most powerful
heroes in your deck. You won ‒ you just have to remove your other 3 heroes before the combat phase to get the best loot. Based on our playtest, this change alone removes many of the WTF moments from our new booty system. Currently, its +\/- range is quite small. There are plenty of moments of ‒chow \ u201d that you will find looted drops in big stats upgrades - those
moments of ‒201cpower spikes ‒ are not enough. Increase this range so that power spikes occur frequently. Another caveat is that when new individual statistics roll, items that previously become full-board ‒ \ u201d roles (since both statistics rolled with the same number ) can be upgradeable!The chaos layer was easy enough. For others, the gap felt like an inexplicable wall.
What we've heard over and over again since the trial update ‒ is that in the loot system introduced in the trial, each chaos layer drops better and better looting to a certain point in time. Once you hit that point, you ‒ you need to move on to the next Chaos layer to keep finding better loot. In this update, we ‒ will increase the maximum loot limit per Chaos tier. If you can overcome
the leap to the next Chaos level, you can move up in the current hierarchy. This additional power potential should reduce gaps and increase upward mobility. In a rough comparison, Chaos 1 is awarded only about 13,000 gold per win, while Chaos 7 is awarded about 56,000 gold. For example, Chaos 1 must award an award close to 21,000 gold. This should go a long way to the
gold squeeze on previous difficulties. It‒it's also worth noting that our increased loot drops leave players with more gold than before. We\ u2019ll will continue to monitor gold/time and gold/difficulty players achieved with these new values and make more adjustments as needed. Players will see their gold earnings increase with this new patch and ‒ will not include the following
changes: \r\r\r[h1]Back-to-back winning bonusES XP&amp;Gold[\/h1]\r In this update, we ‒ will end their winning streak by introducing gold and XP bonuses! You‒ will start to earn these bonuses with your first overall win and these bonuses will grow to the cap. The more you play, the more you earn ‒ you earn! (We are also actively working to fix matchmaking.) This update
provides some fixes, including solutions that may not be able to continue after the match ends, and more fixes are made soon. We ‒ will continue to make back-to-back winning bonuses and matchmaking feel better and better!\r\r[h1] Experience and ascension updates[\/h1]\rWe\u2019re are happy with the speed with which players are gaining ascension levels when playing in
challenging difficulties. However, some players are farming much lower difficulties to earn ascension levels at very fast speeds and that ‒ is throwing away our estimates on how quickly players will earn ascension levels. In essence, there were two spectators who were at or near chaos 6's target ascension level, and two spectators from another group who pulled the road ahead.
Balancing new difficulties for these two different audiences became veryAnd I realized that if I wanted to keep releasing new difficulties, I needed to close the gap a little bit. Chaos 5, by contrast, awards several times more experience than before. This means that playing with higher difficulties gives you much more experience than playing with lower difficulties. By combining
these changes, if you‒ are currently playing Chaos 5, it is more efficient to farm Chaos 4 or Chaos 5 for experience rather than returning to Chaos 1. This change changes the existing ascension level, but updates the amount of experience required to reach the next level. Practically, this means that Chaos 1 is no longer the most efficient difficulty to earn ascension levels. This
next change is intended to limit the overall power of players who have exceeded the target ascension level many times due to our most difficult difficulties. Power limited to 10, 15, or 20 does not change. Only forces that had 999 caps are affected. The cap goes up because we release difficult difficulties. \r\r Ascend. \r\r If you ascend\r\r\r Rise ‒ below ascension level 400, this
won\u2019t totally affects you to have enough points to hit any cap. But if you are on ascension 420 (approximately) you ‒ you may notice that ‒ will start 2019re against each other to hit caps that need to diversify your points instead of stacking them on a single power. Our intention is to narrow the power gap a bit between our most dedicated fans (some of whom are over
Ascension 1,000) and the majority of our player base (most of which are less than Ascension 300). /b]\rWe\u2019t wanted all of this update to be redos and system updates, so we ‒ include some new rewards for reaching higher ascension levels!\r\r Starting at ascension level 100 (and lasting up to 1,000), players will be rewarded for hitting the Ascension milestone. One of the
rewards is the new title,Increased the number of dedicated players pushing the top edge of ascension. \r\r\r[h1]Scaling new multiplayer enemies[\/h1]\r Thanks to your feedback, enemy damage in multiplayer will no longer be scaled to and from each player added to the game. Now, the health of the only enemy scales! Play with this and let me know how you feel now!\r\r\r[h1]Life
quality change[\/h1]\r[list][*] The maximum upgrade statistic is now displayed on the item tooltip. With this change, you can see if the drop of new loot is an upgrade that exceeds your current gear!\r[*] Shards that are not valid for the current hero will no longer appear on the Shard Equip screen. The item tooltip displays statistics that are not valid for that defense. \r[*] We've reduced
the tower placement barrier for some defenses so that they can be easily placed next to each other. 9s weaknesses increased from 550% to 850% \r\/list\r\r\r[h1] balance[\/h1]\r[b]Blazing Phoenix Shard[\b]\r[list][*] Blazing Phoenix's defense powers color has been slightly updated\r[*] tooltip text slightly clearer \/correct[\/list]\r\r[b]explosive surprise shard[\/b]\r[list][*] Explosive surprise
defense power s collar increased from 650% to 1,200% at the maximum level\r[*]Proc chances decreased from 65% to 65%. The 50%\r[*] net change increased the maximum rate bonus for this shard[\/list]\r\r[b]enhanced poison shard[\/b]\r[list][*] enhanced poison from 25% to 40%. [\/List]\r\r[b]Dryad Ability Cooldown\/Cost[\/b]\r[List][*] Starfall cooldown has been reduced from 15
seconds to 5 seconds. Reduce dryad mana costs for some abilities\r[List][*] Normal Form\r[List][*] Ability 2:20-10[\/List]\r[*] Corrupt Form\r[List][*] Ability 2: 20 to 10\r[r] *] Ability 3: 30 to 15[\/list][\/list][\list]\r\r[h1]Bug Fix[\/h1]\r[list][*] Fixed several issues preventing players from moving on to the next map. If this is still happening, report it to the bug reporting site. \r[*] Series EV2‒
weapons manufacturers now properly criticize hero swaps without the need for them. Anoyans Shard will be properly updated with hot swapping heroes (who stayed in the last place of heroes with equipped shards). The \r[*] Crane Stance Shard no longer processes all heroes who have been attacked in range when equipped with elemental weapons. More damage, the more it
does. this scales nowOpening inventory while .\r[*] dead from damage will no longer cause inventory UI issues. \r[*] Removed debug text from ability mana ascension power information. Fixed a bug that prevented \r[*] players from purchasing 5 packs of Hero cards with Defender Medals in Greystone Plaza. [\/List]\r\r[b]Known Issues[\/b]\r[List][*] Multiplayer displays the xp\/gold
default value of the map instead of the sum of xp\/gold correct bonuses for some players in the sum of bonus XP and gold displayed on the summary screen. It's just a matter of text because the correct amount of ‒ is given to the player. You just see the wrong total on the rewards screen. It happens about half the time on a particular map. [\/list],commentcount:33,tags:
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until May 23: 1599764484body: Greeting Defender, \r\r The booty update is delayed until next Tuesday, May 23. As we proceed with the final play test, we felt we needed an extra week to get it right. This is an important update and we want to offer something with confidence. We know how eager you are for updates - trust us, we too !-- but this extra time will really make it
shine.\r\rIn this additional week, we can also add:\r[list][*] more quality of life changes! (For example, the item comparison tooltip displays the item ‒maximum upgrade statistic.) With this change, you can see if the drop of new loot is an upgrade on the current gear!\r[*] Add to our first PS4 trophy! This is the first batch of trophies. Add more bug fixes in the future!\r[*]! [\/List]\r\r\r
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Tuesday [strike]. \/Strike [Update: Loot update is coming on May 23. As we progressed through the final play test, we felt we needed an extra week to get it right. This is an important update and we want to offer something with confidence. We know how eager you are for updates - trust us, we !-- too - but this extra time will really make it shine. \r\r This update provides
improvements to loot and progression that we were inexplicably toying with ‒ We are eager to share the details of these sucregs, we ‒ you eager to swallow them ‒ but soon the feast will arrive. You‒ will be treated to a five-course meal packed with release plan details. You‒ discover when we're going to release and what we were planning between now and the fateful day. There
are surprises in the store for you too, but we won ruining them now ‒ As \r\r\rAs we've seen in the spring forward update, and everyone we're going to see in the Lot Update next week ‒ we're working on more system improvements. More quality of life changes. Other bug fixes. More refined. We ‒ have made many changes to our game during our more than two years in early
access. After your feast, guests arrive - a hungry masses of new, returning players - and we're going to make sure Dungeon Defender II is ready for them. It applies the feedback we have received since the trial update ‒ and instills a lot of the spirit of the booty system from the original Dungeon Defender. These changes apply to all new drops when the update is finished. The
current gear is unaffected. I hope you enjoy the following changes when they come out next Tuesday: \r\r[img]http:////i.imgur.com\/6gnxBDC.png[\/img]\r\r[h1] New statistical rolling system[\//h1] Before this update, rarity affected loot statistics. This was intended to make higher rarity desirable, but this actually progressed slower than intended, causing obstacles to progression.
Having legends (and myths) has increased the time to upgrade your next statistic and, in some cases, stopped the intended statistics upgrade from appearing at the end of the Chaos layer. We removed this and instead, we made some exciting changes to the rarity ‒ something worth finding. You‒ will discover these changes later in this blog. Looking back at the
beginning,Defenders, loot system asked you to give every loot drop a chance. ‒u2019t has always been a simple ‒ or ‒ of whether an item was good for you. The loot stats rolled individually, so there was so much meaning in determining whether the drop was good or bad. Say a healthy, rolled item of defense and defense. Perhaps the defense power rolled higher than the current
gear, but the defense's health rolled lower. Is it a trade-off that you ‒ is it worth more than health for your particular build? Is it worth more at this point in your progression? It's bad for one hero, but good for another? This requires planting many of these interesting decisions in the loot, and at the same time ‒ introduces side-grade opportunities to improve progression
speed!\r\r[img]http:////i.imgur.com\/SbHjJne.gif[\/img]\r\r[h1]4 Legendary Stats! [\/h1]\r Legendary is going to roll with additional stats! Throughout the early access period, we learned ‒ that you need that extra statistic for Don ‒ to succeed (and you ‒ have learned). But there was a certain joy in the loot of DD1 ‒ when all of those beautiful statistics rolled into a single item. It was that
little extra push to keep playing and keep hunting. This change should make Legendary feel so special. With this change、.. \r\r[h1]New upgrade range [\/h1]\rRarities has a new upgrade range! The final upgrade scope is still being adjusted and will be available in next week's patch notes. What we heard from the min\/max player is that it was a bit easy to find the perfect gear.
These upgrade changes should retain their usefulness and power while providing only a little more for higher rarity to look for. \r\r[h1]3[\/h1]\rWe\u2019ve also increased armor and weapon shard slots from 2 to 3.jpg.com! Increase Loot Drop\rWe\u2019ve increases the amount of loot dropped in trials by about 50%!\r[h1]Plundering rolls based on the most powerful heroes in your
deck[\/h1]\r One of the mostThe confusing point of our new booty system was how the loot was generated. Before this update, loot generated based on the average statistical power of all heroes in your deck will be worse if you have a hero with worse statistics than others. In this update, loot will be generated based on the most powerful heroes in your deck. You won ‒ you just
have to remove your other 3 heroes before the combat phase to get the best loot. Based on our playtest, this change alone removes many of the WTF moments from our new booty system. Currently, its +\/- range is quite small. There are plenty of moments of ‒chow \ u201d that you will find looted drops in big stats upgrades - those moments of ‒201cpower spikes ‒ are not
enough. Increase this range so that power spikes occur frequently. Another caveat is that as new individual statistics roll, items that previously became full-board ‒ ‒ items (since both statistics rolled in the same number) could have been made possible! What we've heard over and over again since the trial update ‒ is that in the loot system introduced in the trial, each chaos layer
drops better and better looting to a certain point in time. Once you hit that point, you ‒ you need to move on to the next Chaos layer to keep finding better loot. In this update, we ‒ will increase the maximum loot limit per Chaos tier. If you can overcome the leap to the next Chaos level, you can move up in the current hierarchy. This additional power potential needs to reduce gaps
and increase your upward mobility. \r\r[h1] Future: Better in-game instructions [\//h1]\r The above changes recognize that the system should be more intuitive, but some elements need to be written more clearly. In the future, we will include better in-game information for players on how loot works. Keep an eye on your blog for more information. \r\r\r[h1][b]Gold Rewards[\/b][\/b]
[\/h1]\rPlayers earned enough gold in the previous chaos layer. In a rough comparison, Chaos 1 is awarded only about 13,000 gold per win, while Chaos 7 is awarded about 56,000 gold. For example, Chaos 1 must award an award close to 21,000 gold. This should go a long way to the gold squeeze on previous difficulties. It's worth noting ‒Our increased loot drops leave players
with more gold than before. We\ u2019ll will continue to monitor gold/time and gold/difficulty players achieved with these new values and make more adjustments as needed. Players will see their gold earnings increase in this new patch and ‒ will not include the following changes: \r\r\r[h1][b] consecutive winnings and XP bonuses[\/b][\/b][\/h1]\r In this update, we will introduce
gold and XP bonuses to round out the back-to-back winnings feature! You\ u2019ll will start to earn these bonuses with your first win in a row (your second overall win) and these bonuses will grow to the upper limit. The more you play, the more you earn ‒ you earn! (We are also actively working to fix matchmaking.) This update provides some fixes, including solutions that may
not be able to continue after the match ends, and more fixes are made soon. We ‒ will continue to make back-to-back winning bonuses and matchmaking feel better and better!\r\r\r[h1][b]experience and ascension updates[\/b][\/h1]\rWe\u2019re are happy with the speed with which players are gaining ascension levels when playing with challenging difficulties. However, some
players are farming much lower difficulties to earn ascension levels at very fast speeds and that ‒ is throwing away our estimates on how quickly players will earn ascension levels. In essence, there were two spectators who were at or near chaos 6's target ascension level, and two spectators from another group who pulled the road ahead. Balancing new difficulties for these two
different audiences became very difficult, and I realized that if I wanted to continue to release new difficulties, I needed to bridge the gap between them a little bit. Chaos 5, by contrast, awards several times more experience than before. This means that playing with higher difficulties gives you much more experience than playing with lower difficulties. By combining these changes,
if you‒ are currently playing Chaos 5, it is more efficient to farm Chaos 4 or Chaos 5 for experience rather than returning to Chaos 1. This change changes the existing ascension level, but updates the amount of experience required to reach the next level. Practically, this means that Chaos 1 is no longer the most efficient difficulty for all players to earn ascensionIn particular,
ascension 200.\r[h1]new ascension power cap[\/h1]\r Our first change is aimed at smoothing the progression rate and encouraging players to play harder, but this next change is aimed at limiting the overall power of players who have exceeded the target ascension level many times due to our most difficult difficulties. Power limited to 10, 15, or 20 does not change. Only forces that
had 999 caps are affected. The cap goes up because we release difficult difficulties. \r\r Ascend. \r\r If you ascend\r\r\r Rise ‒ below ascension level 400, this won\u2019t totally affects you to have enough points to hit any cap. But if you are on ascension 420 (approximately) you ‒ you may notice that ‒ will start 2019re against each other to hit caps that need to diversify your points
instead of stacking them on a single power. Our intention is to narrow the power gap a bit between our most dedicated fans (some of whom are over 1,000 ascension) and the majority of our player base (most of which are less than Ascension 300). h1]\rWe\u2019t wanted all of this update to be redos and system updates, so we ‒ include some new rewards for reaching higher
ascension levels!\r\r Starting at ascension level 100 (and lasting up to 1,000), players will be rewarded for hitting ascension milestones. One of the rewards will be a new title available to our more committed players who push the upper end of the ascension. You have completely surprised us with your dedication. And as we approach our official release, we hope to continue to
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